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Purpose: The U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence 
publishes the Military Intelligence Professional Bulletin 
(MIPB) quarterly under the provisions of AR 25-30. 
MIPB presents information designed to keep intelligence 
professionals informed of current and emerging devel-
opments within the field and provides an open forum 
in which ideas; concepts; tactics, techniques, and proce-
dures; historical perspectives; problems and solutions, etc., 
can be exchanged and discussed for purposes of profes-
sional development.

From the Editor
The following themes and deadlines are established: 
        July–September 2020, Collection Management. This issue will focus on how the intelligence staff executes the tasks    
        of collection management in support of information collection. Deadline for article submission is 3 April 2020.

        October–December 2020, Peer and Emerging Threats. This issue will focus on developing an understanding of 
        current and potential threats facing U.S. forces. Deadline for article submission is 1 July 2020.

        January–March 2021, Our Intelligence Disciplines. This issue will focus on new, critical, and refocused aspects of     
        all the intelligence disciplines and complementary intelligence capabilities. Deadline for article submission is 
        30 September 2020.

Although MIPB targets quarterly themes, you do not need to write an article specifically to the themes. We publish 
non-theme articles in most issues, and we are always in need of new articles on a variety of topics.

If you would like to receive a notification email when new MIPB issues become available on Intelligence Knowledge 
Network and/or when new intelligence doctrine is published, send an email to usarmy.huachuca.icoe.mbx.mipb@mail.mil 
or usarmy.huachuca.icoe.mbx.doctrine@mail.mil requesting to be added to USAICoE Doctrine Division’s announcement 
distribution list.

For us to be a successful professional bulletin, we depend on you, the reader. Please call or email me with any questions 
regarding article submissions or any other aspects of MIPB. We welcome your input and suggestions.

Tracey A. Remus 
Editor
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In my first few months of command, I 
have met with every organization within 
the U.S. Army Intelligence Center of 
Excellence (USAICoE) and with several of 
the tenants on Fort Huachuca. I am ex-
tremely impressed with what our team is 
accomplishing in order to evolve military 
intelligence to meet the Army’s opera-
tional and force modernization demands 
in support of multi-domain operations, 
and to ensure that our Soldiers are re-
ceiving the best training and education. 
Intelligence drives operations, and what 
we accomplish at USAICoE directly cor-
responds to the quality of intelligence we provide com-
manders at all echelons. 

In last quarter’s Military Intelligence Professional Bulletin 
(MIPB) issue, we discussed the National Defense Strategy 
(NDS) and how USAICoE is changing its course curriculum 
and programs of instruction to meet the modernization 
needs and priorities listed in the NDS. This quarter’s theme 
is intelligence at echelons above corps (EAC). One of those 
lines of effort listed in the NDS is “strengthening alliances 
as we attract new partners.”1 This priority is critical, espe-
cially when setting the theater at the EAC level. ADP 4-0, 
Sustainment, defines setting the theater as “a continuous 
shaping activity [that] is conducted as part of steady-state 
posture and for contingency or crisis response operations. 
Setting the theater describes the broad range of actions 
conducted to establish the conditions in an operational 
area for the execution of strategic plans.” 2 In accordance 
with this doctrinal definition, military intelligence plays 
a key role in setting and assessing the conditions and re-
quirements for Army, joint, and combined campaigns and 
operations in theater. The combatant commands, which 
are responsible for warning intelligence and 24-hour-a-
day situational awareness, are the largest consumers of 
operational and strategic theater-level intelligence that 
the Service components and the Service intelligence cen-
ters produce. The rapid changes in the operating environ-

ment, including the increasingly global 
activity of our peer competitors, increase 
the demands and complexity of our EAC 
intelligence mission and how we support 
the combatant commands, the U.S. in-
telligence community, and our allies and 
partners.

In competition and conflict, we must 
work closely with our joint, interagency, 
and multinational partners to see our-
selves and see the enemy across all 
domains in our theater operational envi-
ronment. Across the intelligence commu-
nity problem sets, there are information 

and capability gaps that our foreign partners can bridge. 
Our allies and partners provide us with analysis, expertise, 
and capacity necessary to characterize the current envi-
ronment and prepare to compete and prevail in conflict. 
To benefit from this invaluable resource, setting the the-
ater must include—

 Ê The right coalition architecture to share our data and 
ingest the data from our allies and partners.

 Ê An approach that embraces their contributions.

 Ê A collection strategy that includes “REL” requirements 
and demands writing for release.

 Ê Adequate foreign disclosure policies.

 Ê A knowledge management process that proactively 
shares releasable intelligence.

Once we share our different perspectives and integrate 
capabilities, we can establish a common sight picture nec-
essary to set the theater and prepare for a peer fight and 
large-scale ground combat operations.

At EAC, it is our military intelligence brigades-theater, 
our strategic intelligence units, our intelligence profes-
sionals in Special Operations, and our Service intelligence 
center—the National Ground Intelligence Center—that 
contribute to this common intelligence picture across 
multiple domains. In this edition of MIPB, the authors of 

by Major General Laura A. Potter
Commanding General 
U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence
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“Building the Base: Using the Army’s Intelligence Program 
of Analysis to Drive Foundational Intelligence” explain 
foundational intelligence—how we established it, how we 
define it, and how it can affect our missions. They also talk 
about how we analyze our lessons learned to form and 
evolve our intelligence to meet the needs of the mission 
and ensure the combatant commanders have a complete 
and vivid picture of the adversary. In order to maintain 
this foundational intelligence and constantly improve it, 
we rely on our Service intelligence centers. At the EAC 
level, our Service intelligence centers collect information 
to provide a complete sight picture of our adversaries so 
that our commands are properly equipped and possess 
the right capabilities and understanding to make informed 
decisions during a peer fight.

The recently signed Army Intelligence Plan lays out the 
Army intelligence enterprise priorities as people, readi-

ness, modernization, and reform. As the intelligence 
community conducts the planning and preparation, we 
build readiness for our combatant commands to execute 
their mission. As the operational environment changes, 
the intelligence community evolves to modernize and 
reform our equipment and force to be prepared for the 
expanding battlefield.

Endnotes

1. Office of the Secretary of Defense, Summary of the 2018 National 
Defense Strategy of The United States of America, n.d., 5, https://dod.
defense.gov/Portals/1/Documents/pubs/2018-National-Defense-
Strategy-Summary.pdf. 

2. Department of the Army, Army Doctrine Publication 4-0, Sustainment 
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Publishing Office, 31 July 2019), 2-4.

Always Out Front!

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is my distinct pleasure to announce the selection of CW5 Aaron Anderson to serve as the eighth Chief 
Warrant Officer of the Military Intelligence Corps. Aaron is a well-respected intelligence professional who 
brings the right energy, emotional intelligence, and experience necessary to continue shaping and prepar-
ing our warrant officers and the greater MI Corps to win in large-scale ground combat operations in a multi-
domain environment. Our warrant officers are the technical leaders of our branch and serve as trusted 
advisors to our commanders and senior intelligence officers around the globe. I have full confidence in 
Aaron’s abilities to execute these responsibilities flawlessly.

We will welcome CW5 Anderson and farewell CW5 Bassili during a Change of Responsibility/Retirement 
Ceremony in summer 2020.

Please help me in congratulating CW5 Aaron Anderson on his selection.

Always Out Front!

Laura A. Potter
Major General

Commanding General 
U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence

and Fort Huachuca
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by Command Sergeant Major Warren K. Robinson
Command Sergeant Major of the MI Corps 
U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence

Talent management is a term used by 
senior leaders all around the Army. “Get 
the right person to the right place at the 
right time” is a good bumper sticker, but 
it is easier to talk about than to actually 
do. The good news is there is a realization 
that we must do something that goes be-
yond the simple development of people 
and assignment management. Many of 
us have done some semblance of talent 
management for years. Although talent 
management is a moderately common 
occurrence, what “right” looks like in one 
career management field, or even unit, 
may not be the same in another field, and is not always a 
deliberate and well-thought-out process.

Although several variables deal with talent manage-
ment, leadership is the key to success. The Army expects 
leaders to be agile and adaptive, causing us to continu-
ally look at how and why we are doing things to remain 
relevant. Today’s society, Army, and Soldiers present 
some variables we need to take into account when con-
sidering talent management. Soldiers from previous gen-
erations could be told to do something, and they moved 
out smartly without requiring a great deal of explana-
tion. Soldiers of the present generation want to feel val-
ued and see value in what they do. Key complaints by 
Soldiers to the Inspector General are misutilization and 
poor leadership. Misutilization is inherently contrary to 
talent management but in reality takes on different mean-
ings depending on whom you are speaking to about this 
topic. What seems like misutilization to a Soldier may not 
be how senior leaders see things. Taskings are part of 
Army life, and some duties are required and even devel-
opmental when managed properly. Leaders need to take 
time to manage talent to maximize the success of mission, 
Soldiers, and families. Actually, talent management is a 
line of effort responsibility for noncommissioned officers 
(NCOs) as prescribed in NCO Strategy 2020.

In talent management’s simplest form, 
leaders should consider the command-
er’s requirements and priorities to de-
termine where the most impact and risk 
lie and focus the most talented people 
in those areas. Task, time, and prior-
ity management can be just as impor-
tant here as talent management. Those 
who are unable to accomplish required 
missions need to be retrained and coun-
seled appropriately after determining 
the cause. It is easy to forget that each 
person has other duties they are respon-
sible for, and not moving responsibilities 

around appropriately can cause undue stress and burn-
out for our best people. Even additional duties should be 
taken into account. Do not limit what you consider for 
managing talent.

Several elements go into talent management. Capability, 
career goals, and needs of the Army are some of the key 
aspects leaders must consider. Leaders must communi-
cate with their Soldiers to ensure Soldiers know the pros 
and cons to their career based on their decisions. Leaders 
can see if a Soldier needs to continue building on basic 
skills before looking for additional responsibilities or stove 
piping their skillsets and potentially halting their progres-
sion. Individual development plans are a great tool to 
assist with talent management and provide a perfect op-
portunity for holistic mentoring when considering profes-
sional and personal goals and ways to get there.

There is one thing that is often not understood in 
Career Management Field 35—senior NCOs, in particular 
Command Sergeant Major/Sergeant Major, must simul-
taneously understand intelligence and be good leaders. 
This must emcompass the full scope of the Intelligence 
Warfighting Function and what every discipline brings to 
the fight. This takes time and experience, while putting 
away ego, to fill in gaps of knowledge and understanding. 
Far too often, senior NCOs decide they are not good at one 
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or the other and spend time focusing on what they view 
as their strength. First Sergeants need an understanding 
of how to oversee training for any intelligence discipline 
and be the senior advisor to the commander. Sergeants 
First Class must learn to manage missions, assess training 
needs, develop plans to fill mission gaps, and lead NCOs 
and Soldiers. All of this builds toward who will be the most 
talented individuals to serve in the most senior positions 
but requires leaders along the way to manage talent. The 
Office of the Chief of Military Intelligence is painstakingly 
rewriting the professional development models for each 
intelligence discipline, and the NCO Academy is organizing 
its training along these lines.

The Army has taken some key actions in this process by 
the development of the Talent Management Task Force, 
initiation of Assignment Interactive Module 2, and em-
placement of the Marketplace, to name a few. All of these 
focus on officers gaining more control of managing their 
own careers through an assignment selection process that 
includes a potential agreement between an individual and 
unit leadership. There are no guarantees, and every valid 
position will be filled, but officers can attempt to match 
their wants with Army needs. There is a lot of discussion 
about this being available to the enlisted force after addi-
tional fielding.

Giving NCOs/Soldiers more control over their careers 
may assist with retention because they can try to obtain 
assignments with jobs at locations of their choice. This 
should increase the proficiency of individuals, as Soldiers 
who are more competitive for promotion will, in theory, 
be more lucrative for units to choose for jobs at their loca-
tion. This may become unbelievably important, as today’s 
recruits who fall under the new retirement plan will have 
more options throughout their career to leave the mili-
tary. However, there are negatives if this process becomes 
available to the enlisted force, as each career management 
field will not work in the same way. Soldiers may choose 
to continue doing a specific job or remain at a location. 
Although stability works well for the mission and family, 
it may not assist the Soldier with career progression and 
may eliminate opportunities for other Soldiers. Serving 
in a mix of assignments at the U.S. Army Intelligence and 
Security Command and U.S. Army Forces Command and 
with Special Operations Forces builds diversity through 
experiences leading/working in different environments 
because the mission, even within the same military occu-
pational specialty (MOS), is executed much differently at 
each location. Leaders will need to be engaged and look at 

each circumstance to determine the best way to mentor 
and develop their Soldiers.

Although talent management is done primarily at the 
unit level, Human Resources Command (HRC) must be part 
of the discussion. Manning guidance dictates assignment 
management, but branches conduct talent management 
to the maximum level possible to synchronize assign-
ments to meet the larger Army mission. Determining 
Soldiers eligible for drill sergeant, recruiter, nominative 
assignments, and more ensures only qualified individuals 
go to certain jobs. HRC also performs assignment man-
agement to ensure we take care of families through the 
Exceptional Family Member, Married Army Couples, and 
Joint Domicile Programs when Soldiers move. We want to 
get the right person to the right place at the right time, 
but assignment availability and balancing the needs of the 
force at large are realities in actual talent management. At 
the end of the day, making full use of the available assets 
for talent management requires HRC and unit leaders to 
work together.

Another area for talent management is broadening as-
signments and obtaining additional skills. This is a great 
way for NCOs to separate themselves from their peers. 
Excellence while serving in operational assignments is 
what gets Soldiers promoted. Broadening assignments 
are a great way for NCOs to demonstrate they are able 
to operate at a high level in any environment and hone 
needed skills to progress in their careers. As an example, 
drill sergeant is an outstanding way to develop good lead-
ership skills while planning, coordinating, and executing 
training in conjunction with an MOS committee. Another 
discriminator for Soldiers is obtaining additional skill iden-
tifiers (ASI). An ASI will not get a Soldier promoted, but 
what the Soldier does with that skill in support of the mis-
sion is the positive impact. Leaders need to deliberately 
assist individuals in making positive decisions so that they 
do not undercut their potential or put themselves in posi-
tions beyond their current capability.

There is still one more important issue to discuss on 
this topic—we need to train leaders how to manage tal-
ent. Spotting, assessing, and developing talent is not a 
skill everyone has. It is hard and has nothing to do with 
being friends. Many senior leaders say that everyone in 
their organization manages talent because they have en-
sured it is a priority. Too many times senior leaders believe 
this is such a simple concept. They think it is implied or 
someone else is doing it, but may not periodically check 
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whether it is being done. What is simple to some is not 
simple to all and requires a little inspect versus expect 
to take care of those top performers in every formation. 
 Truthfully, every organization has people who do talent 
management well, while others do not do it for multiple 
reasons. In most instances, if talent management does 
not happen it is because individuals do not understand 
the how or why of taking the time to perform this impor-
tant function. Although the focus for leader development 
is two levels down, senior leaders may need to go below 
two levels to ensure a deliberate process exists to man-

Always Out Front!

age time, tasks, and priorities and ensure we get the right 
people to the right place at the right time.

It will be interesting to see what opportunities will be 
available to enlisted Soldiers, whether managing one’s 
own career or managing the talent of others. Leaders 
will need to be adaptive and engaged. The only way to 
ensure this happens is to have leaders at every level de-
velop those below them and ensure talent is managed.
It is good to see the Army looking at this important topic 
and ways to best take care of our number one asset 
—our people.

Another Perspective: EAC at the Tip of the Spear

The United States Army is currently in a serious competition with our peer threats—Russia, China, Iran, and North 
Korea. At the same time, we continue to support many unique operations across the world outside of that competi-
tion. While the Army often discusses the new focus on large-scale ground combat operations, we should not over-
look the importance of the daily competition we conduct against our peer threats.

As stated in ADP 3-0, Operations, “The Army’s primary mission is to organize, train, and equip its forces to conduct 
prompt and sustained land combat to defeat enemy ground forces and seize, occupy, and defend land areas.”1 That 
mission starts well before the actual conduct of large-scale ground combat operations. In many ways, our successes 
and struggles during combat operations will be largely determined during the Army strategic roles of shape opera-
tional environments and prevent conflict. Intelligence is at the tip of the spear during competition, and intelligence 
support is often driven from the top by echelons above corps (EAC). Understanding the value of EAC planning, collec-
tion and processing, analysis, and production is important for all military intelligence Soldiers from the national level 
all the way down to the tactical level.

During the competition phase, the most critical intelligence capabilities and task of establishing the intelligence ar-
chitecture reside within EAC. EAC intelligence activities build our foundational intelligence, support strategic and op-
erational level planning, protect our force, improve the capabilities of our allies and partners, and help prepare the 
tactical force as the Army transitions to large-scale ground combat operations. EAC foundational intelligence is criti-
cal to so many aspects of Army operations. However, our peer threats continually attempt to conduct deception and 
hinder our collection efforts. We are literally “fighting for intelligence” even before we conduct combat operations.

To win tomorrow, the intelligence warfighting function must continue to innovate and evolve. EAC intelligence or-
ganizations are fully engaged in efforts to find solutions and drive change to solve complex intelligence problems. 
We must be prepared for the future challenges so that the Army can deter, fight, and win on any battlefield, against 
any foe, now and into the future.

Endnote

1. Department of the Army, Army Doctrine Publication 3-0, Operations (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Publishing Office, 31 July 2019), 1-5.
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Hello again from the station of choice, 
home of the U.S. Army Intelligence 
Center of Excellence, Fort Huachuca, 
Arizona. As I continue into my final year 
as your Chief Warrant Officer of the 
Military Intelligence (MI) Corps, I cannot 
help but remind everyone what a fabu-
lous duty station this truly is. Sure, it may 
come off as too small a town for some, 
but for what it lacks in size, it makes up 
for in beautiful sunrises and sunsets and 
near year-round cloudless skies. It also 
offers boundless professional opportuni-
ties to build the foundation of our corps 
through capability development, training, and education 
of the entire Army MI force. Now that the Army’s Talent 
Alignment Program is in full swing, each of you has greater 
influence in determining your ability to join the team on 
America’s western frontier.

Foundation building is apropos to the focus of this quar-
ter’s Military Intelligence Professional Bulletin (MIPB)—in-
telligence at echelons above corps (EAC). It also harkens 
back to the MIPB edition on large-scale combat opera-
tions (January–March 2019). Our EAC intelligence forma-
tions and staff positions at the operational and strategic 
echelon arguably serve as the greatest contributors in 
our Army’s effort to shape and compete against peer and 
near-peer adversaries across the globe in support of the 
National Defense Strategy. This may entail generating in-
telligence requirements against theater or combatant 
commander contingency plans; conducting intelligence 
operations against those requirements; or building rela-
tionships, placement, and access with host-nation secu-
rity organizations. Whatever the situation, many of the 
MI Corps core competencies against peer adversaries 
are executed in real operational environments 365 days 
a year. Much of this work is done outside the spotlight 
and with little fanfare from the unaware. For example, 
the all-source analyst who updates order of battle entries 

based on the latest information avail-
able, or the human intelligence collector 
who generates a report on the military 
load capability of bridges along route 
Y in country X, while building partner- 
nation capacity. As it relates to success 
in large-scale ground combat operations, 
the contributions of the all-source ana-
lyst and the human intelligence collector 
count as much as, if not more than, an ar-
mored brigade combat team battalion’s 
qualification on Table XII or a division’s 
ability to conduct a wet-gap crossing. 
These are but a few examples, but the 

foundational, pre-conflict, deep understanding of the 
threat and operational environment is paramount through 
all phases of conflict, and this responsibility is executed pri-
marily at EAC within the intelligence warfighting function. 

While much of the discussion of these activities focuses 
widely on the U.S. European Command and U.S. Indo-
Pacific Command areas of responsibility (AORs), most of 
you already know that our peer and near-peer adversar-
ies similarly enjoy our global reach. Although pertinent to 
focus future maneuver capacity and capability in these 
AORs, the intelligence warfighting function should focus 
on our adversaries’ intent, capacity, and capability in all 
AORs. Although we currently no longer enjoy the force 
structure within our MI brigades-theater that we did 
when our main peer competitor was the Soviet Union, 
our technological capabilities are far superior. While it 
certainly feels like “doing more with less,” our access to 
data and our ability to process and exploit that data to-
day are far ahead of where we were in the 1980s and will 
only continue to improve. The real challenge is balanc-
ing the daily operational requirements of the theater and 
combatant command against unique AOR challenges not 
specifically focused on peer and near-peer adversaries, 
while attempting to synchronize limited theater resources 
against likely lower priority requirements. 

by Chief Warrant Officer 5 David J. Bassili
Chief Warrant Officer of the MI Corps 
U.S. Army Intelligence Center of Excellence
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I know that those who have served in the AORs of U.S. 
Northern Command, U.S. Southern Command, and U.S. 
Africa Command understand this challenge. Having per-
sonally endured these challenges in all three AORs, I can 
say that what they do offer is the ability to hone your in-
fluence, creativity, and leadership skills to find solutions, 
regardless if those efforts produce gainful insight during 
your assignment or after you depart. Shaping and compe-

Always Out Front!

tition for MI is the long fight—what we do today enables 
success in the future.

This issue’s contributing authors share valuable insight 
and tactics, techniques, and procedures at EAC and po-
tential solutions for the challenges you face in your cur-
rent unit or organization. As always, thank you all for 
your dedicated service and continued sacrifice to the 
Nation.

Another Perspective: One Team, One Fight

FM 2-0, Intelligence, discusses intelligence support across the Army strategic roles and describes specific analytical 
and collection capabilities across echelons. Echelons above corps (EAC) intelligence organizations and units flex their 
capabilities to meet operational requirements from multiple theaters across the globe. Theater armies shape areas 
of responsibilities and improve operational-level positions of relative advantage. Theater army intelligence cells man-
age intelligence collection, production, dissemination, disclosure, and counterintelligence requirements. Military in-
telligence brigades-theater provide regionally focused collection and analysis to support theater army requirements 
and specific joint operations. EAC support is sometimes even downward reinforcing to the tactical level. In all cases, 
EAC databases, information feeds, and intelligence products support tactical operations down to the battalion level 
and sometimes even lower through the intelligence architecture. Through these capabilities, EAC organizations and 
units are the cornerstone for intelligence collection, production, and dissemination.

Although EAC is the cornerstone during competition, it is not the only ingredient to a successful intelligence war-
fighting function. It is the responsibility of military intelligence (MI) Soldiers at all echelons to support each other, 
collaborate, and work cohesively—one team, one fight. It is important for officers, warrant officers, and noncommis-
sioned offers of every rank to develop Soldiers who can understand the role and value of each echelon. Within the 
intelligence warfighting function, it is important to know how to access and use all intelligence and intelligence capa-
bilities. Understanding intelligence across echelons starts with understanding EAC intelligence.

The good news is that our MI force is ready to answer the many challenges of providing intelligence during the 
competition phase. The intelligence warfighting function comprises various disciplines, inherently competes across 
multiple domains and the information environment, and supports the entire continuum of operations. Today, MI 
Soldiers are excelling at EAC organizations and units across each specialty and intelligence discipline. MI Soldiers are 
true Army professionals, disciplined, and technically and tactically proficient. ADP 6-22, Army Leadership and the 
Profession, discusses how the trust within an organization enables influence up and down the chain of command. 
Trust is critical for intelligence. The entire intelligence warfighting function is built on trust. We must continue to trust 
each other and work as one team, collaborating with all echelons vertically and laterally.
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Introduction
ATP 2-19.1, Echelons Above Corps Intelligence Organ-
izations, is the Army’s doctrinal publication on the roles, 
responsibilities, and capability of intelligence organizations 
at echelons above corps (EAC). Last published in 2015, ATP 
2-19.1 discusses doctrinal capabilities, organization, and 
structure for EAC intelligence organizations. While the U.S. 
Army Intelligence Center of Excellence (USAICoE) is the 
doctrinal proponent for ATP 2-19.1, the publication was 
not developed in isolation. Instead, USAICoE used a team-
ing approach with the U.S. Army Intelligence and Security 
Command (INSCOM). The INSCOM Training and Doctrine 
Support (ITRADS) Detachment, as INSCOM’s representative, 
worked closely with the USAICoE Doctrine Division through-
out the development process.

Recently, the Army updated its foundational doctrine to 
focus on large-scale ground combat operations against a 
peer threat. ADP 3-0, Operations, dated 31 July 2019, dis-
cusses the foundations, tenets, and doctrine of unified land 
operations. It is the core of Army doctrine, and it guides 
how Army forces contribute to unified action.1 FM 3-0, 
Operations, dated 6 October 2017, introduces the Army 
strategic roles (shape, prevent, large-scale combat opera-
tions, and consolidate gains) and clearly emphasizes and 
focuses on conducting large-scale ground combat opera-
tions against a peer threat.2 This paradigm shift, as well as 
updates to EAC intelligence capabilities, organizations, and 
structure, was a driving force behind the update to ATP 
2-19.1. In order to maintain relevancy and consistency with 
validated Army doctrine, ATP 2-19.1 includes the following 
discussions—

 Ê EAC intelligence organization support to the warfighter 
through the Army’s strategic roles.

 Ê EAC intelligence organization support to setting the 
theater.

 Ê Updated verbiage to ensure consistency with opera-
tions doctrine and terminology.

Program Directive
The project to update ATP 2-19.1 began in August 2018 

with the development of a program directive. A program 
directive is the official document that establishes a doctrine 
development requirement.3 The program directive was 
staffed worldwide, and the validated comments concerning 
the content were incorporated into the document before 
command approval. The USAICoE Commanding General ap-
proved the program directive on 17 September 2018. The 
U.S. Army Combined Arms Doctrine Directorate validated it 
on 27 September 2018.

Initial Draft
ITRADS was the lead agent for developing the initial 

draft. In order to accomplish this task, ITRADS facilitated 
the update and revision of all sections of the publica-
tion. Each lead organization identified in ATP 2-19.1 was 
designated as the primary author for their chapters and/or 
sections. Their objectives were to—

 Ê Understand the Army’s major trends and intelligence 
challenges and their applicability with regard to updat-
ing ATP 2-19.1.

 Ê Think about complex operational environments and the 
effect they have on EAC intelligence organizations.

 Ê Acquire an understanding of how EAC intelligence or-
ganizations can address a complex operational environ-
ment across all relevant aspects within and across each 
domain.

Project Handoff
The ITRADS Detachment provided the initial draft to the 

USAICoE Doctrine Division at the end of September 2019. 
With such a solid draft to work with, Doctrine Division ex-
pects minimal development and editing will be required 
before staffing. We anticipate worldwide staffing will occur 
during the 2nd quarter of fiscal year 2020, with final publica-
tion mid to late summer 2020.

by Mr. Jerry Jones and Ms. Terri Lobdell
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Editor’s Note: The following text is from FM 2-0, Intelligence, 6 July 
2018, Chapter 4, “Intelligence Staffs and Units.”

National and Joint Intelligence Support
National intelligence organizations employ specialized re-
sources and dedicated personnel to gain information about 
potential adversaries, events, and other worldwide intel-
ligence requirements. National intelligence organizations 
routinely provide support to the joint force commander 
while continuing to support national decision makers. 
However, the focus of these national intelligence organiza-
tions is not evenly split among intelligence customers and 
varies according to the situation and competing require-
ments. During large-scale combat operations against a peer 
threat, intense competition for intelligence resources at ev-
ery level requires efficient use and availability of Army infor-
mation collection units and capabilities.

The Army, in response to validated requirements, may 
provide the theater and joint force with intelligence capa-
bilities resident within [U.S. Army Intelligence and Security 
Command] INSCOM. INSCOM is a direct reporting unit to 
the Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence that con-
ducts and synchronizes worldwide intelligence discipline 
and all-source intelligence operations. INSCOM also deliv-
ers linguist support and intelligence-related advanced skills 
training, acquisition support, logistics, communications, 
and other specialized capabilities to support Army, joint, 
unified action partners, and the U.S. intelligence commu-
nity. INSCOM’s functional brigades and groups may provide 
general support, general support reinforcing, or direct sup-
port to theaters through intelligence reach, or they may be 
force-tailored for deployment to support the joint force. 
INSCOM’s functional brigades and groups include—  

 Ê An aerial intelligence brigade that provides aerial in-
telligence collection platforms, associated [processing, 
exploitation, and dissemination] PED, and mission com-
mand at forward locations.

 Ê A [counterintelligence] CI group that conducts the full 
range of CI functions (operations, investigations, col-
lection, analysis and production, and technical services 
and support activities).

 Ê An Army operations group that conducts global, full 
spectrum [human intelligence] HUMINT operations.

Theater Army
The Army Service component command (ASCC) of a com-

batant command is called a theater army. The Army contrib-
utes organizational elements and capabilities to joint force 
commanders to conduct unified action across the range of 
military operations. Theater army headquarters, with their 
command posts and their associated theater-enabling com-
mands and functional brigades, can control Army or joint 
forces for smaller scale contingency operations. (See ATP 
3-93.)

The theater army maintains an area of responsibility-wide 
focus, providing support to Army and joint forces across the 
region, in accordance with the geographic combatant com-
mand’s priorities of support. Depending on the region and 
the geographic combatant command’s priorities, the rela-
tive emphasis that the theater army places on its opera-
tional and administrative responsibilities can vary greatly. 
The theater army focuses on administrative duties that sup-
port those operational requirements supporting the opera-
tions to prevent, [to prevail in] large-scale ground combat, 
and the operations to consolidate gains strategic roles. This 
frees the theater army to perform those functions that no 
other Army echelon can perform during those strategic 
roles:

 Ê Shaping the area of responsibility to improve relative 
positions of advantage enjoyed by the United States 
and its allies.

 Ê Protecting against threat actions outside of the opera-
tional area.

 Ê Preventing the expansion of conflict unintended by 
friendly decision makers and senior commanders.

 Ê Detecting and striking enemy capabilities that reside 
outside of a joint operations area. Note. During large-
scale ground combat, theater army commanders and 
staffs must not overlook this important operational 
function.

The theater army enables the combatant commander to 
employ landpower anywhere in the area of responsibility 
across the range of military operations. It commands all Army 
forces in the region until the combatant commander attaches 
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selected Army forces to a joint forces commander. When 
that happens, the theater army divides its responsibility 
between the Army component in the joint operations area 
and Army forces operating in other parts of the area of re-
sponsibility. Each theater army supports the Army’s strate-
gic roles—shape, prevent, conduct [prevail in] large-scale 
ground combat, and consolidate gains—and facilitates the 
use of landpower in the joint task force to win.

Theater army intelligence operations are continually con-
ducted to provide information and intelligence used to sup-
port land forces. Results from these operations are used to 
provide guidance on plans, policies, and strategic guidance. 
For the Army’s corps, divisions, and [brigade combat teams] 
BCTs, theater army intelligence operations provide informa-
tion used in [intelligence preparation of the battlefield] IPB, 
targeting, situation development, and protection, as well as 
provide warning intelligence.

The theater army headquarters has a G-2 who assists the 
commander in processing, analyzing, and disseminating in-
formation and intelligence provided by subordinate, higher, 
and adjacent units. (For more information on the theater 
army, see ATP 2-19.1 [classified].)

Theater Army G-2
The theater army G-2 is the commander’s principal as-

sistant who advises, plans, and coordinates actions of the 
intelligence warfighting function. The theater army G-2 is 
the—

 Ê Chief of the intelligence cell.

 Ê Theater army’s senior intelligence officer.

 Ê Principal intelligence advisor to the theater army 
commander.

The theater army G-2 is equipped with intelligence sys-
tems and processors that connect to all required networks. 
These systems are interoperable with the Army’s mission 
command suite of systems and are able to share data with 
Army organizations at all echelons and organizations within 
the intelligence community.

The theater army G-2 and its supporting analysis and con-
trol element (ACE) provide regionally focused intelligence 
overwatch. Regionally aligned, assigned, and designated 
forces must thoroughly coordinate with the supporting 
INSCOM [military intelligence brigade-theater] MIB–T. This 
allows regional forces to access theater intelligence, infra-
structure, and training opportunities, as well as leverage 
expertise resident in the theater. Organizations can also in-
teract with INSCOM functional commands to focus organic 
intelligence capabilities and enhance situational awareness 
and mission readiness.

Theater Army Intelligence Cell
The theater army intelligence cell is responsible for syn-

chronizing and integrating Army intelligence operations 
throughout the combatant command’s area of responsi-
bility. The cell’s staff elements either embed or coordinate 
with other command post cells to facilitate this synchroniza-
tion. Specifically, the theater army intelligence cell performs 
the following tasks:

 Ê Plans, programs, budgets, manages, evaluates, over-
sees, and integrates all intelligence activities.

 Ê Provides functional oversight of assigned or attached 
intelligence personnel and units.

 Ê Manages theater army intelligence collection, produc-
tion, dissemination, disclosure, and CI requirements.

 Ê Coordinates for national intelligence support and exe-
cutes intelligence engagement and theater security co-
operation as required.

The intelligence cell in the theater army command post 
provides regionally focused intelligence support to Army 
and joint forces operating in the combatant command’s area 
of responsibility. It is organized as a planning staff that as-
sists the theater army commander in developing the plans 
required to support the combatant command’s operations.

The theater army intelligence cell depends on the MIB–T 
for intelligence collection, single-source analysis, and all-
source intelligence to meet the theater army’s intelligence 
needs. With augmentation, the intelligence cell can conduct 
operational intelligence collection and analysis to support 
theater army operations or operate in direct support of a 
corps or other subordinate headquarters.

Military Intelligence Brigade-Theater
MIB–Ts are assigned to combatant commands and may be 

attached, [operational control] OPCON, or [tactical control] 
TACON to the theater army by the combatant commander. 
As the theater army’s permanently assigned ground intel-
ligence organization, the MIB–T can deploy scalable and 
tailorable intelligence capabilities to meet combatant com-
mand, ASCC, and [joint task force] JTF intelligence require-
ments. However, it is likely that MIB–Ts will be OPCON to the 
theater army; therefore, this publication discusses MIB–Ts 
as OPCON to the theater army.

MIB–Ts provide regionally focused collection and analysis 
to support theater army daily operations requirements and 
specific joint operations in the area of responsibility. MIB–Ts 
provide the theater army with its foundational capabilities 
to set the theater for the intelligence warfighting function. 
As such, MIB–Ts serve as intelligence anchor points for de-
ploying forces. As anchor points, they provide intelligence 
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system and intelligence personnel support related to com-
batant command-specific operational environments. MIB–
Ts also provide expertise on joint [intelligence, surveillance, 
and reconnaissance] ISR and Army information collection, 
intelligence resources, cultural knowledge of the theater, 
and the threat, as well as access to theater and national in-
telligence architectures and data that support intelligence 
operations.

Deployed MIB–T forces leverage secure communica-
tions networks to access nondeployed MIB–T, higher ech-
elon Army, joint, and intelligence community capabilities 
through intelligence reach. MIB–Ts can provide or coordi-
nate the following support and enabling services to ground 
forces deploying to, operating in, or otherwise supporting 
the theater:

 Ê Intelligence:
ÊÊ Intelligence assessments.
ÊÊ [Common operational pictures] COPs and intelli-

gence graphic products.
ÊÊ Persistent intelligence overwatch (for example cul-

tural, language, area subject matter experts).
ÊÊ Federated intelligence production and coordination 

on behalf of the ASCC G-2.
 Ê Integration:

ÊÊ Information technology integration.
ÊÊ Data services (COPs and intelligence pictures, the-

ater foundation geospatial data, data sharing, 
access to the combatant command’s distributed in-
tegrated backbone [also called DIB], and knowledge 
management).

ÊÊ Data ingest services (data push and pull, data for-
matting, and Distributed Common Ground System-
Army [DCGS–A]-to-mission command systems 
population).

ÊÊ Architecture management services (secret, sensi-
tive compartmented information, and multinational 
communications networks; regionally aligned forces 
DCGS–A connectivity; theater geospatial data and 
services across all network classification domains; 
and data routing services provided or coordinated 
by Ground Intelligence Support Activity information 
technology operations).

 Ê Training: Live environment training, mobile training 
teams, and subject matter expertise.

The organization and capacity of each MIB–T differ in re-
lation to enduring theater requirements and relative priori-
tization within the Defense Planning Guidance. Although 
tailored to the unique circumstances of the theater to which 
it is assigned, a MIB–T’s standard baseline design is—

 Ê A multicomponent brigade headquarters that includes 
Regular Army and Army Reserve elements.

 Ê An operations battalion that serves as the theater army 
G-2’s ACE. This battalion may also be task-organized as a 
theater intelligence center. The battalion may also send 
a task-organized intelligence support element as part 
of a forward deployment of a theater army headquar-
ters command post/element and/or other ground intel-
ligence forces.

 Ê A forward collection battalion that may possess CI, 
HUMINT, and [signals intelligence] SIGINT capabilities.

 Ê An Army Reserve [military intelligence] MI battalion-
theater support (known as MI BN–TS) that is assigned 
to the Military Intelligence Readiness Command but re-
gionally aligned to the theater, which can mobilize to 
provide surge and an extension of intelligence capabil-
ity and capacity to the MIB–T to support ground force 
requirements in theater.

Theater Army-Level Intelligence Collection 
Capabilities

Since every theater and specific operation is different, 
the theater army G-2 will build an intelligence architecture, 
receive augmentation and higher-level support, and task-
organize organic intelligence units based on the specific op-
eration. The intelligence architecture will reflect how many 
MI capabilities are employed forward as well as the capa-
bilities provided through reachback.
________________________________________________

Note. Generally, at each echelon there are more require-
ments than intelligence analytical and collection capacity.________________________________________________

Theater Army-Level All-Source Intelligence 
Capabilities

All-source intelligence support at the theater army level 
consists of robust and sophisticated capabilities focused on 
analyzing a broad range of operational and mission vari-
ables across all domains. The analytical focus is at the stra-
tegic and operational levels. This all-source support occurs 
across all theater army command posts and is a key compo-
nent of the intelligence architecture. All-source intelligence 
support includes the various elements of the theater army 
intelligence cell, the MIB–T operations battalion, and the re-
gionally aligned Army Reserve theater support battalion.

The primary all-source analytical element supporting the 
theater army is the ACE. Most theater army ACEs do not 
deploy forward. However, tailored analytical elements de-
ploy forward to support the theater army command post 
structure.
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If you’re an inch off on landing, no big deal. If you’re an inch off on take-
off, you miss the moon by a million miles.
                                                                                               —Neil Armstrong

Introduction
Construction engineers understand the value of a solid 
foundation and the dangers associated with a foundation 
of questionable quality. A solid base can support skyscrap-
ers of more than a hundred stories, reinforce bridges across 
the most turbulent waters, and sustain coastal communities 
through hurricane-force winds. Similarly, military opera-
tions require information composed of foundational intelli-
gence gathered, analyzed, and disseminated far in advance 
of engagement. This article will—

 Ê Clarify how foundational intelligence is used, drawing 
on Army foundational intelligence for examples.

 Ê Discuss historical case studies of its success and failure 
on the battlefield.

 Ê Describe the role of the National Ground Intelligence 
Center (NGIC) as a Service intelligence center in the 
acquisition, analysis, and distribution of foundational 
intelligence.

 Ê Describe the process used to organize information into a 
series of documents that drive production within NGIC.1 

The foundational intelligence for military operations is de-
fined as the detailed knowledge of threat strengths, vulner-
abilities, organizations, equipment, capabilities, and tactics 
required to plan for and execute unified land operations 
in a complex, dynamic, multi-domain operating environ-
ment.2 Foundational intelligence encompasses knowledge 
of foreign armed forces, including the detailed analysis 
and cataloging of order of battle, infrastructure, and envi-
ronmental knowledge to support military plans and opera-
tions.3 Foundational intelligence is analyzing and testing an 
enemy’s artillery weapons to gauge their effective range to 
keep allied units out of harm’s way. It is knowing how long it 

takes to refuel and re-arm enemy helicopters to understand 
the window of time available to maximize an adversary’s 
losses during a counterattack. Foundational intelligence 
makes up most of the doctrinal threat characteristics that 
tactical units require to begin planning and preparation of 
the battlefield—including composition, strength, combat 
effectiveness, doctrine/tactics, support relationships, elec-
tronic technical data, capabilities and limitations, and bio-
metric and forensic data.4 Though every operation should 
begin with a review of this foundational intelligence, one 
cannot assume that the information will always be readily 
available and in a consumable format. Figure 1  (on the next 
page) shows foundational intelligence elements as they re-
late to intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB) setup.

Foundational Intelligence: Historical Perspectives
The impact of a lack of foundational intelligence can 

be illustrated by failures and lessons learned during the 
25 October 1983 invasion of the island nation of Grenada. 
Elements of the United States Army, Navy, and Marine 
Corps embarked upon Operation Urgent Fury to rescue de-
posed Grenadian Governor General Paul Scoon and several 
hundred American medical students held by soldiers and 
revolutionary forces from Cuba and Grenada. The rapid es-
calation of the situation exposed weaknesses in the foun-
dational intelligence required to plan and execute the 
operation.

Senior leadership at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, in charge 
of the 82nd Airborne Division assumed that orders to pre-
pare for deployment related to an overwhelming retaliation 
for the 23 October 1983 bombing of the Marine barracks 
in Beirut, Lebanon, that killed 241 American Service mem-
bers. Maps and diagrams in nearly every briefing room at 
Fort Bragg all related to Beirut and Lebanon; even though 
two battalions of U.S. Army Rangers elsewhere had re-
ceived a warning order days earlier about invading the 

by Mr. Nicholas Drauschak, Mr. Robert Rupe, and Mr. Philip Massine
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Caribbean island. Leadership at Fort Bragg had minimal in-
formation available regarding the composition of opposi-
tion forces on Grenada, the country’s topography, or the key 
facilities involved. Most of the information on the island na-
tion was gleaned from articles found in a recent issue of The 
Economist magazine.6 Invading Soldiers; Sea, Air, and Land 
Forces (SEALs); and Marines were provided outdated tour-
ist maps of Grenada with superimposed military grids that 
contained no detail regarding topography or key facilities.7 
Deploying Joint Special Operations Command personnel 
were forced to use overhead photographs with hand-drawn 
key features, which severely limited artillery, naval gunfire, 
and air strikes.8 

The lack of verified ground intelligence led to costly mis-
takes. Discrepancies in map coordinates, size and location 
of drop zones, facility identification, interoperability of com-
munication equipment, and targeting systems led to the 
deaths of U.S. Service members and the unintentional tar-
geting of a civilian mental hospital. Although the invasion 
ultimately succeeded—owing to the adaptability, ingenu-
ity, and superiority of U.S. forces—the invasion resulted in 
125 American casualties, of which 19 were killed and 106 
injured.9 

At its best, foundational intelligence enables rapid and un-
precedented success within the operational environment. 
The 1991 Gulf War presented a number of critical intelli-
gence support lessons that became highly relevant to fu-

ture U.S. Army operations.10 
The surprise invasion of 
Kuwait by the Iraqi military, 
the rapid and massive ini-
tial deployment of coalition 
troops, and the growing 
international support for 
combat operations placed a 
large burden on the United 
States intelligence commu-
nity. Given its comprehen-
sive understanding of the 
adversary, the intelligence 
community was equipped 
and capable of responding 
with “decisive, aggressive, 
and perhaps most impor-
tantly, innovative collection, 
analysis, production, and 
dissemination measures” to 
support the operational en-
vironment.11 The accurate 

breadth and depth of detail accumulated on the Iraqi chem-
ical warfare program, the intelligence gathered regarding 
the Iraqi order of battle, and the identification of a multi-
tude of structures scattered throughout Iraq as having mil-
itary and strategic significance have all been identified as 
having critical foundational importance—without which the 
air war would never have been the success it was.12 

Despite various operational dilemmas, such as a lack of 
cover and concealment, and the harshness of the desert en-
vironment, this intelligence facilitated the development of 
vastly improved tactics, techniques, and procedures for op-
erating in an environment as austere as the Iraqi desert—
lessons that would be perfected and used a little more than 
a decade later. Through knowledge gained regarding the 
lack of technological advancements of Iraqi armored and 
infantry units, the United States capitalized on the vast dif-
ference in night vision capabilities to “own the night” and 
conduct operations with relative impunity. Unit command-
ers and vehicle drivers used image-enhancement scopes 
and goggles and infrared and thermal-imaging systems to 
identify enemy vehicles using heat signatures developed 
years before through exploitation of foreign materiel.13 

Furthermore, knowing that Iraqi units did not possess simi-
lar technology allowed United States armored divisions to 
successfully fire on and destroy the enemy from a range 
at which those units neither exposed themselves to harm 
nor were close enough for the enemy to determine their 

Figure 1. ATP 2-01.3: Substeps and Outputs of IPB Process5
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position.14 The success of the foundational intelligence 
gained during Operation Desert Storm can best be summed 
up by the Department of Defense (DoD) report to Congress, 
which stated that “no combat commander has ever had as 
full and complete a view of his adversary as did our field 
commanders …This success reflected investments in tech-
nology and the efforts of thousands of U.S. intelligence 
professionals.”15

Service Intelligence Centers
In 2017, GEN Joseph Dunford wrote, “The speed of war 

has changed, and the nature of these changes makes the 
global security environment even more unpredictable, dan-
gerous, and unforgiving…Our decision-making processes 
and planning constructs must also be flexible enough to 
deliver options at the speed of war.”16 To generate deci-
sions at the “speed of war,” foundational intelligence must 
be sound, and current threat characteristics for the most 
likely, and even possible, adversaries are mandatory. At 
the forefront of maintaining today’s foundational intelli-
gence are members of the Defense Intelligence Enterprise. 
This enterprise, led by the Defense Intelligence Agency, 
comprises general and specialized intelligence centers fo-
cused on the production and maintenance of critical intel-
ligence products and databases. The enterprise includes 
the Missile and Space Intelligence Center, the National 
Center for Medical Intelligence, and the Nation’s Service 
intelligence centers. Uniquely positioned at the crossroads 
between the operational force and the intelligence commu-
nity, four Service intelligence centers represent each branch 
of Service: National Air and Space Intelligence Center (Air 
Force), Office of Naval Intelligence (Navy), Marine Corps 
Intelligence Activity (Marine Corps), and NGIC (Army).

Service intelligence centers fulfill two primary roles: di-
rect intelligence support to their Service and production 
of foundational intelligence on foreign military service ca-
pabilities and operational art. The Service intelligence cen-
ters leverage their unique understanding of their particular 
Service’s mission and capabilities to address intelligence re-
quirements and support mission command throughout the 
force. Direct support may include the provision of expertise 
to operationally deployed forces or support to senior deci-
sion makers within the Pentagon. In addition to this specific 
support to the Service, the Service intelligence center is also 
responsible for a layer of foundational data. This founda-
tional layer consists of authoritative assessments regarding 
threat characteristics, future force projections, emerging 
capabilities, foreign force organization, and other topics. It 
represents a more general level of support not only to their 
Service but also to the DoD and the broader intelligence 
community.

NGIC, for example, is an Army military intelligence brigade 
that provides foundational all-source and geospatial intelli-
gence on ground force capabilities and related military tech-
nologies while integrating with mission partners to ensure 
Army, DoD, joint, and national-level decision makers main-
tain decision advantage to protect U.S. interests at home 
and abroad. NGIC provides general military intelligence and 
the associated scientific and technical intelligence on for-
eign ground forces from the operational through small-unit 
level, maintaining detailed knowledge of current ground 
force capabilities and doctrine, as well as projecting 5, 10, 
and even 20 years into the future. The scope of this mission 
requires not only a specialized workforce but also a deliber-
ate collection and prioritization of requirements from cus-
tomers who rely on NGIC’s assessments.17 

The NGIC workforce composition reflects the need for 
deep expertise and mission continuity. At NGIC, civilians 
make up most of the workforce and enable the center to 
maintain deep regional and functional understanding. NGIC 
employs not only civilian general military intelligence spe-
cialists but also chemists, computer scientists, mathemati-
cians, and engineers in diverse fields from aeronautics to 
robotics, as well as modelers, simulation experts, and other 
technical specialists who evaluate capabilities and perfor-
mance data.18 The Army also assigns active duty personnel 
to NGIC as a broadening assignment for intelligence non-
commissioned officers, warrant officers, and officers, as well 
as a number of officers from other Service branches. These 
Soldiers bring recent operational experiences and perspec-
tive to NGIC, while gaining a greater depth of knowledge 
of analytic tradecraft and an understanding of the broader 
intelligence community. Finally, NGIC leverages a contract 
workforce that brings critical skills and capability not readily 
available within the civilian and military population.

Organizing the Effort to Maintain a Solid 
Foundation

Since 2014, NGIC has used the Director of National 
Intelligence’s Program of Analysis process as a means to or-
ganize and prioritize its analytic focus. Each of the 17 mem-
bers of the intelligence community produces a Program of 
Analysis that identifies where the member will focus analy-
sis over a defined period. Each year, on behalf of the Army 
G-2, NGIC collects requirements from its customers across 
the Army Service component commands, the Army acquisi-
tion community (e.g., including Army Futures Command), 
Training and Doctrine Command, Forces Command, com-
batant commands, and elements of Special Operations 
Command. NGIC conducts extensive coordination with 
these organizations and brings representatives together to 
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establish priorities for each community of interest. The re-
sults are then compiled and organized around key intelli-
gence questions that represent focus areas for intelligence 
collection and analysis. The key intelligence questions are 
also assessed to ensure they are assigned to the appropri-
ate production agencies, both inside the Army and across 
the Defense Intelligence Enterprise. The resulting docu-
ment is published as guidance for intelligence organizations 
across the Army. At NGIC, the Program of Analysis and the 
priorities expressed in it guide the development of a de-
tailed production plan to address the specific requirements 
and areas for knowledge development.19 

Though this process is repeated annually, many of the fo-
cus areas are enduring and remain part of the plan for more 
than just one year. The process has been continually refined, 
and NGIC has been able to look beyond each fiscal year and 
consider multiyear efforts.20 This evolution has allowed 
NGIC to look more holistically at an issue and plan a series 
of products intended to build the solid foundation required 
to answer complex questions. The Program of Analysis pro-
cess has also highlighted opportunities for integration with 
other intelligence partners, as well as additional informa-
tion and organizational dependencies. Ultimately, it will set 
conditions for more efficient use of resources and more ho-
listic answers to intelligence requirements.

This iterative process of planning and production is used 
to ensure the foundation for Army and joint planning re-
mains strong and, more importantly, accessible. Although 
each accomplishes the mis-
sion differently, the Service 
intelligence centers and 
other foundational intelli-
gence producers go to great 
lengths to ensure their 
work is published in a form 
that commanders and their 
staffs need. NGIC uses the 
Army Knowledge Gateway 
across multiple networks 
to share intelligence assess-
ments as they are produced 
and catalogued.

Using Foundational 
Intelligence

Foundational intelligence 
provides operational cus-
tomers, capability devel-
opers, and senior decision 

makers with the information they need to make informed 
decisions and avoid surprise. The depth of analysis provided 
by NGIC is most applicable to three Army intelligence sup-
port phases: IPB, current operations, and future acquisition. 
As the Army iterates IPB in response to current or potential 
crises, NGIC’s analysis of ground and irregular forces pro-
vides a baseline understanding of foreign forces and asso-
ciated operating environments that is necessary to predict 
adversary courses of action. As conflict progresses to cur-
rent operations, NGIC provides situational updates on the 
threat and potential opportunities as they emerge. Looking 
5 to 20 years into the future, NGIC provides foresight of 
foreign technology acquisition to inform Army capabilities 
developers of emerging adversary capabilities to mitigate 
technology surprise. NGIC is an important partner and pro-
vider to the Army through these critical phases of intelli-
gence support.21 Figure 2 shows foundational intelligence 
elements as they relate to IPB step 3 (evaluate the threat).

The 2018 National Defense Strategy signals that we are 
entering an era of dynamic force employment during which 
the Army must be prepared to respond to threats ranging 
from near-peer adversaries to violent extremist organiza-
tions. To achieve success in this global arena, Army units 
will rely heavily on the foundational intelligence provided 
by NGIC.22 For example, the basic capabilities of opposi-
tion forces must be understood to calibrate force posture. 
A baseline understanding of coalition force capabilities 
must exist in order to prepare the operational environ-
ment and build partner capacity and interoperability, while  

Figure 2. ATP 2-01.3: Substeps and Outputs of Step 3 of the IPB Process23
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simultaneously enhancing coalition forces’ abilities to defeat 
increasingly sophisticated enemy unconventional and infor-
mation warfare. As was clearly demonstrated in Operation 
Desert Storm, the intelligence regarding opposition vehicle 
and personnel electronic and heat signatures was impera-
tive to achieving tactical and strategic success.24 Enemy re-
connaissance, strike, combined-arms, and unconventional 
warfare capabilities must be understood, and vulnerabilities 
must be identified to converge joint force abilities in highly 
contested environments.25 Finally, Service intelligence cen-
ters, such as NGIC, must maintain and make available to 
their customers any and all available information that can 
be leveraged for situational advantage, including data from 
national, joint, commercial, and Service repositories and li-
braries or directly from collection assets.26

Putting It All Together
The Army is called on to respond to threats to national 

interests worldwide, both conventional and asymmetric. 
This global mission carries with it an inherent risk: opera-
tional forces may be tasked to operate in theaters with little 
knowledge of the environment. NGIC’s role is to reduce this 
risk by steadily monitoring the foundational enemy charac-
teristics and environmental concerns of complex, dynamic, 
and multi-domain operating environs to enable decision 
advantage should military force be needed. NGIC does this 
by—

 Ê Understanding the importance of foundational intelli-
gence to the field.

 Ê Taking critical lessons learned from a historical 
perspective.

 Ê Finding its place as a Service intelligence center.

 Ê Employing the Army’s Program of Analysis to drive 
production.

In this way, NGIC supports the modern warfighter by pro-
viding, as its motto so aptly puts it, “intelligence today for 
tomorrow’s fight.” In his initial message to the Army team, 
incoming Chief of Staff GEN James C. McConville cited the 
need to “transform all linear industrial age processes to 
be more effective, protect our resources, and make bet-
ter decisions.”27 Through close partnership between NGIC 
and the operational force, NGIC will continue to acquire, 
analyze, and disseminate foundational intelligence to 
maintain the decision advantage necessary to respond to 
current and future threats in an ever-changing global threat 
environment.  
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The National Defense Strategy emphasizes the reemer-
gence of long-term, strategic revisionist powers—China and 
Russia—resulting in the Army’s focus on improving readi-
ness, force projection, and overmatch in multi-domain oper-
ations (MDO) against these peer adversaries in competition 
and large-scale combat operations.1 To meet joint force re-
quirements and maintain global land force dominance, the 
Army is pursuing six modernization priorities:

 Ê Long range precision fires.

 Ê Next generation combat vehicles.

 Ê Future vertical lift.

 Ê Network.

 Ê Air and missile defense.

 Ê Soldier lethality.

The Army’s modernization strategy requires a transi-
tion from the Industrial Age to a technology-enabled 
Information Age.2 The Army G-2’s vision of multi-domain 
intelligence illuminates the path forward for Army intelli-
gence enterprise innovation and modernization to fight and 
win through speed, precision, and accuracy of the intelli-
gence process. Army counterintelligence (CI), human intelli-
gence (HUMINT), foreign disclosure, and security are critical 
multi-domain intelligence capabilities. The Headquarters, 
Department of the Army G-2X3 and the CI, HUMINT, foreign 
disclosure, and security professionals across the Army will 
ensure the successful execution of missions to collect intel-

ligence and protect essential friendly information and as-
sets, understand changes in the operating environments, 
strengthen partnerships, and mitigate threats.

Accomplishment of the G-2X, foreign disclosure, and secu-
rity mission sets will enable force projection and provide de-
cision advantage to policy makers and commanders to take 
action ahead of the adversaries’ decision cycles. The Army 
G-2X formulates policy, plans, and programs resources; con-
ducts oversight; and represents functional requirements 
in Headquarters, Department of the Army, Department of 
Defense, and the intelligence community. The Army G-2X 
supports Army readiness and modernization by increasing 
capability and capacity across CI, HUMINT, and security for-
mations to support multi-domain intelligence and opera-
tions in both competition and conflict.

Army G-2X is reforming Army CI and re-focusing Army 
HUMINT, foreign disclosure, and security to support mod-
ernization priorities and to protect critical technologies 
while countering insider threats. The Director, Army G-2X, 
with the support of three senior advisors for CI, HUMINT, 
and security, is implementing a strategy to realign the CI, 
HUMINT, and security community to meet Secretary of 
the Army’s readiness and modernization priorities through 
multi-domain intelligence to ensure dominance in MDO. 
The Army G-2’s number one priority in multi-domain intelli-
gence is CI reform. Other Army G-2X primary efforts include 
achieving HUMINT readiness through adaptation and estab-
lishing intelligence security as an intelligence discipline.

by Lieutenant Colonel Marcus O’Neal
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Army G-2 Priority Effort: Counterintelligence 
Reform

Army CI is reforming to counter the foreign intelligence 
entities of peer rivals—Russia and China—and regional 
threats, including Iran and North Korea. The Army CI enter-
prise is postured for a post-Cold War and War on Terrorism 
environment that prioritized the security of Army tactical 
and operational forces against terrorism and force protec-
tion threats. The Army’s modernization priorities, Army 
Campaign Plan 2019, and The Army Intelligence Plan ad-
dress aggressive and technologically empowered China and 
Russia as the dominant future threats. The Army must de-
liver uncompromised major defense acquisition programs 
and other enabling capabilities to the future force. The un-
compromised delivery of these future strategic capabili-
ties requires a unified and technologically superior Army 
CI force executing centrally managed and globally synchro-
nized CI activities that deny foreign intelligence entity abili-
ties to operate in the land and cyberspace domains against 
Army modernization priorities.

Currently, the Army CI enterprise’s force posture is opti-
mized to address CI threats of the late 20th century or coun-
terterrorism threats, not current foreign intelligence entity 
threats. To meet this challenge, the Army must reform the CI 
enterprise to leverage all available forces to actively counter 
current and emerging CI threats, while sustaining validated 
CI requirements for combatant commanders. Achieving this 
goal will require adjustments of Army CI available resources 
to focus on current and emerging 
threats, and improve force skills and 
authorities. The Army G-2X is leading 
comprehensive initiatives to update 
Army CI doctrine, organization, train-
ing, materiel, leadership and educa-
tion, personnel, facilities, and policy 
(DOTMLPF-P). This initiative includes 
input from relevant stakeholders and 
subject matter experts to apply a wide 
range of experience and viewpoints to 
CI reform.

Achieving Human Intelligence 
Readiness through Adaptation

Building readiness and support-
ing MDO requires a restructuring 
and refocus of Army HUMINT to in-
crease operations during competi-
tion phases and better prepare the 
operational environment to ensure 

dominance over our adversaries. In the multi-domain bat-
tlespace against peer and near-peer adversaries, whoever 
has the ability to sense, understand, decide, and act faster 
than their opponent will enjoy decisive advantage. Army 
HUMINT must increase capabilities and capacity as well as 
accelerate tempo to meet the demands of MDO. The chal-
lenges of HUMINT operations in a global and competitive 
environment with the constant threat of peer conflict differ 
from the operational experiences Army HUMINT collectors 
have acquired from a decade plus of counterinsurgency op-
erations occurring largely in Iraq and Afghanistan.

To be competitive against peer and near-peer adversar-
ies, Army HUMINT must adapt to rapidly enable the intelli-
gence warfighting function to support commanders during 
all phases of joint, multi-domain, high intensity conflict and 
during competition short of armed conflict. Army HUMINT 
must rapidly provide the information and intelligence re-
quired to enable commanders to clearly understand the ad-
versary and the operating environment and to inform their 
decision-making processes. Adapting to MDO drives an in-
creased emphasis on HUMINT collection as a deep sensor 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance platform for 
immediate support to fires, maneuver, and force protec-
tion; early warning across the range of military operations; 
and in advance of direct conflict. To be successful, the Army 
must better man, organize, train, equip, develop, and most 
importantly, use its HUMINT Soldiers to rapidly provide 
HUMINT capabilities that increase the lethality and surviv-
ability of U.S. forces.
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A platoon leader briefs adjustments to the planned field interrogations at the objective rally point during a training 
exercise in Cache Valley National Forest, August 11, 2019.
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HUMINT must increase the pace of operations and em-
phasize the development of capabilities in advance of 
conflict to uniquely provide intelligence in a degraded, in-
termittent, and limited bandwidth environment when other 
sensors are degraded or compromised. Source identifica-
tion, acquisition, and communication must occur during 
the competition phase and in advance of need to support 
commanders’ requirements now and in combat. To fulfill 
the mission of setting the theater, shaping, and deterring 
while in a competitive environment and in advance of con-
flict, Army HUMINT collectors must be actively involved in 
identifying, engaging, and collecting from HUMINT sources 
to prepare the operating environment. They must maintain 
HUMINT readiness before the conflict phase upon which 
HUMINT will rely to provide coverage in deep areas target-
ing enemy forces and capabilities in support of corps, divi-
sion, and brigade echelons. This will require a partnership 
between national agencies, 
foreign counterparts, Service-
level assets, theater intelli-
gence brigades, and regionally 
aligned forces. HUMINT oper-
ations collecting on the deep 
fires areas are preparatory in-
telligence activities that con-
tribute to setting the theater 
with the necessary activities 
to establish and maintain con-
ditions to seize the initiative 
and retain freedom of action 
for the specific theater.

Additionally, the Information Age provides opportunities 
to increase the speed of reporting to answer intelligence 
requirements and support key decision points. Intelligence 
consumers require structured-data HUMINT reporting that 
directly feeds mission command systems and feeds the en-
emy common operational picture at the speed of mission. 
The production of intelligence information reports through 
a national publication system for “pull” by commanders and 
analysts fails to support timely situational awareness and 
battlefield visualization required by maneuver operations. 
A bridging approach to reporting via a mechanism that is 
more enduring than a SALUTE Report, is more responsive 
than an intelligence information report, and feeds mission 
command systems and the digital common operational 
picture is necessary. Systems must feature one-time data 
entry and enable tipping and cueing of collection and di-
rect support to fires and maneuver operations to produce 
HUMINT reporting that is relevant to commanders’ needs. 
Furthermore, Army HUMINT must seek opportunities to 

use material solutions and employ automation and artifi-
cial intelligence to support source identification, targeting, 
and HUMINT collection and operations management. These 
processes must be continuous and reviewable in real time 
and use big data and social media to exploit opportunities 
at the speed of conflict.

Establish Intelligence Security as an Intelligence 
Discipline

The security of programs, personnel, technology, informa-
tion, and facilities is critical as the Army shifts its focus to 
the modernization of warfighting capabilities to fight and 
win against peer and near-peer adversaries. Threats to 
Army capabilities and decisive advantage are active now 
and rapidly increasing. Foreign threats, especially China and 
Russia, pose a direct threat to United States Government 
and industry systems. Army intelligence security profes-

sionals support the National 
Security Strategy, National 
Defense Strategy, Army 
Strategy, and modernization 
priorities. Army G-2X is re-
shaping intelligence security 
execution to meet the recent 
and rapidly emerging need 
to confront national secu-
rity threats at the organiza-
tional level. This reshaping 
to meet the mission com-
mand approach will play out 
in three main phases: rebal-

ance, consolidation, and realignment. Intelligence security 
professionals are the front line of defense against adversar-
ies currently operating against the Army. They are proac-
tively denying access to information, personnel, or facilities, 
based on known or reported threat indicators and are of-
ten the first to identify and report information related to CI 
threats. Empowering subordinate leaders with the required 
resources will help ensure effective reform and improved 
security posture across the Army.

Professionalizing the Security Workforce to Meet 
Army Priorities

At the close of 2018, the Army G-2 issued implementation 
guidance for a professional certification requirement for our 
security employees. This readiness imperative will cultivate 
Army Civilians who provide commanders with the intelli-
gence support they require to plan, fight, and win decisively 
across all domains. Investments in training, education, and 
professional progression must focus on current and future 

Maximize Human Potential
The Army builds and sustains multi-domain formations through 
the selection, training, and education of the leaders, Soldiers, and 
teams in them. Employing multi-domain capabilities requires the 
Army to attract, retain, and employ leaders and Soldiers who col-
lectively possess a significant breadth and depth of technical and 
professional expertise. The Army must exercise careful talent man-
agement to make the most of these high-quality personnel and 
integrate them into trusted teams of professionals who are able to 
thrive in ambiguity and chaos. Improving the resilience of leaders 
and Soldiers—the Army’s most valuable capability—requires train-
ing, educating, equipping, and supporting them to execute Multi-
Domain Operations in all of its intensity, rigor, and complexity. 
               —TRADOC Pamphlet 525-3-14
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mission needs, enhance tradecraft, and address competen-
cies with the intent to close existing gaps. This comprehen-
sive talent management effort will develop and sustain the 
skillsets our workforce requires to provide intelligence sup-
port to commands with increased speed, precision, and ac-
curacy. The Army will continue to leverage smart and bold 
institutional reform to its security workforce, refine pro-
cesses and modernize systems to address the increasing 
threats, and ensure protection against threat actors who 
are pilfering our information and compromising the Army’s 
capabilities today. The Army security workforce is the first 
line of defense against relentless adversaries daily threaten-
ing the Army’s current and future capabilities.

Way Ahead
Moving forward, Army intelligence, specifically the G-2X 

enterprise, must build upon and evolve hard-won lessons 
from the counterinsurgency fight to ensure victory in a 
large-scale ground combat operations environment con-
tested by a global peer or near-peer adversary. To achieve 
this, the Army needs a fully capable, tailorable, scalable, 
adaptable, doctrinally sound, well-trained, well-equipped, 
professional CI, HUMINT, and security force to mitigate in-
sider threats and risk to force projection. This force will also 
provide warning intelligence, along with situational under-
standing to commanders, in order to enhance the lethal-
ity and survivability of U.S. forces. As part of this, CI and 
HUMINT organizations and operations will be tailorable and 
flexible, manned, and equipped with modular, scalable, in-
teroperable, and deployable teams and systems capable of 
deploying in the first lift in concert with the Army tenet of 
“fight tonight.”

The primary differences from the counterinsurgency fight 
and great power competition concerning peer or near-peer 
conflict include increased emphasis on threat gray-zone ac-
tivities. This involves increased espionage activities in the 
competition phase and a need to prepare for transition to 
fast-paced missions involving screenings of refugees or dis-
placed persons. It also includes a large number of interro-
gations for enemy combatants on a continuously evolving 
battlefield, in addition to the missions of debriefings and 
source operations that will be expected during the conflict 

phase. CI forces must enable the Army’s modernization by 
being “left of theft” and protecting our supply chains to 
deliver uncompromised capabilities to the future force as 
well as defend our critical infrastructure to support force 
projection efforts. HUMINT operations must be aggressive, 
persistent, enduring, and continuous in nature with the re-
quirements tailored and adjusted to meet commanders’ and 
decision makers’ operational needs. Army HUMINT must 
identify and develop sources now, in advance of need, to 
set the theater during competition short of armed conflict, 
provide warning intelligence of adversary intentions and ac-
tions, and increase lethality during large-scale ground com-
bat operations. Army HUMINT operations must have the 
capability to penetrate deep networks within complex op-
erating environments where adversaries have increased ca-
pabilities to detect and counter our efforts.

Furthermore, Army HUMINT must be prepared to operate 
within multiple domains and employ materiel moderniza-
tion to leverage artificial intelligence/fusion capabilities to 
reduce cognitive burden on analysts. The Army G-2X enter-
prise must adapt to meet the readiness demands of great 
power competition by ensuring our CI, HUMINT, and secu-
rity personnel are prepared to deploy, fight, and win across 
the spectrum of conflict. Through modernization, the Army 
G-2X enterprise must be able to build an agile CI, HUMINT, 
and security force that fully embraces the Information Age, 
including leveraging technology to reduce cognitive bur-
dens on the force and deliver intelligence at the speed of 
mission.
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Introduction
U.S. Army identity intelligence (I2) is a capability to iden-
tify foreign persons of military interest. It distinguishes in-
dividuals from each other; discovers new threats and links 
them to other people, places, and things; and characterizes 
individuals, entities, groups, networks, and populations of 
interest. I2 fuses data and information with behavioral, rep-
utational, biometrics, forensics, and other associated iden-
tity signatures in order to identify military threat persons of 
interest. The Army’s I2 capability has evolved beyond the 
counterterrorism and counterinsurgency operational envi-
ronment (OE) into an “all-threats” enduring requirement. In 
today’s era of multi-domain operations (MDO), I2 provides 
the Army with an unprecedented insight into potential and 
existing threats and their plans, intentions, and networks. I2 
also supports the force on the battlefield. The Army main-
tains and sustains its I2 capability at echelons above corps, 
through Headquarters, Department of the Army, G-2, and 
the U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command, primarily 
at the National Ground Intelligence Center.

Capabilities of Identity Intelligence
I2 identifies and monitors foreign threat-based persons, 

groups, and networks of military interest and their support-
ing relationships that are critical to the success of weap-
ons, plans, strategy, and operations; it also identifies and 
monitors their development, proliferation, and deploy-
ment. I2 provides the foundational intelligence that enables 
the development of a common operational picture (COP) 
of the OE human layer, determining friend or foe. This in-
cludes the ability to maintain situational awareness of con-
nections and changes of key persons of interest of great 
power competitors, rogue states, violent extremist organi-
zations, and transnational criminal organizations, as well as 
their proxies, associates, and allies. I2 also identifies indi-
viduals and populations that are either vulnerable to malign 
influence or receptive to building partner-nation capacity. 

Imperative to the success of I2 in the conflict phase is con-
ducting I2 operations “left of conflict” (i.e., early in an 
engagement) by establishing foundational capabilities, in-
cluding driving collections, and conducting engagements 
that leverage foreign-partner and U.S. interagency rela-
tionships. This includes forensic, intelligence, and biomet-
ric partnerships, practiced in joint-combined exercises and 
executed in cooperative operations, thereby building part-
ner-nation capacity and enriching foundational intelligence. 
Some means include—

 Ê Developing the environment to establish foreign part-
ner information and intelligence sharing and leveraging 
current agreements.

 Ê Conducting and collaborating on activities to collect, 
analyze, and disseminate information about foreign 
individuals and networks of military interest and their 
capabilities.

 Ê Collaborating with foreign and U.S interagency partners 
to monitor foreign persons of military interest.

 Ê Driving collections, evaluating, and analyzing identity 
and biometric-match information.

 Ê Confirming the identity of non-attributed foreign indi-
viduals and forces of military interest, monitored and 
disseminated via I2 analytical applications, such as 
the Biometric Identity Intelligence Resource/Identity 
Intelligence Analytic Resource and the Department of 
Defense (DoD) Biometrically Enabled Watchlist, to es-
tablish the foundational layer of military threat persons 
of interest, the COP of the OE human layer.

 Ê Using weapons technical intelligence to collect, exploit, 
analyze, and disseminate information on foreign per-
sons of military interest and their capabilities and attri-
bute them to threat-based devices.

 Ê Tracking adversaries’ and other actors’ surreptitious ac-
tivities, in particular malign influence efforts.

by Mr. Peter Baber, Ms. Pamela Baker, and 
 Lieutenant Colonel Mark Dotson (Retired)
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Multi-Domain Operations
LTG Eric J. Wesley, U.S. Army Futures Command Deputy 

Commanding General and Director, Futures and Concepts 
Center, describes MDO as “how the Army envisions a joint 
warfighting concept that will bring to bear all of the fire-
power, both kinetic and non-kinetic, to help the U.S. mil-
itary regain superiority in what is increasingly becoming 
a contested, access-denied world of near-peer competi-
tors such as China and Russia.”1 U.S. Army Training and 
Doctrine Command (TRADOC) describes MDO as “de-
signed to achieve U.S. strategic objectives articulated in the 
National Defense Strategy, specifically deterring and defeat-
ing China and Russia in competition and conflict.”2 MDO 
optimizes effects from across multiple domains identified 
in joint Service doctrine—land, sea, air, space, and cyber-
space—as well as the electromagnetic spectrum and the in-
formation environment. A shared trait among the domains, 
electromagnetic spectrum, and information environment is 
people—the human element. Humans make decisions and 
make mistakes. Humans design, deploy, and operate weap-
ons and war plans. According to MDO, “at some point, all 
the abstract elements (cognitive, virtual, informational, and 
human) demonstrate their effects physically at a place or in 
an area through a system or people,”3 and those systems 
are designed, proliferated, deployed, and operated by peo-
ple. Identity intelligence—

 Ê Provides the “so what” that distinguishes individuals 
from each other (identity resolution).

 Ê Discovers new threats (identity discovery) and links 
them to other people, places, and things (identity/de-
vice attribution).

 Ê Characterizes an individual or network for kinetic and 
non-kinetic outcomes, supporting the National Defense 
Strategy and Army’s strategic roles.

JP 5-0, Joint Planning, states that the OE is the composite 
of the conditions, circumstances, and influences that affect 
the employment of capabilities and bear on the decisions of 
the commander, encompassing physical areas and factors of 
all domains. Included within these areas are the adversary, 
friendly, and neutral actors relevant to a specific joint op-
eration. The OE includes the human element because a hu-
man aspect is present in each domain. Understanding the 
OE, including the human aspect of the domains, helps the 
commander to better identify the problem; anticipate out-
comes; understand the results of various adversary, friendly, 
and neutral actions; and understand how these actions af-
fect the military end state.4

Although MDO is a new and evolving operational war-
fighting concept, in 2012 the 38th Chief of Staff of the Army 
retired GEN Raymond Odierno stated, “The world has al-
ways been defined by uncertainty and change, but in reality 
the fundamental nature of war remains the same—a strug-
gle to influence key terrain, populations and governance. 
Preventing conflict is better than reacting to it, and to pre-
vent it you must understand its causes, but understanding 
is best gained through presence, presence on the ground. 
Understanding the human dimension and human domain…
We must never forget that conflict in any form at its core is 
a human endeavor.”5 Army I2 properly characterizes the hu-
man element, sometimes non-doctrinally characterized as 
the human domain.

TRADOC Pamphlet 525-3-1, The U.S. Army in Multi-Domain 
Operations 2028, states that to be successful in the com-
plex, lethal, and chaotic MDO environment, the Army must 
build trusted teams of professionals that thrive in ambiguity 
and chaos. These teams are empowered through a doctrine 

Identity Intelligence (I2) is the ISR for 
the “Human Domain”

There is a human aspect to every domain: land, sea, air, 
space, cyberspace, the electromagnetic spectrum, 

and information environment

Humans make decisions; make mistakes; design, deploy 
proliferate, and operate weapons and war plans

Army I2 identifies foreign persons of military interest; it dis-
tinguishes individuals from each other, discovers new threats, 
links them to other people, places, and things, and properly 

characterizes the human element, sometimes non-doctrinally 
characterized as the “human domain”
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of mission command to rapidly react to threats and oppor-
tunities based on a commander’s intent.6 I2 can identify—

 Ê Foreign individuals critical to adversarial success in 
MDO.

 Ê Personalities who author, define, and field military 
plans and doctrine.

 Ê Commander’s intent.
 Ê Personalities who successfully thrive in ambiguity and 

chaos.

Identity Intelligence Addresses the Multi-Domain 
Problems

According to TRADOC, we must solve five multi-domain 
problems to meet the strategic objectives of MDO. I2 can 
contribute to resolving each of these problems.

The first problem is competing to defeat aggression short 
of armed conflict and to deter conflict. Great power com-
petitors and rogue states continue to use gray-zone tactics 
(political, economic, and hybrid warfare) short of armed 
conflict. These tactics include exploiting economic and dip-
lomatic levers, conducting information confrontation, and 
using proxies and associates to undermine and fracture U.S. 
partnerships and U.S. access globally. Rather than reacting 
late, we must recognize that the early identification and 
monitoring of malign actors and the identification of other 
individuals driving these initiatives are critical to the success 
of MDO and will contribute to defeating aggression and de-
terring conflict.

The second and third problems are penetrating and later 
dis-integrating enemy antiaccess and area denial (A2AD) 
systems to enable tactical, operational, and strategic ma-
neuver. Crucial to success against these problems in the 
armed conflict phase of MDO is the application of I2 be-
fore conflict (during the competition phase). This involves 
building partner-nation capacity and enriching foundational 
intelligence by establishing a foundational layer of military 
threat persons of interest and the COP of the OE human 
layer.

The fourth problem is exploiting freedom of maneuver to 
defeat the enemy and achieve U.S. strategic objectives. I2 
identifies foreign individuals critical to adversarial success in 
MDO, including personalities who define and establish ad-
versarial plans and doctrine, effectively execute command-
er’s intent, and thrive in ambiguity and chaos.

The fifth problem is re-competing to consolidate gains and 
expand the competitive space to enable policy makers to 
resolve the conflict. For almost 18 years, the Army has ef-
fectively applied its I2 capability to stability operations in 
alignment with the re-compete phase.

Phases of Multi-Domain Operations 
MDO has three phases: competition, armed conflict, and 

return to competition. To be successful, we must defeat ad-
versaries and achieve strategic objectives in all three.

Competition. The application of I2 before conflict (during 
the competition phase) is key to identifying the individuals 
and networks of interest who are critical to adversarial suc-
cess in MDO, including understanding their development, 
proliferation, and deployment of weapons, plans, and strat-
egy. In the competition phase of MDO, the joint force ex-
pands the competitive space through active engagement 
to counter malign influence, unconventional warfare, and 
information warfare directed against partners. These ac-
tions simultaneously deter escalation, defeat attempts by 
adversaries to “win without fighting,” and set conditions 
for a rapid transition to armed conflict. LTG Wesley said, “If 
there’s a word that you want to remember in terms of iden-
tifying the challenges we face within the pacing threats, it 
is the word ‘standoff.’...We talk about this in two periods. 
The competition period and the conflict period, and what 
we find is our peers are fully engaged in the first layer of 
standoff by investing in efforts of democratic elections. Not 
only U.S. elections but Brexit, Catalonia and others, and that 
becomes the first layer of standoff.”7 “Deterrence should be 
the first available option but ‘is challenged’ because the 
threat of massive retaliation loses its values if adversaries 
are achieving their operational and strategic objectives left 
of conflict.”8

Early engagement is a key aspect not only of MDO success 
but also of the success of I2 in MDO, both for the United 
States and its adversaries. According to TRADOC Pamphlet 
525-3-1, since war is fundamentally and primarily a human 
endeavor, the United States must work with partners to ad-
dress the cognitive aspects of political, human, social, and 
cultural interactions to achieve operational and national 

Multi-Domain Problems
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objectives. Establishing capabilities early in an engagement 
(i.e., “left of conflict”) is crucial to I2 success in MDO, includ-
ing integrating I2 into concept plans and operation plans. 
This includes leveraging foreign-partner relationships “left 
of conflict” for forensic, intelligence, and biometric partner-
ships. These foreign-partner relationships are practiced in 
joint-combined exercises and executed in cooperative op-
erations, to build partner-nation capacity and enrich foun-
dational intelligence. Also important is establishing the 
foundational layer of military threat persons of interest and 
developing the COP of the OE human layer (foreign persons 
of military interest in the “human domain” of the OE) exe-
cuted by I2 operations and disseminated through Biometric 
Identity Intelligence Resource/Identity Intelligence Analytic 
Resource and the DoD Biometrically Enabled Watchlist. 
Army I2 plays a key role in identifying great power competi-
tor malign influence actors and activities. The ability to iden-
tify individuals, groups, and populations either vulnerable 
to malign influence or receptive to building partner-nation 
capacity can defuse the effects of great power competitor 
malign influence and information warfare.

Armed Conflict. In the conflict phase of MDO, the joint 
force defeats aggression by optimizing effects from across 
multiple domains at decisive spaces to penetrate the en-
emy’s strategic and operational A2AD systems, dis-integrate 
the components of the enemy’s military system, and exploit 
freedom of maneuver necessary to achieve strategic and 
operational objectives that create conditions favorable to a 
political outcome.

Once again, establishing I2 capabilities “left of conflict” 
is crucial to I2 success in MDO. We can do this by build-
ing partner-nation capacity and enriching foundational 
intelligence by establishing the foundational layer of mili-
tary threat persons of interest, the COP of the OE human 
layer. “Left of conflict” identity discovery of foreign intelli-
gence and special operations personnel who may operate 
in friendly or allied spaces during conflict is included in that 
layer. A body of evidence states our adversaries are effec-
tively using engagements to shape the field and are estab-
lishing their I2 foundational layer “left of conflict.” If we wait 
until armed conflict to establish the I2 foundational layer, it 
will be too late.

Army FM 3-0, Operations, describes armed conflict with 
great power competitors as intense, brutal, complex, and 
chaotic. This conflict will include noncombatants and will 
likely be in and around large cities, with adversarial use of 
terror, criminal activity, and information warfare.9 Warfare 
results in the movement of civilians and stresses the re-
sources of nations. Current counterterrorism and coun-

terinsurgency (non-great power competitor) conflicts, 
according to the United Nations, have resulted in the high-
est number of people fleeing conflict since World War II. 
Refugee sites are exploited to harbor terrorists and to radi-
calize and recruit new members. I2 can support the rule of 
law and security to identify friend or foe, to verify individu-
als authorized to enter refugee and internally displaced per-
sons sites, and to identify and exclude threat personalities 
(criminal and radical) attempting to exploit those sites. In 
a similar manner, we can use I2 to support noncombatant 
evacuation operations. We have used I2 effectively at coali-
tion counterterrorism and counterinsurgency detention fa-
cilities, and similarly we should use I2 for enemy prisoners 
of war to establish a baseline identity, confirm identity, and 
identify deceptive individuals.

The United States will be required to penetrate and dis-
integrate enemy A2AD systems to enable tactical, opera-
tional, and strategic maneuver in armed conflict. Again, 
we can address this through the application of I2, “left of 
conflict.” I2 has the ability to provide insight on adversar-
ial force modernization that threatens Army and DoD mod-
ernization priorities, supports the protection of U.S. critical 
technology, deters the theft of technologies, and potentially 
slows or prevents the integration of DoD technology into 
adversarial systems.

Return to Competition. In this phase, the joint force con-
solidates gains and deters further conflict to allow the re-
generation of forces and the re-establishment of a regional 
security order aligned with U.S. strategic objectives. While 
the Army’s I2 capability has evolved beyond counterterror-
ism and counterinsurgency applications, we have applied it 
liberally and effectively to stability operations in alignment 
with the re-compete phase. The ability to identify individu-
als, groups, and populations vulnerable to malign influence 
or receptive to building partner-nation capacity will enable 
commanders and policy makers to capitalize on gains, stabi-
lize and resolve conflicts, and return to competition.

Conclusion
The Army’s I2 capability has evolved beyond the coun-

terterrorism and counterinsurgency OE to an “all-threats” 
enduring requirement relevant to MDO. I2 has been char-
acterized as intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance 
for the “human domain.” I2 also contributes to intelligence 
preparation of the battlefield in relation to the “human 
domain.” As the Army further develops MDO, intelligence 
leaders should reflect on how I2 can be a force multiplier 
across multi-domain operations. LTG Wesley addressed 
the importance of getting “left of conflict” and the ability 
of actions in the competition phase to positively affect the 
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armed conflict phase or deter conflict. Intelligence leaders 
should explore how to incorporate I2 into the development 
and experimentation of MDO. Human aspects are present 
in each domain. Humans make decisions and make mis-
takes. Humans design, deploy, and operate weapons and 
war plans. Intelligence leaders should explore how I2 can 
present multiple dilemmas to the adversary in the compe-
tition phase. They should also explore how to incorporate 
I2 into the multi-domain task forces and how to use the 
Intelligence, Information, Cyber, Electronic Warfare, and 
Space detachments to support I2 operations.
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Introduction
Today, the U.S. military faces dynamic challenges in the 
Indo-Pacific area of responsibility (AOR). The operational 
environment is arguably more complex than ever before. 
This complexity begins simply with demographics. The re-
gion contains 36 countries spread across 16 time zones. 
The region contains more than half the world’s population, 
houses 24 of the 36 megacities (population centers with 
more than 10 million people) on Earth, and covers more 
than half the world’s surface area. Three of the world’s larg-
est economies, seven of the largest militaries, and five of the 
United States’ seven mutual defense agreement partners 
are all located in this theater.1 The region is also extremely 
prone to severe weather 
patterns such as devastating 
tsunamis, volcanoes, and 
catastrophic earthquakes. 
When demographics are 
coupled with the unpredict-
able weather effects in the 
region, the complexity of 
the environment increases 
rapidly. These demographic, 
economic, and meteoro-
logical dynamics, combined 
with the rapid rate of tech-
nological change, add to the 
region’s political and mili-
tary complexity.2

Key Challenges and 
Threats in the Indo-
Pacific

The 2018 U.S. National 
Defense Strategy empha-
sized four of the five national 

security threats reside in the Indo-Pacific region. These 
threats, particularly China and Russia, actively contest and 
leverage every domain to achieve great power status and re-
duce or eliminate United States influence within their near 
abroad. “Global proliferation of advanced military technol-
ogy has eroded, to some degree, the advantage the U.S. and 
its military partners have held for decades, allowing adver-
saries to threaten use of the air, sea, land, space, and cyber-
space domains.”3 Both states are actively competing against 
the U.S. military in an effort to achieve strategic standoff. 
Dramatic technological shifts created by unmanned capabil-
ities, machine learning, artificial intelligence, nanotech, bio-
tech, and big data are expanding military hyper-competition  

by Colonel David P. Elsen, Major Travis Tyler, Major R. J. Custodio, and Major Michael A. Glover
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between geopolitical rivals. Much of these new technologi-
cal tools depend on digital connectivity—with 8 billion de-
vices connected to the internet in 2018 and a projected 50 
billion by 2020—only increasing the already dangerous sit-
uation in cyberspace and its dependence on space assets 
for connectivity. Without a doubt, future conflict will be in-
creasingly complex and distributed, involving actions across 
multiple domains by multiple military services, and at times 
simultaneously.4

It is evident that our strategic competitors have taken the 
information they learned through the study of our military 
doctrine and recent military operations to develop and em-
ploy capabilities that mitigate areas in which our military has 
enjoyed overmatch and that place our people, systems, and 
critical infrastructure at risk. They accomplish this through 
the employment of a wide array of layered antiaccess and 
area denial systems across all domains that provide standoff 
and limit our joint force’s freedom of maneuver.5

In response, the U.S. Army unveiled its multi-domain op-
erations (MDO) concept and rapidly evolved and adapted 
its doctrine to address this newly framed great power com-
petition. Through MDO, the Army and the joint force seek 
to regain the ability to project forces into the theater and 
achieve convergence across all domains to defeat our ad-
versaries. Furthermore, on 6 December 2018, the Army 
published TRADOC Pamphlet 525-3-1, The U.S. Army in 
Multi-Domain Operations 2028, which provides guidance 
on how the Army must build capacity and capability to en-
able MDO by:

 Ê Continuing to update the MDO concept and subsequent 
doctrine.

 Ê Developing a modernization strategy that nests with the 
MDO concept and synchronizes with a joint approach to 
force development.

 Ê Identifying and driving rapid solution development 
across doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leader-
ship and education, personnel, facilities, and policy.

 Ê Improving the operational integration of general- 
purpose forces and special operations forces, and with 
allies and partners.6

The introduction of MDO has provided the Army and its 
warfighting functions a blueprint on how to organize their 
formations, develop and integrate new capabilities, and 
train those formations. For example, the intelligence war-
fighting function is heavily invested in MDO through its 
support for the Intelligence, Information, Cyber, Electronic 
Warfare, and Space (I2CEWS) detachment; publishing of 
new doctrine; investment in deep sensing; and introduc-

tion of machine learning powered analytics. Within the 
intelligence warfighting function, the military intelligence 
brigade-theater (MIB–T) continues to be the Army Service 
component command’s primary intelligence organization at 
the theater level and the focal point of the Army’s multi- 
domain intelligence support throughout both the competi-
tion and the conflict phases.

500th MIB–T Support to Multi-Domain 
Operations

As an element of the joint force, Army forces conduct 
MDO to prevail in competition; penetrate and dis-integrate 
enemy antiaccess and area denial systems when necessary; 
and exploit the resultant freedom of maneuver to achieve 
strategic objectives (win) and force a return to competi-
tion on favorable terms.7 The MIB–T is postured to provide 
multi-domain intelligence support to Army, joint, and coali-
tion forces within a theater of operations8 through collec-
tion and analysis across the intelligence disciplines, such as 
through the use of human intelligence/counterintelligence 
platforms, open-source intelligence, forward-deployed sig-
nals intelligence assets, and national collection. The MIB–T 
is equipped with a unique set of capabilities to support 
MDO and help set conditions by improving and develop-
ing required Army capability sets. The MIB–T is equipped 
to set the theater for intelligence and establish the intel-
ligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) dynamic 
forward posture. It stands ready to provide multi-domain 
intelligence.

Set the Theater for Intelligence
Doctrinally, MIB–Ts “provide the theater army with its 

foundational capabilities to set the theater for the intelli-
gence warfighting function.”9 They do this in a number of 
ways, to include providing—

 Ê intelligence (assessments, support to the combined op-
erational/intelligence picture, graphic products, and 
persistent intelligence overwatch),

 Ê integration (theater intelligence architecture and data 
sets),

 Ê training (live environment training, mobile training 
teams, and subject matter experts), and

 Ê support to the Army Service component command’s the-
ater security cooperation program and engagements.10

The 500th MIB–T assists the U.S. Army Pacific (USARPAC) 
G-2 in setting the theater for intelligence in all areas, en-
abling multi-domain intelligence support. Some key focus 
areas include the provision of the theater intelligence ar-
chitecture backbone; the role of the theater analysis and 
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control element (ACE), to include providing the common 
intelligence picture; support to partner nation engage-
ments; and the provision of discipline-specific theater entry 
requirements.

Intelligence Architecture Backbone. The 500th MIB–T, in 
coordination with the USARPAC G-2, maintains the Army 
Indo-Pacific intelligence architecture to provide consistent 
readiness for the Pacific theater of operations. The MIB–T 
serves as the architecture backbone of the intelligence en-
terprise in theater. These efforts connect rotational, aligned, 
and assigned forces entering the U.S Indo-Pacific Command 
(USINDOPACOM) AOR to the theater intelligence enter-
prise. They also provide forces with the ability to leverage 
U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command capabilities 
in support of MDO. This enhances commander’s decision 
making through access to timely, predictive intelligence and 
shared understanding of the multi-domain threat. Units de-
ploying into the AOR rely on intelligence reach to access 
intelligence from joint forces, combatant commands, and 
the national intelligence community. The 500th MIB–T in-
tegrates regionally aligned, assigned, and rotational units 
early, in both exercise and operational planning cycles, to 
support shared understanding, streamline information 
sharing, and maintain readiness within the Pacific theater.

Theater Analysis and Control Element, Common Intelli-
gence Picture, and Partner Nation Engagement. The 500th 
MIB–T, in coordination with the USARPAC G-2, provides the 
theater analytic capabilities in the form of the ACE. The ACE 
serves as the integration mechanism fusing intelligence 
across every intelligence discipline and every domain, 
across federated sites throughout the USINDOPACOM AOR. 
The analytic capabilities the MIB–T offers include the de-
ployment of an expeditionary, configurable deployable in-
telligence support element in support of combined and 

joint operations while still maintaining analytic capabili-
ties in both strategic support and operational support ar-
eas. The elements within the ACE maintain the common 
intelligence picture that feeds the joint operational picture, 
leveraging federated intelligence to include Reserve and 
National Guard units. Additionally, with web-based appli-
cations on both the SECRET Internet Protocol Router and 
the Joint Worldwide Intelligence Communications System, 
intelligence production is available using relatively minimal 
bandwidth. The MIB–T further provides support to build-
ing partner nation capacity and capabilities through subject 
matter expert exchanges and increasingly complex joint and 
combined exercises.

Theater Entry Requirements. As the MIB–T supports the 
Army and joint forces, specific requirements exist for all 
forces to connect to the MIB–T intelligence architecture 
backbone, ensuring units are consuming and benefiting 
from the daily intelligence produced by the theater ACE, 
across the multi-domain battlefield from the strategic sup-
port areas to the deep fight. The objective is to ensure no 
cold starts for joint and combined forces both in theater 
and in support of the theater. Across multiple intelligence 
disciplines (all-source, geospatial intelligence, signals in-
telligence, human intelligence, counterintelligence, and 
open-source intelligence), the 500th MIB–T provides specific 
theater entry requirements to facilitate connectivity, clear 
lines of mission and authority, and a continuous intelligence 
cycle of situational awareness and shared understanding of 
the threat.

Establish the Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance Dynamic Forward Posture

The MDO concept requires the Army to develop or im-
prove required Army capability sets. These capability sets 
include setting the theater through such activities as estab-
lishing basing and access rights, prepositioning equipment 
and supplies, and conducting preparatory intelligence ac-
tivities. Additionally, aspects of MDO require the establish-
ment of necessary authorities and permissions normally 
reserved for conflict or for higher echelons to operate in 
competition and rapidly transition to conflict. There is per-
haps no better example of development and improvement 
in these capabilities than that of the MIB–T ISR dynamic for-
ward posture.

Focused on the MDO tenet of calibrated force posture, 
the MIB–T establishes an ISR forward presence, as part of 
the “contact forces” forward deployed in theater, to provide 
warning intelligence, maintain an accurate and timely com-
mon intelligence picture of the threat across all domains, 
support competition phase operations in contested spaces/

500th MIB–T Soldiers provide analysis from the deployable intelligence support el-
ement during Exercise Pacific Sentry 19-3, U.S. Army Pacific’s Joint Task Force 
Certification Exercise, June 2019.
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environments, and be in position in the event of crisis or 
escalation. For all these reasons, ISR should not be held in 
reserve but rather be “always out front” in line with the 
Military Intelligence Corps motto. The ISR dynamic forward 
posture is supported by established and future basing and 
access rights and enables the achievement of positional 
advantage through prepositioned capabilities and support 
packages. The MIB–T establishes sensor and collection ca-
pacity forward to increase situational awareness of threat 
competitor activities taking place across and through stand-
off layers before transition to conflict, not after. Additionally, 
small processing, exploitation, and dissemination nodes po-
sitioned forward in theater mitigate the risks associated with 
monitoring these collection assets in the disconnected, in-
termittent, limited bandwidth environment expected given 
current threat capabilities. This initiative 
focuses on overcoming the challenges 
of gaining positional advantage and ma-
neuver over strategic distance.

Furthermore, based in part on the ge-
ography in the Indo-Pacific theater, any 
newly established forward presence of 
ISR creates the requirement for coali-
tion, cross-Service, and cross-domain 
coordination, breaking through histori-
cally stove-piped, domain-federated op-
erational approaches. This coordination 
is essential in synchronizing collection 
across national, coalition, and other the-
ater capabilities; in providing the neces-
sary fidelity for the common operational 
and intelligence pictures; and in moving 
toward the synergy and convergence re-
quired for effective MDO.

Establishment of the MIB–T ISR dy-
namic forward posture further supports future integration 
of the multi-domain task force and its I2CEWS detachment 
through improved theater-wide baselining and situational 
awareness of adversary placement, posture, and activity.

Stand Ready to Provide Multi-Domain 
Intelligence

Multi-domain intelligence is the Army intelligence frame-
work that increases the speed, precision, and accuracy of 
the intelligence process. Within the multi-domain intelli-
gence framework, the MIB–T provides key support in the 
foundation layer, in managing and synchronizing layered 
collection, and in intelligence support to multi-domain 
targeting.

Foundation Layer—Redundant and Survivable Arch-
itecture. The MIB–T has a unique ability to collect, analyze, 
and track threat characteristics, the ground order of battle, 
and the doctrine of both partner nations and adversaries 
over many years. Such abilities enable the MIB–T to create 
and maintain a valuable database of intelligence regard-
ing regional military forces, key military and political lead-
ers, and the evolving doctrine and capabilities of regional 
military forces. Furthermore, critical to the targeting pro-
cess is the Cross Domain Solution Suite and combat infor-
mation needed on collateral networks, which the MIB–T 
will provide to support lethal and nonlethal effects. Of 
equal importance is the establishment of an agile, flexible, 
and converged architecture that leverages the Distributed 
Common Ground System family of systems.

Collection Layer—Layered Intelligence Collection. MDO 
will require layered, redundant, and complementary collec-
tion to enable cross-domain synergy when faced with the 
challenges of a hyper-contested, communications-degraded 
environment linking the network of sensors to the web 
of shooters. This increases the required speed of friendly 
recognition, decision, action, and reaction. In addition to 
its organic collection assets, the MIB–T must also leverage 
joint, coalition, and national assets in coordination with the 
USARPAC and USINDOPACOM collection plans. The required 
collection must occur across the terrestrial, aerial, and space 
layers, across all domains, and must encompass national-
to-tactical capabilities. Furthermore, the MIB–T’s ability to 
leverage nontraditional collection, including open-source 

A military intelligence systems maintainer/integrator assigned to 715th Military Intelligence Battalion, 500th Military 
Intelligence Brigade-Theater (MIB–T), briefs the 500th MIB–T command team on communications equipment capa-
bilities during training exercise Lightning Forge on the Island of Oahu, July 24, 2018.
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intelligence, to tip and cue more traditional sensors will be 
critical to the joint force success.

Intelligence Support to Multi-Domain Targeting. Intelli-
gence support to multi-domain targeting is a central com-
ponent of intelligence support to MDO and will help drive 
MDO writ large. In order for the MIB–T to effectively sup-
port targeting, a baseline needs to be established during 
the competition phase through robust intelligence prepa-
ration of the battlefield, determination of the ground order 
of battle, awareness of threat capabilities and disposition 
across all domains, and generation of indicators and warn-
ings. Multiple units within the MIB–T perform these func-
tions. These units include the theater ACE, organic TROJAN 
remote operations facility, composition 2 and 3 elements, 
and Joint Intelligence Operations Center formations that 
encompass the combatant command’s larger intelligence 
enterprise, including at echelon corps and below. Key com-
ponents of effective multi-domain intelligence support to 
targeting comprise—

 Ê redundant, survivable architecture and communica-
tions pathways;

 Ê layered collection;

 Ê timely, often near-real-time reporting;

 Ê focused analysis;

 Ê and closely coordinated and rehearsed sensor-to-
shooter battle drills, incorporating both lethal and 
nonlethal fires and across all phases from competition 
through conflict.

Conclusion
China and Russia actively contest and leverage every do-

main to achieve their strategic national objectives and com-
pete against the United States military in an effort to achieve 
strategic standoff. With the advent of emerging technolo-
gies and threat competitor focus on employment of layered 
antiaccess and area denial systems across all domains, it is 

imperative that the Army evolve and adapt its warfighting 
techniques and build ground forces capable of maximizing 
deterrence and, if necessary, winning future wars. The MDO 
concept stands as a foundational guide for this iterative pro-
cess. As part of this process, the MIB–T evolves in order to 
increase the speed of friendly recognition, decision, and re-
action. With a focus on setting the theater for intelligence, 
establishing the ISR dynamic forward posture, and stand-
ing ready to provide multi-domain intelligence, the 500th 
MIB–T is uniquely equipped and postured to face the evolv-
ing threats in the Indo-Pacific theater.
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Introduction
Dr. Edward T. Wolf, sometimes known as E. Trowbridge, was 
going behind Japanese lines. The Army issued him a Colt .45 
and a submachine gun. He wasn’t looking to fight; he was 
hunting mosquitoes to know what diseases they spread. 
GEN Douglas MacArthur wanted intelligence on the dis-
eases in Northern New Guinea, and men like Trowbridge 
had to establish the ground truth because, in September 
1942, no medical intelligence organization existed to pro-
vide it. CPT Wolf boarded a 40-foot wooden fishing boat 
with five Filipinos as crew and traveled at night from the 
hastily built base at Milne Bay, on the eastern end of New 
Guinea, north and west along the coast up to Wanigela Bay 
and onward. The 32nd Infantry Division was shortly going to 
land somewhere on that remote jungle coast, and knowl-
edge of endemic diseases and the insects that transmitted 
them would affect operations.1

Trowbridge’s dangerous mission was necessary to gather 
the intelligence because nobody had thought ahead and 
had prewar medical intelligence.

Starting Medical Intelligence
In April 1941, months before Pearl Harbor, the chief of 

preventive medicine in the Office of the Surgeon General 
knew he didn’t know enough and got an officer assigned to 
do medical intelligence work.2 But nobody was trained for 
that work, and there was a whole world to cover. Finding 
people was a challenge. Even with the draft to provide 
manpower, nobody had any experience. And which part of 
the world? Priorities were a problem because the enemy 

had the initiative and the Allies repeatedly had to switch 
focus areas. They initially focused on the French colonies 
in the Caribbean because the Vichy French might give the 
Germans bases there. Next, the United States traded 50 old 
destroyers to the British in exchange for basing rights on 
various British islands, and it was necessary to identify the 
medical threats on those islands because American troops 
would be at risk. The first officers sent were sanitary engi-
neers who provided detailed information about the water 
systems but very little about diseases. The Japanese attack 
on Pearl Harbor compounded these problems: now United 
States forces would be operating in the Pacific as well.

Despite the problems, the medical intelligence office 
(which had various titles during the war) contributed to 
96 “Strategic Surveys” in 1942 alone, with only seven staff 
members. They knew the information was patchy, but it 
was something. They contributed it to the planners but had 
no idea how it affected operations. In 1943, the number 
of products dropped as the Allies gained the initiative and 
plans could be more deliberate instead of reactive. The staff 
grew, but unfamiliarity with languages remained an obsta-
cle to understanding the worldwide operating environment. 
The Army worked with the Navy (the Air Force did not yet 
exist) on Joint Army-Navy Intelligence Studies and firmed up 
internal operating procedures. They developed a structure 
of collection, analysis, and dissemination, rather than a geo-
graphical one. The approach to sources became a bit more 
systematic: they combed through open-source medical lit-
erature; followed up personal contacts; and got information 
from the War Department G-2, Allies, prisoners, Office of 

by Sanders Marble, PhD
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Strategic Services, and sometimes operational forces. Only 
limited information came from the theaters because the in-
telligence officers there had never worked with medical in-
telligence, and medical officers had trouble getting on the 
intelligence staffs or intelligence field teams. They also had 
to decide how to cover foreign medical developments. Was 
a new surgical procedure or a new medicine an intelligence 
matter or a clinical matter? The final decision was that med-
ical intelligence was about disease prevalence, not about 
how it was treated. The exception was biological warfare, 
which had such serious implications that intelligence and 
medical intelligence both covered all aspects: overlap was 
better than gap.3

By 1944, the medical intelligence “product” had changed 
to Technical Bulletins, Medical, known as TB MEDs. These 
included a section of recommended ways to safeguard 
troops’ health. With the broad outlines of Allied strategy 
clear, it was easier to predict locations, and there was less 
wasted effort. Sometimes the TB MEDs were ready just 
before an operation (the report on France was printed in 
May 1944, only 34 days before D-Day), not allowing much 
time for review and intelligence to influence operations. Yet 
when the report was ready in time, it didn’t necessarily in-
fluence operations: TB MED 20, the survey of the Mariana 
Islands, was ready 90 days before the invasion, and it identi-
fied dengue fever as a major risk. But insect-control teams 
were not prioritized for shipping space, and the invasion 
forces suffered around 4,000 dengue cases on Saipan alone 
before the bug-sprayers arrived and promptly broke the epi-
demic.4 Intelligence was accurate and timely but might not 
influence plans.

Getting information to theaters could be as much of a 
problem as getting information from them. No established 
channels existed for medical intelligence, either in intel-
ligence staffs or in medical staffs. Potential users did not 
know about medical intelligence, so they did not know to 
ask, and even the communication channels were unclear. A 
TB MED was likely to get to a medical unit, but would it get 
to the G-2 staff? One novel distribution channel was open-
source publishing: since much of the information was pub-
lic domain, a three-volume set of books titled A Geography 
of Disease and Sanitation was published, which could have 
been useful if they reached theaters in time.5

The Cold War
After World War II, sweeping changes occurred in U.S. de-

fense and intelligence structures; however, the newly es-
tablished Central Intelligence Agency did not receive the 
medical intelligence mission. Instead, it stayed with the 
Army, consolidated on behalf of all the services.6 However, 
the office was downgraded: in 1946, the chief went from a 
lieutenant colonel to a major to a civilian.7 (To be fair, that 
probably reflected the reduction in size of the military, and 
the position has since moved up to colonel.) On the plus 
side, a medical intelligence course was taught at the Army 
Medical Field Service School, and with the subject matter 
being intelligence, the student text was of course classified.8

Following World War II, a contingent of United States 
troops moved to Korea to disarm the Japanese occupation 
forces and began advising the fledgling Republic of Korea; 
therefore, the prevalent diseases were fairly well known by 
1950 when the Korean War started and there was limited 
need for that part of medical intelligence. But some medi-
cal intelligence derring-do occurred during the Korean War. 
Communist troops were moving through Manchuria, where 
bubonic plague (i.e., the Black Death) was endemic. Reports 
from agents in North Korea of a plague-like outbreak 
alarmed American leaders because the disease could eas-
ily turn into a pneumonic form, spread by coughs and with 
nearly 100 percent mortality. In February 1951, a three-man 
team led by BG Crawford Sams, Medical Corps, went ashore 
behind Communist lines. On-site discussion with an agent 
cut through miscommunication. The disease was identified 
as hemorrhagic smallpox rather than bubonic plague, and 
therefore it was not necessary to get a blood sample from a 
Communist soldier (dead or alive).9 Smallpox was bad, but 
the United States and United Nations forces had effective 
vaccines, so it would not be a problem.

After Korea, the medical intelligence office continued its 
desk-based work in Washington, DC. Through the Cold War, 
the name changed but the mission and manning stayed 
roughly constant, at around 30 military and civilian person-
nel, until the mid-1980s.10 In March 1963, the bulk of per-
sonnel transferred to the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), 
with the Army retaining only some liaisons and special proj-
ects. Whatever their higher headquarters, the mission was 

The collection, analysis, and dissemination of medical information of 
importance to our troops operating in all and any parts of the world.
	 	 	 	 	 —World	War	II	definition	of	medical	intelligence
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unchanged. For operations in Vietnam, only so much could 
be done from Washington. The literature about diseases 
in Southeast Asia was limited, and field studies (debrief-
ing and blood samples from returning Special Forces per-
sonnel) were used during the period when U.S. forces were 
a limited number of advisors instead of line units engaged 
in heavy combat.11 That was recognized as inadequate, and 
a medical research team was sent, but they were hospital-
based and focused on clinical research. Because the coun-
terinsurgency war would be fought in the countryside, 
a field capability was needed and a small unit with a long 
name was formed: U.S. Army Special Forces–Walter Reed 
Army Institute of Research Field Epidemiology Survey Team 
(Airborne), known as WRAIR-FEST. The Special Forces and 

Airborne designations were not formalities, 
and a 17-week training program prepared 
personnel, which included practical exercises 
with plague in New Mexico and leptospiro-
sis at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Deploying 
in September 1966, they wore green berets 
and were attached to the 5th Special Forces 
Group (Airborne), which gave them cred-
ibility and ready access to the network of 
Special Forces camps around Vietnam. While 
most of their work was determining the 
causes and transmission routes of diseases, 
they developed operational intelligence 
as well. In April and May 1967, they identi-
fied a new strain of malaria arriving in the 
Mekong Delta region of South Vietnam. It was 
a strain from North Vietnam, and it showed 
North Vietnamese Army troops were arriving. 
This medical intelligence arrived before any  
other intelligence.12

While the WRAIR-FEST was being organized, 
the Army also had a standardized Team QA, 
Medical Intelligence Detachment. This was 
only three personnel “for selective collection, 
initial examination, evaluation, and classifica-
tion of technical and medico-military informa-
tion and dissemination of intelligence derived 
therefrom.”13 Supposedly, there would be five 
per army in the field, 15 personnel just to pro-
vide medical intelligence, but only one went 
to Vietnam. The 521st Medical Detachment 
(QA) deployed by 1966, interrogating prison-
ers, examining captured supplies and equip-
ment, and contributing to reports such as 
Medical Causes of Non-Effectiveness among 
Viet Cong Troops.14

After Vietnam, medical intelligence again returned to 
Washington. DIA dropped medical intelligence, appar-
ently to cut headcount, but the Army resumed the mis-
sion as the U.S. Army Medical Intelligence and Information 
Agency (USAMIIA). USAMIIA became solely responsible for 
Department of Defense medical intelligence, incorporating 
the general medical intelligence mission as well as the on-
going medical science and technology and medical materiel 
exploitation programs. DIA had begun keeping databases of 
medical facilities, which did not require medical expertise 
although evaluating capabilities did.15 Another kind of field 
team was organized (again, at least on paper), the Team LP, 
Medical Technical Intelligence Team, as an intelligence unit 
rather than a medical one.16

WRAIR-FEST entomologist performing field studies in Vietnam.
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Moving to the Intelligence Community
In 1982, USAMIIA became a joint organization, the Armed 

Forces Medical Intelligence Center (AFMIC), with the 
Navy committing resources. (Previously, the Navy had re-
lied mainly on its Naval Medical Research Units.)17 It was 
not part of DIA but had a DIA representative on its inter-
departmental advisory panel and certainly worked colle-
gially. Products included traditional reviews of diseases and 
medical capabilities in geographic areas, the medical part 
of intelligence preparation of the battlefield.18 More topi-
cal material was pushed out in a “weekly wire” of concise 
assessments. AFMIC developed considerable expertise on 
biological weapons and warfare, something that had been 
considered as far back as World War II but had not been a 
major topic.

Two minor areas became ma-
jor areas during Operations 
Desert Shield and Desert Storm. 
The information on medical fa-
cilities was useful for targeting, 
so that U.S. and coalition forces 
did not hit hospitals (and such) 
and give Saddam Hussein a pro-
paganda victory. The nascent 
Iraqi bioweapons program also 
generated lots of attention for 
AFMIC because it had the right 
information at the right time.

In 1992, AFMIC was trans-
ferred to DIA but continued its 
traditional work, providing in-
formation on the health risks in 
an area, for instance Somalia, 
as United States and United 
Nations forces tried to re-estab-
lish stability in that country.19 
Products and dissemination 

changed, and unclassified information was made available 
on CD, while “Medical Environmental Disease Intelligence 
and Countermeasures” became a web-distributed prod-
uct, currently available as an app through the Medical 
Communications for Combat Casualty Care program.20 

AFMIC supported the military, congressional, and White 
House staffs, but most support was to operational forces.21 

As deployments have increasingly been to immature the-
aters, knowledge of diseases and medical facilities has be-
come more important.

AFMIC, since 2008 the National Center for Medical 
Intelligence, is the only organization in the world with this 
comprehensive medical intelligence mission. They con-
tinue to provide integrated, all-source intelligence for the 

Department of Defense and other govern-
ment and international organizations on for-
eign health threats and other medical issues 
to protect U.S. interests worldwide.
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Technical intelligence board of captured medical supplies, Vietnam.
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Introduction
LTG Scott D. Berrier, the Army’s Deputy Chief of Staff for 
Intelligence, G-2, challenged U.S. Army intelligence organi-
zations to find unique ways to keep intelligence profession-
als engaged in their craft. With deployment opportunities 
decreasing after more than 18 years of combat operations, 
it is up to leadership at all levels to accept this opportunity 
and share institutional knowledge and experience with the 
younger force. Failing to leverage lessons learned will have 
detrimental effects on our Army.

Collective experience has taught us that human intel-
ligence (HUMINT) collection is one of those skillsets that 
can deteriorate if not exercised continuously. The U.S. 
Army Africa (USARAF)/Southern European Task Force 
(SETAF) G-2X1 accepted LTG Berrier’s challenge and devel-
oped a program to effectively employ HUMINT collectors 
from U.S. Forces Command (FORSCOM) units using U.S. 
Africa Command (USAFRICOM) delegated Defense HUMINT 
Executor authorities. This employment allows HUMINT col-
lectors the opportunity to execute their craft supporting 
real-world operations, eliminating the need to be forward 
deployed. Overall, this will increase readiness while allow-
ing collectors to remain operationally engaged.

This article identifies the process used to effectively em-
ploy continental United States (CONUS) based HUMINT 
collectors to answer Army Service component command 
(ASCC), combatant command, and national-level intelli-
gence requirements in order to help set the theater in the 
USAFRICOM area of responsibility (AOR).

Mission and Lines of Effort
USARAF/SETAF provides mission command, protects the 

force, sets the theater, conducts security force assistance, 
and supports joint and international partners in order to 
achieve USAFRICOM and U.S. Army Campaign Plan objec-
tives. The organization executes that mission by focusing on 
six lines of effort.2

1. Strengthen partner networks.
2. Strengthen partner capacity.

3. Enable operations.
4. Maintain readiness.
5. Protect U.S. persons and facilities.
6. Set the theater.

As the USARAF Commanding General’s senior intelligence 
officer, the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, focuses on ensur-
ing intelligence drives operations for the commander. This 
vision includes setting the intelligence theater. Nested in 
the overall plan, the USARAF G-2X has focused on increas-
ing collection and collection opportunities by opening doors 
across the African continent. Currently, there are 2,078 U.S. 
personnel across Africa supporting numerous theater secu-
rity cooperation events.

As the ASCC responsible for Africa, USARAF plays a critical 
role in setting the theater on the African continent by ac-
tively building partner capacity and executing theater secu-
rity cooperation events. These events focus on ensuring our 
African partners can contribute to regional security through-
out the continent. Working by, with, and through our vari-
ous partners, USARAF is prepared to respond throughout 
the African continent to execute contingency operations.3 

Intelligence support to those engagements and our partners 
focuses on setting the theater. Setting the theater “describes 
the broad range of actions conducted to establish the con-
ditions in an operational area for the execution of strategic 
plans.”4 We accomplish this task by employing intelligence 
professionals in garrison and in a forward-deployed capac-
ity under the authorities of Title 10 (Armed Forces) and 
Title 50 (War and National Defense) of the U.S. Code.

To ensure successful operations, USARAF maintains com-
munication with country teams across the 53 countries in-
side the USAFRICOM AOR in order to answer commander’s 
requirements. In addressing this vast AOR, USARAF iden-
tified gaps in collection and used those gaps to open col-
lection opportunities. The intelligence theater in Africa is 
immature; in order to establish conditions to help set the 
theater, USARAF recognized unique ways to address the 
problem set. Detailed below are those opportunities that 
have led to the employment of CONUS-based collectors.

by Lieutenant Colonel Michael Norton
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Foundation
In 2014, FORSCOM established a memorandum of agree-

ment with each ASCC. This agreement allowed the ASCC to 
request and fund FORSCOM HUMINT collectors in order to 
execute operational missions in their respective combat-
ant command AOR.5 With the reduction in overseas con-
tingency operations and newly assigned regionally aligned 
forces, FORSCOM HUMINT collectors were identified as be-
ing in a unique position to support operations at home sta-
tion and forward deployed. This allows HUMINT collectors 
an opportunity to stay engaged and use their perishable 
skillset. USARAF signed the memorandum of agreement in 
2015, and the agreement continues to serve as the founda-
tional document for the successful employment of CONUS-
based collectors.

Identifying and Addressing Gaps
USARAF’s mission allows for year-round engagements 

throughout the USAFRICOM AOR. An assessment of the 
theater revealed intelligence gaps, including that U.S. Army 
personnel were supporting missions across the AOR with-
out receiving comprehensive intelligence support. One such 
unit is the ordnance company (explosive ordnance disposal) 
based in Fort Hood, Texas. This unit provides counter-im-
provised explosive device training to select African partners. 
The unit deploys from CONUS directly to the USAFRICOM 
AOR, conducts the assigned mission, and redeploys to 
home station. USARAF would then deploy HUMINT collec-
tors from Vicenza, Italy, to Fort Hood, Texas, to execute col-

lection under the Foreign Military Intelligence Collection 
Activities (FORMICA) program.

Understanding the strain on resources, USARAF worked 
closely with FORSCOM and assisted in drafting an opera-
tions order that would allow for elements of III Corps, lo-
cated on Fort Hood, to conduct the FORMICA mission on 
behalf of USARAF. HUMINT collectors, as internally tasked by 
III Corps, provide FORMICA pre-briefings to the unit before 
deployment. Once the unit returns from its mission, the same 
collectors then debrief the unit and begin the report writ-
ing process. Reports from this collection are routed through 
the USARAF G-2X for pre-publication review and publica-
tion to the intelligence community. This plan conserved re-
sources by preventing expensive travel from outside CONUS 
while employing FORSCOM collectors in their own back-
yard. Most importantly, it directly answered LTG Berrier’s 
challenge to keep the intelligence force engaged.

U.S. Military Observer Group
The U.S. Military Observer Group serves as the staff agent 

for Secretary of the Army’s Executive Agent functions pro-
viding oversight, training, equipment, logistics, and admin-
istration support to U.S. military observers, individuals, and 
special teams serving in United Nations missions. The U.S. 
Military Observer Group provides support to Secretary of 
Defense approved positions within six United Nations mis-
sions, which the Office of the Secretary of Defense has di-
rected as the number one allocation requirement. Currently, 
there are six locations across the USAFRICOM AOR:

 Ê United Nations Support Mission in 
Libya located in Tunis, Tunisia.

 Ê United Nations Multidimensional 
Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali 
located in Bamako, Mali.

 Ê United Nations Multidimensional 
Integrated Stabilization Mission in the 
Central African Republic located in 
Bangui, Central African Republic.

 Ê United Nations Mission in the 
Republic of South Sudan located in 
Juba, South Sudan.

 Ê United Nations Organization Sta-
bilization Mission in the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo located in Goma, 
Democratic Republic of the Congo.

 Ê United Nations Mission for the 
Referendum in Western Sahara located 
in Laayoune, Western Sahara.

A Zambian soldier talks through troop positioning with a United States Army Africa regionally aligned forces train-
ing advisor during an ambush response training scenario. The training is in preparation for the Zambian troop’s up-
coming deployment supporting the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in the Central 
African Republic.
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These unique missions, spread across a continent that does 
not support intracontinental travel, presented a significant 
challenge for USARAF. How do we leverage these U.S. Army 
entities to help set the theater and answer commander’s 
requirements? In working with the Military Intelligence 
Readiness Command, USARAF began employing the 337th 
Military Intelligence Battalion (MI BN) that is geographi-
cally aligned to the USAFRICOM AOR. 337th MI BN collec-
tors would travel to the Military District of Washington and 
provide counterintelligence and HUMINT pre-briefings and 
then subsequent debriefings twice a year. Many of the in-
telligence information reports from this collection oppor-
tunity have been briefed at the most senior levels of the 
Department of Defense.

Lack of Serialized Reporting
USARAF, in direct coordination with U.S. Special Operations 

Command (USSOCOM), identified a significant gap in seri-
alized reporting and developed a plan to address the defi-
ciency. Executing worldwide authorities, USSOCOM is at the 
tip of the spear helping to shape the environment and deter 
violent extremist organizations throughout Africa. USARAF 
collectors are working with select organizations within 
USSOCOM, via a memorandum of agreement, to convert 
these interrogation reports to serialized intelligence infor-
mation reports for publication and intelligence community 
consumption.

Units Involved
USARAF G-2X personnel traveled extensively to en-

gage commanders and staffs at multiple levels, includ-
ing FORSCOM; III Corps; 3rd Brigade Combat Team, 101st 
Airborne Division; 504th Expeditionary-Military Intelligence 
Brigade (E–MIB); and 337th MI BN (Reserve) in order to 
“sell” the concept of keeping intelligence professionals 
engaged. While commanders were eager to participate, 
they had to find the right balance between this opportu-
nity and steady state operational requirements. USARAF 
worked exhaustively to demonstrate the value generated 
from these unique opportunities and highlight the national-
level impact of these operations. USARAF was assigned a  
regionally aligned unit from Fort Campbell, Kentucky. 
Currently, the 3rd Brigade Combat Team, 101st Airborne 
Division, is filling this role. This unit provided HUMINT col-
lection from a forward-based location on the African con-
tinent, at their home station in CONUS, and they sent a 
liaison officer to serve in the USARAF G-2X. The primary fo-
cus for the liaison officer is managing their unit’s collection 
efforts. However, the USARAF G-2X creates professional de-
velopment opportunities, including travel to the combatant 
command and to the African continent, to provide senior-

level mentorship to their deployed collectors. This relation-
ship helps build well-rounded intelligence professionals for 
our Army. USARAF worked, via a memorandum of agree-
ment, to engage many other FORSCOM units, including III 
Corps, 1st Armored Division, and 504th E–MIB. USARAF has 
also been successful employing the 337th MI BN (Reserve).

Challenges Faced
While the hard work and dedication of professional indi-

viduals result in the achievement of success, throughout the 
process challenges arise that slow progress. In hindsight, 
these challenges were minor; however, as with anything 
new, they made our unit pause to find feasible solutions. 
Detailed planning, open communication, and continuous 
refinement will allow the unit to address any challenge 
without affecting mission support.

Operationalizing Regionally Aligned Forces. The first chal-
lenge was specific to regionally aligned BCT employment 
and was a result of a lack of specified tasking from FORSCOM 
through the division, brigade, and specific battalions. The 
BCT would step in and provide internal guidance that was 
incongruent with the collection efforts the USARAF G-2X 
was trying to accomplish. Orders would flow from USARAF 
to the BCT, routed through FORSCOM, and each level would 
interpret them differently. This led to a delay in addressing 
the collection mission.

Initially, regionally aligned BCTs are not dedicated to the 
ASCC until they receive orders. They have competing re-
quirements that must be addressed. Educating leaders at all 
levels was crucial to overcoming this challenge. It was clear 
that while the regionally aligned BCT was under the opera-
tional control of the ASCC, what was unclear and not de-
fined was the technical authority to employ HUMINT forces. 
The USARAF G-2X worked with FORSCOM and the subordi-
nate corps and division to ensure guidance was clear so as 
not to affect the mission.

In order to fix this in the future, we recommend the fol-
lowing steps. Once the command identifies the regionally 
aligned unit, the ASCC assumes operational control and is 
granted direct liaison; then the regionally aligned unit, in 
coordination with the ASCC, should conduct an internal mil-
itary decision-making process and receive guidance directly 
from the ASCC. This approach will prevent misinterpreta-
tion of the higher-level commander’s intent.

Serialized Reporting. The second challenge involved seri-
alized reporting. The USARAF G-2X wanted to increase se-
rialized reporting throughout the intelligence community 
by employing any collectors willing to execute the mission. 
Because the memorandum of agreement between the ASCC 
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and FORSCOM is not a tasking document, USARAF relied on 
FORSCOM to task their subordinate units to execute the 
mission. The authorities for collection were clear upon pub-
lication of orders assigning the mission. There were some 
additional opportunities, discussed above in the “Lack of 
Serialized Reporting” paragraph, which made the USARAF 
G-2X have to “sell” the bigger picture to each participating 
unit. Socializing these opportunities, down to the battalion 
level, provided an increase to participation and production.

Recommendations
From an ASCC perspective, reaching out to FORSCOM and 

leveraging the memorandum of agreement is a great start 
to get more intelligence professionals engaged. If your unit 
is below the ASCC level, we recommend reaching up and 
finding a way to participate in the continuing development 
of your unit’s capabilities. Using live environment training 
opportunities via Foundry will help the unit gain reps and 
sets that directly lead to overall enhanced abilities for our 
Army. The author will work to establish a synchronization 
meeting across the ASCCs to facilitate the sharing of ideas, 
best practices, and lessons learned as they pertain to this 
subject. This synchronization will allow a more in-depth dis-
cussion on the topic at the classified level.

Increasing situational understanding and setting condi-
tions for mission success are the primary goals of intelligence 

collection. This focus ultimately leads to a better-informed 
commander and increases overall unit effectiveness. While 
each theater has its own unique challenges, many of these 
challenges can be overcome by exploring opportunities to 
increase collection. Capturing and sharing lessons learned 
will create a solid foundation by which our Army, and its 
Soldiers, can build on in the future. Employing intelligence 
professionals both inside and outside your organic unit will 
serve to enhance the force, maintain mission readiness, 
and keep intelligence professionals engaged. LTG Berrier, 
USARAF accepted your challenge and will continue to lead 
the way for our intelligence professionals.
Endnotes

1. The G-2X is the U.S. Army counterintelligence and human intelligence staff 
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Strategic Context—Origins of a Federated System
The 2018 National Defense Strategy describes “an increas-
ingly complex global security environment, characterized by 
overt challenges to the free and open international order 
and the re-emergence of long-term, strategic competition 
between nations.”1 Aggressive traditional powers, rogue 
regimes, proto-states, and violent extremist organizations 
threaten the post-World War II international order.2 To ad-
dress this increased complexity and uncertainty, the U.S. 
Army, as part of a joint force, postures itself to transition 
rapidly from a state of competition to armed conflict and 
then back to competition under enhanced and improved 
circumstances.3 During periods of competition, the Army 
prepares the operational environment for potential transi-
tion to armed conflict by setting the theater.4 

At the core of the intelligence warfighting function, the 
U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command (INSCOM) 
and its subordinate military intelligence brigades-theater 
(MIB–Ts) set the globe and set the theater, respectively. This 
responsibility occurs in advance through a combination of 
preparatory intelligence activities and the establishment of 
authorities and permissions normally reserved for periods 
of conflict.5 Posturing Army or joint forces to rapidly transi-
tion from competition to conflict necessitates that the in-
telligence warfighting function execute these analytic and 
administrative functions for each of the 
individual intelligence disciplines.

Within the signals intelligence (SIGINT) 
discipline, technical control and analysis 
elements (TCAEs) perform these critical 
functions. Currently, INSCOM maintains 
the Army technical control and analy-
sis element (ATCAE) at the National 
Security Agency headquarters. In March 
2019, the ATCAE hosted a forum to dis-
cuss how best to enable Army crypto-
logic forces to address the emerging 
challenges identified in the Army’s multi-domain operating 
concept. As a direct result of the ATCAE forum, INSCOM is 
undertaking a major initiative to create a federated system 
of TCAEs, arrayed across echelons. The federated TCAEs will 

deliver the needed technical support to Army cryptologic 
forces around the globe, ensuring they possess the organi-
zational agility and flexibility to answer any requirement, in 
any domain.

History and Authorities
The ATCAE traces its origins back to the 1970s and 1980s, 

when the Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence directed its 
formation to “provide SIGINT operational support to tacti-
cal SIGINT units” in a response to merging the Army Security 
Agency into INSCOM. Over the decades, the roles and func-
tions of the ATCAE adjusted to meet emerging requirements 
and needs. As shown in Figure 1, in 2012 the ATCAE dis-
banded and reorganized into the Global Operations Center–
SIGINT. This reorganization was part of a broader INSCOM 
initiative to establish an overarching capability that was sim-
ilar to an analysis and control element in support of deploy-
ing units. The system comprised Global Operations Centers 
for each intelligence discipline, answering to a prime 
Global Operations Center located at the National Ground 
Intelligence Center. As conditions changed and the Army 
and national focus shifted to a future fight executed across 
all domains, the need for TCAE roles and functionality to re-
turn became clear. To meet this requirement, INSCOM dis-
banded the Global Operations Center–SIGINT in 2017 and 
reconstituted the ATCAE in its place.6

TCAEs derive their roles and authorities from the INSCOM 
Commanding General, who functions as the principal Army 
Service cryptologic component.7 The Director, National 
Security Agency/Chief, Central Security Service, as the 

by Captain Thomas Mahoney

Figure 1. TCAE Reorganizations from 1986 to Present
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responsible officer for all cryp-
tologic activities, delegates 
the authority to conduct cryp-
tologic operations to each of 
the Service cryptologic com-
ponents. As the Army Service 
cryptologic component, the 
INSCOM Commanding Gen-
eral exercises his authority to 
set individual theaters for cryp-
tologic operations by setting 
the globe for all Army units 
performing a SIGINT mission.8 
As the strategic environment 
evolves and the national fo-
cus shifts from counterterror-
ism and counterinsurgency to 
global competition and conflict, 
contested across all domains, INSCOM’s federated TCAE ini-
tiative postures Army cryptologic forces to provide effective 
intelligence support to any operation or contingency.

Implementation of a Federated TCAE System
Department of the Army G-2’s SIGINT strategy served 

as the catalyst for INSCOM’s federated TCAE initiative.9 
Consideration of emerging requirements, resurgence of 
pacing threats, and a shift toward multi-domain operations 
drove the decision to distribute TCAE functionality across 
echelons by way of a federated system of TCAEs. INSCOM’s 
federated system establishes TCAEs at the Army, theater, 
and operational level.10 The ATCAE distributes technical 
control (administrative) and technical production (analytic) 
functions and responsibilities to the TCAEs at subordinate 
echelons, ensuring that Army cryptologic forces are prop-
erly enabled, regardless of location or mission.

Following guidance from the INSCOM Commanding 
General, MIB–Ts aligned to each theater reorganized their 
organic cryptologic personnel and resources to estab-
lish theater TCAEs (TTCAEs). Dedicated to enabling cryp-
tologic operations within their theater, these TTCAEs set 
the foundations necessary to exercise TCAE functionality. 
In March 2019, the ATCAE hosted a forum at the National 
Security Agency-Washington to discuss the implementa-
tion of INSCOM’s federated TCAE system initiative. The 
Commanding General reiterated the importance of the fed-
erated TCAE and issued instructions for MIB–Ts to establish 
TTCAEs and integrate them into the federated system. As 
shown in Figure 2, each TTCAE participates in a certification 
exercise to assess its initial operational capability and they 
should reach full operational capability by July 2020.

Certain regions or operations will also establish opera-
tional TCAEs (OTCAEs). These OTCAEs are responsible for 
and enable cryptologic forces aligned to or involved in their 
operation. The first OTCAE has been established as part of 
the 501st MIB–T. The OTCAE will synchronize efforts with the 
Army Pacific TCAE, passing authorities and responsibilities 
for Army cryptologic forces as they transition from theater 
into the specific operation. As shown in Figure 3 (on the next 
page), the Army National Guard and Army Reserves are also 
establishing TCAEs to enable cryptologic operations within 
their respective components. The Army National Guard-
TCAE and the Army Reserve-TCAE will work closely and be 
collocated with the ATCAE to synchronize and enable Army 
cryptologic operations holistically.11

TCAE Core Functions
TCAEs at every echelon enable compliant and effective 

execution of Army cryptologic operations.12 To provide the 
maximum level of support to a commander’s priorities, 
SIGINT requires integration of collection, storage, and anal-
ysis across echelons, from tactical to national, as part of the 
U.S. SIGINT system. To accomplish this, TCAEs task organize 
into three lines of effort: 

 Ê Exercise technical control.

 Ê Generate technical production.

 Ê Enable operational readiness.13 

These lines of effort ensure Army cryptologic forces have 
access to the U.S. SIGINT system, knowledge of the signals 
environment and threat, and the tradecraft necessary to ex-
ecute their mission.14

Figure 2. Timeline for Federated TCAEs
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Technical Control
In order to access the U.S. SIGINT system, cryptologic 

forces must comply with laws, regulations, and execu-
tive orders that drive National Security Agency policy. The 
ATCAE serves as the cryptologic mission owner for access to 
national databases. In this role, the ATCAE exercises tech-
nical control of all Army units operating under the SIGINT 
operational tasking authority.15 The multi-domain operat-
ing concept identifies the need for Army units to conduct 
detailed tactical and operational intelligence preparation of 
the battlefield, including cryptologic operations, during pe-
riods of competition.16 The Army units, as part of a joint, 
interagency, and multinational team, must be enabled 
with the necessary authorities to operate in the electro-
magnetic spectrum and cyberspace.17 The ATCAE’s tech-
nical control section bears the responsibility to ensure 
that Army units are postured to execute their respective 
SIGINT missions compliantly.18 They secure the Army’s 
necessary SIGINT authorities and entitlements to sup-
port Army cryptologic forces through all phases of an op-
eration (Figure 4).

TTCAEs and OTCAEs serve as anchor points for all 
Army cryptologic operations within their theater or op-
eration. Army cryptologic forces coordinate access to the 
U.S. SIGINT system and mission authorizations with their 
respective TTCAE/OTCAE. Units submit all required docu-

ments and certifications to 
secure the SIGINT authorities 
necessary to satisfy their com-
mander’s priority intelligence 
requirements. TTCAEs assist 
with the documents and cer-
tifications and then exercise 
technical control of the cryp-
tologic missions. The technical 
control encompasses both the 
mission management (admin-
istrative requirements) and 
data flow management (tech-
nical connectivity require-
ments). TTCAEs also work 
closely with the Army Service 
component commands to ar-
ticulate cryptologic require-
ments clearly within theater 
entry requirements. This en-
sures that Army forces ar-
rive in theater ready and able 
to execute their cryptologic 
mission.

The ATCAE’s technical control section supports the feder-
ated system of TCAEs with two 24-hour watch desks that 
monitor network access and adjust cryptologic missions in 
support of command requirements. They also manage a 
SIGINT common operational picture, network access sup-
port, and resource status reports.19 The TTCAEs and OTCAEs 
feed their own common operational pictures and resource 
status reports to the ATCAE for inclusion in the global Army 
common operational picture and resource status reports. 
This information provides situational awareness and under-
standing of capabilities and capacity, critical to leaders and 
decision makers at every echelon.

Technical Production
While technical control enables Army cryptologic forces 

with the technical access and authorities necessary for 
their mission, technical production focuses on technical 

Figure 3. TCAEs as Part of a Federated System

Figure 4. Technical Control Functions
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intelligence and tradecraft development.20 Technical pro-
duction requirements derive from Army Service component 
command priorities, as well as operational and contingency 
plans. These requirements focus technical production on 
how best to enable cryptologic forces. At the theater level, 
technical production centers around—

 Ê SIGINT support packages describing the signals environ-
ment in a specified region.

 Ê Electronic order of battle focused on the threat’s com-
munications and emanations within the electromag-
netic spectrum.

 Ê Working aids that enable Army cryptologic forces to 
more effectively execute their mission.

Additionally, if an Army unit identifies tradecraft gaps or the 
need for tailored SIGINT training or tradecraft, the TTCAE 
can reach out to the ATCAE’s technical production section. 
The ATCAE technical production section is able to leverage 
organizations and entities from across the U.S. SIGINT sys-
tem and intelligence community to develop needed tra-
decraft solutions. They then export it to the force through 
mobile training teams, digital training venues, and whatever 
means best support the forward cryptologic elements.21 

Operational Readiness
Technical control and technical production feed opera-

tional readiness. Together, they enable TCAEs to ensure 
that Army cryptologic forces around the globe possess the 
authorities, accesses, and knowledge necessary to exe-
cute their respective SIGINT missions. The TTCAEs ensure 
that theaters are set for rotational units, regionally aligned 
forces, time-phased force deployment data units, and any 
other cryptologic forces. Close collaboration between the 
theater and Army TCAEs ensures that Army cryptologic 
forces are operationally ready, both from a technical con-
trol perspective and from a situational understanding and 
tradecraft perspective. The federated system creates a mu-
tually supportive relationship—vertically from strategic to 
theater to operational, and horizontally across cryptologic 
forces aligned against a mission or operation. The federated 
TCAE system establishes the foundations for the SIGINT dis-
cipline of the intelligence warfighting function to fight and 
win, regardless of threat, across domains, in an environ-
ment where all domains are contested.

Additional Resources
The ATCAE offers additional resources, including a series 

of ATCAE publications available on milSuite.  
Access https://login.milsuite.mil/ and enter “ATCAE” in the 
Search field (common access card login required).
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Signals intelligence (SIGINT) elements at the corps, division, brigade combat team, and expeditionary-military intelligence bri-
gade (E–MIB) could form technical control and analysis cells (TCACs). These TCACs would perform administrative functions that 
ensure subordinate units’ adherence to cryptologic access requirements, as well as staff functions that ensure SIGINT integra-
tion into operations.

The TCAC will provide technical control, in-depth analysis, integration, and synchronization of SIGINT operations in a distrib-
uted environment to de-conflict ongoing national-to-tactical SIGINT operations and to maximize support to the commander 
through access to the SIGINT enterprise. These actions involve coordination with other intelligence organizations and agencies, 
both in theater and through intelligence reach, to ensure their SIGINT operations do not conflict with other organizations’/agen-
cies’ planned SIGINT operations. The TCAC also creates target packages for SIGINT collection missions and recommends targets 
for action to the commander. The TCAC conducts detailed analysis to provide actionable intelligence for the commander.

Subordinate to the TCAC are the SIGINT collection teams. These teams provide SIGINT collection, exploitation, and limited 
analysis to generate actionable intelligence. They detect, track, and locate targets and provide SIGINT support to electronic war-
fare and cyberspace operations in support of missions within assigned areas of the corps and division area of operations.

At both the corps and the division, the TCAC will be located within intelligence and electronic warfare battalion (corps)/(divi-
sion) multi-domain military intelligence (MI) detachments of the E–MIB. These detachments conduct multi-discipline intelligence 
analysis, targeting, and battle damage assessment; SIGINT collection support to electronic warfare and cyberspace operations; 
and expeditionary processing, exploitation, and dissemination.

At the brigade combat team, the TCAC will be an element of the MI company’s intelligence collection platoon.
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Introduction
The Military Intelligence Civilian Excepted Career Program 
(MICECP) is an Army Civilian intelligence program that pro-
vides expert support to intelligence organizations world-
wide. The U.S. Army Intelligence and Security Command 
executes MICECP through the Commander, U.S. Army Field 
Support Center. AR 690-950-4, Military Intelligence Civilian 
Excepted Career Program, governs the execution and im-
plementation of the program. The regulation further pre-
scribes the policy and procedures for the hiring, training, 
career development and management, appraisal, recruit-
ment, and employment of MICECP employees engaged in 
foreign counterintelligence (CI), tactical, operational, and 
strategic human intelligence (HUMINT), and other special-
ized technical intelligence collection and operational sup-
port functions. AR 690-950-4 supplements other applicable 
regulations on Army Civilian personnel management.

Background
In 1956, the U.S. Civil Service authorized the excepted ser-

vice program for Army intelligence. A year later, the U.S. 
Army Intelligence Center issued General Order 8, estab-
lishing the Army Survey Detachment as the management 
unit of the excepted service program. The detachment’s 
Intelligence Civilian Career Program, the predecessor of 
MICECP, counted 172 CI and HUMINT specialists in the 
United States, Caribbean, and Pacific and European the-
aters. In 1986, the Army Survey Detachment was re-desig-
nated the Army Field Support Center.

The Excepted Service Program
MICECP personnel are Army Civilians serving in an ex-

cepted service program. MICECP employees differ from tra-
ditional Army Civilians, each of whom brings subject matter 
expertise to their position. The Army recruits and develops 
MICECP personnel for a career in intelligence rather than 
a specific position. For example, a MICECP member at the 
journeyman level, GG-13 paygrade, in the CI career track/
investigations career path can serve effectively at multiple 
types of investigative positions, including—

 Ê Investigator at a field office in the continental United 
States and in the European, Pacific, North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization, Korean, and/or Southwest Asian theaters.

 Ê Army representative on a joint terrorism task force at a 
Federal Bureau of Investigation platform.

 Ê Army force protection attaché in a force protection de-
tachment on a State Department platform.

 Ê CI management duties at each echelon from the field 
office level to the Department of the Army level.

Recruitment and Career Planning
MICECP recruits, employs, and develops motivated, highly 

qualified, and exceptionally skilled civilian intelligence pro-
fessionals to fill sensitive and critical Cl and HUMINT posi-
tions that directly support worldwide missions executed 
by U.S. Army commanders, U.S. intelligence community 
staff offices, and joint commands. MICECP provides a spe-
cialized and centrally managed career program for civil-
ian intelligence professionals who can operate and excel in 
all environments. By developing personnel of the highest 
standards, MICECP meets the operational and strategic re-
quirements at all echelons in both traditional and emerging 
intelligence disciplines.

The MICECP of today has evolved from its nascent years. 
Initially focused on only CI and HUMINT career tracks, the 
program now has three distinct career tracks: CI, HUMINT, 
and technical support to a specific intelligence discipline. 
Within CI, there are five career paths: CI Investigations, 
Strategic CI Operations, CI Support to Cyber Operations, 
Technical Surveillance Countermeasures, and Polygraph.

Ever versatile and flexible, MICECP continues to evolve 
as the operating environment changes and new threats 
emerge. This flexibility is evidenced with the ongoing field-
ing of the fourth MICECP career track involving specialized 
assistance to intelligence operations, which is expected to 
be fully fielded in 2021. With this new career track, MICECP 
can effectively address and provide solutions for evolving 
Army operational challenges worldwide.

by Mr. Ricardo Romero
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Each of the career tracks offers professional growth with 
supervisory positions, staff and management positions, 
and promotion opportunities at the GG-14 and GG-15 
paygrades.

Mobility and Global Opportunities
MICECP assignments are worldwide, at every Army ech-

elon, and some are located at various agency platforms 
outside the Army. MICECP personnel support 29 organi-
zations, and the overseas assignments are in 37 countries 
with locations in 21 time zones. MICECP members also per-
form operational coverage throughout the United States, 
with permanent duty stations in half of the 50 states. 
Furthermore, MICECP employees tend to be a professional, 
interconnected group, allowing MICECP personnel to inter-
act with each other in problem-solving efforts to find solu-
tions to intelligence challenges presented to commands and 
organizations supported by MICECP members. The MICECP 
workforce readily accepts organizational challenges and 
works together to identify multiple courses of action to 
achieve organizational goals.

Each MICECP member agrees to and signs a mobility 
agreement, which facilitates rotational tours in the 3-to-5-
year timeframe. The mobility agreement allows the Army 
to surge MICECP personnel worldwide in support of emer-
gency and specialized operations. The mobility agreement, 
coupled with provisions from AR 690-950-4, also facilitates 
professional growth among the MICECP population. MICECP 
personnel rotations occur every 3 to 5 years for three main 
reasons. In the first year, MICECP members learn the new 
skills associated with the position; by the second year, these 
members should be competent in the position; and in years 
3 to 5, these members should be able to master the skills 
associated with their respective position and begin training 
for follow-on assignments. Additionally, regular rotations 
limit the possibility of stagnation in one type of assignment. 
To help with planning, MICECP Career Management uses 
an “Individual Career Assessment Plan,” or career map, for 
two follow-on assignments for each MICECP member, with 
suggested training to increase competitiveness for these 
assignments. 

Specific Skillsets and Continuous Training
The Army hires MICECP members for their specific “tool-

box” of skills. At each assignment, MICECP members learn 
and master new skills while applying those skillsets already 
possessed. Each MICECP member’s capability continues to 
grow and enrich with every new assignment. The MICECP 
Career Management Branch rarely assigns a MICECP mem-
ber to a position the member performed previously be-
cause the employee will have little opportunity to develop 
and improve their skillset. Supported organizations highly 
covet these skillsets because MICECP personnel tend to of-
fer multiple courses of action to address the operational and 
leadership challenges encountered by those organizations.

MICECP personnel receive centrally managed training in 
a continuous effort to enhance each member’s leadership 
and technical skills. While MICECP members possess subject 
matter expertise in each position they fill, employees are 
continuously preparing for their next assignment. The pro-
gram highly encourages leadership training for each MICECP 
member, as the Army expects employees to be coaches, 
mentors, and trainers to all personnel they work with and 
encounter. Some MICECP personnel also prepare for future 
supervisory positions at higher grades (GG-14 and GG-15) 
where leadership capabilities are paramount. Furthermore, 
some MICECP positions are language-coded to enhance 
satisfying command requirements. Thus, MICECP provides 
a broad range of language training opportunities to its lin-
guist workforce. Many MICECP employees have proficiency 
in several languages, which often enhances successful mis-
sion outcomes in multiple theaters of operations.

Conclusion
Over the past few years, MICECP has made great strides 

with its workforce in improving transparency regarding as-
signment planning and personnel actions. The program has 
found that transparency, along with fairness and consis-
tency, is an excellent tool for recruiting and retaining talent 
within MICECP. As requirements and challenges evolve in 
the Army, MICECP will evolve correspondingly, ever ready to 
prepare for and adeptly address future challenges.
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Theater and the 902nd Military Intelligence Group. He also served with the Army Field Support Center in various positions, including joint terrorism 
task forces with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, force protection detachments, and field offices in Atlanta, Detroit, Italy, and Germany in 
investigative, collections, research and technology protection, and management roles. Mr. Romero attended Michigan State University, with 
continued studies in various languages at the Defense Language Institute, University of Detroit-Mercy, and University of Maryland-University 
Center. He also earned advanced management and leadership certificates from Harvard Law School and the U.S. Graduate School.
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People define themselves in terms of ancestry, religion, language, 
history, values, customs, and institutions. They identify with cultural 
groups: tribes, ethnic groups, religious communities, nations, and, at 
the broadest level, civilizations. People use politics not just to advance 
their interests but also to define their identity.

― Samuel P. Huntington 
The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order

Introduction
You are the unit intelligence officer and your boss has 
tasked you with generating a country study for country “X.” 
Your boss wants relevant information to help the decision-
making process. He doesn’t want the typical tourist snap-
shot you generated last time. He wants depth and rigor. 
He needs to know how the unit’s actions will influence the 
host nation government. What long-term effects will occur? 
Who are the key influencers in the government? How does 
the government and society function? What central levers 
exist to accomplish the objective? Too often, the focus is on 
the tactical and operational levels, and these domains take 
precedence over the strategic. An understanding of civil-
military relations can help provide the answers to the ques-
tions your boss didn’t know he needed.

Putting Civil-Military Relations in Perspective
The concept of civil-military relations is best understood 

as the space between the “P” and the “M” in the well-used 
acronym PMESII–PT.1 An understanding of a country’s po-
litical structure and personalities is a required first step. It 
is also necessary to understand the same for the nation’s 

military. The bare minimum intelligence analysis will high-
light these facts. It may even provide a historical timeline 
or predictions about the future. What is often lacking, how-
ever, is an understanding of how these categories interact. 
They are not separate entities, but rather a complex web 
of interconnected relationships. Capturing this dynamic will 
likely be far more valuable at the strategic level than know-
ing how many tanks a country has or that the country is a 
federal presidential republic. The study of civil-military rela-
tions can provide utility for intelligence professionals.

Where to begin? Civil-military relations is inherently an in-
terdisciplinary body of knowledge replete with theory and 
an ever-evolving set of tools that can be applied to describe 
phenomena as they occur. While the theoretical aspect 
largely resides in academia, the application is in practice ev-
ery day. The interaction between those responsible for gov-
erning and those responsible for defense is a paradox. Why 
should those with real power (weapons, tanks, planes, etc.) 
follow the directives of those without? What factors con-
tribute to the stability of this arrangement? How can exter-
nal forces or influences change this dynamic? The answer is 
different for every country.

Lessons from Our History and the Huntington 
Model 

The United States was founded on the principle of mili-
tary subordination to the democratically elected represen-
tatives of the people.2 George Washington explained the  

by Major George Fust
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importance of this model during his Newburgh Address in 
1783. He further demonstrated his belief in it by publicly re-
signing his commission before becoming the first President 
of the Republic. Throughout the next two centuries, the U.S. 
military would evolve into the professional force that it is 
today.

It is unfathomable to imagine the 82nd Airborne Division 
(or any other) marching on the Capitol to seize control. 
Instead, theorists of the U.S. civil-military model, commonly 
referred to as the Huntington model (conceived by Samuel 
P. Huntington, American political scientist, adviser, and aca-
demic) are concerned with degradations of the relationship 
on the margins. Discussions focus on topics such as, Should 
retired officers endorse presidential candidates or politi-
cal parties? Is there a growing civil-military divide? Again, 
these are threats to optimal civil-military relations, but they 
are not existential threats to the Nation. The Huntington 
model of objective control4 and others5 that have evolved 
from it are unique to the United States. Here is what Samuel 
Huntington wrote:

Subjective civilian control achieves its end by civilianizing the 
military, making them the mirror of the state. Objective civilian 
control achieves its end by militarizing the military, making them 
the tool of the state. Subjective civilian control exists in a variety 
of forms, objective civilian control in only one. The antithesis of 
objective civilian control is military participation in politics: civilian 
control decreases as the military become progressively involved in 
institutional, class, and constitutional politics. Subjective civilian 

control, on the other hand, presupposes this involvement. The 
essence of objective civilian control is the recognition of autonomous 
military professionalism; the essence of subjective civilian control 
is the denial of an independent military sphere. Historically, the 
demand for objective control has come from the military profession, 
the demand for subjective control from the multifarious civilian 
groups anxious to maximize their power in military affairs.6

Every Country is Unique
Using the U.S. model to build a country study will likely 

result in flawed results. Every country has a unique history 
and culture from which its civil-military relations evolved. 
Comparative analysis to the U.S. model will be helpful for 
developing the questions to ask, but not from an evaluative 
perspective. The robust literature available in the United 
States is a necessary starting point for any intelligence pro-
fessional trying to understand civil-military relations. For 
example, comparative civil-military literature can help cre-
ate an exhaustive list of questions, which might include the 
following:

 Ê Do personal relationships exist between civilian leaders 
and military leaders?7

 Ê Does the military view themselves as the final arbiter of 
the political process?8

 Ê Does a distinction exist between military roles and 
missions?9

 Ê Is the military working to the fullest extent of its duty?10

 Ê Is the military competent to do what civilians ask it to 
do?11

 Ê Are the civilians the ones making key substantive policy 
decisions?12

 Ê Do civilians decide which decisions civilians make and 
which the military make?13

 Ê Is the military avoiding any behavior that undermines 
civilian supremacy in the long run?14

 Ê Is civilian authority internalized in the military as a set 
of strongly held beliefs and values?15

 Ê Do civilians exhibit due regard for the military (re-
spect military honor, expertise, autonomy, and political 
neutrality)?16

 Ê Is there low frequency of interference by civilians on 
military autonomy and exclusiveness?17

 Ê Is the relationship between the military and civilian in-
stitutions functional (i.e., not strained)?18

 Ê Is the military primarily used as an instrument of na-
tional defense (not used for nation building)?19

 Ê Is there close affinity between the military and 
bureaucrats?20

The Newburgh Address
On March 15, 1783, General George Washington made 
a surprise appearance at an assembly of Army officers at 
Newburgh, New York, to calm the growing frustration and 
distrust they had been openly expressing toward Congress 
in the previous few weeks. Angry with Congress for failing 
to honor its promise to pay them and for its failure to settle 
accounts for repayment of food and clothing, officers began 
circulating an anonymous letter condemning Congress and 
calling for a revolt. When word of the letter and its call for an 
unsanctioned meeting of officers reached him, Washington 
issued a general order forbidding any unsanctioned meetings 
and called for a general assembly of officers for March 15. 
At the meeting, Washington began his speech to the officers 
by saying, “Gentlemen: By an anonymous summons, an at-
tempt has been made to convene you together; how incon-
sistent with the rules of propriety! How unmilitary! And how 
subversive of all order and discipline…” Washington contin-
ued by pledging, “to exert whatever ability I am possessed 
of, in your favor.” He added, “Let me entreat you, gentlemen, 
on your part, not to take any measures, which viewed in the 
calm light of reason, will lessen the dignity, and sully the glory 
you have hitherto maintained; let me request you to rely on 
the plighted faith of your country, and place a full confidence 
in the purity of the intentions of Congress.”3
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 Ê Are there constitutional constraints on the political im-
pact of the military?21

 Ê Do the normal constitutional channels function?22

 Ê Is public attachment to civilian institutions strong?23

The answers to these questions can fill that space be-
tween the “P” and “M” of PMESII–PT. They help describe 
the function and structure of a government with greater ac-
curacy than the standard method. They help illuminate the 
relevant interactions between a country’s military and its 
leaders. Understanding this interaction is critical to devel-
oping courses of action that will have strategic effects.

How does one accurately answer the above questions? 
Most militaries around the world do not have professional 
journals that regularly publish articles highlighting civil-mil-
itary relations. The United States is unique in this regard. 
Most countries’ militaries have a culture against discussing 
their relationship with the civilian government. Journalists, 
academics, and think tanks can provide useful information; 
however, these sources are often biased or misinformed. 
The resourceful intelligence professional will be able to find 
a way to reliably answer the questions derived from com-
parative civil-military relations literature.

Conclusion
Leveraging civil-military relations theory will better facili-

tate a strategic understanding of examined countries. At a 
minimum, it will provide a more robust country analysis. It 
will also likely lead to a more informed and deliberate de-
cision-making process. The intricacies of the relationship 
between a country’s military and civilian leadership reveal 
how the country is actually governed. They reveal power 
dynamics, explain why certain events occur, help forecast 
conditions when the inputs change, reveal preferences, and 
help identify where to apply limited resources. Your boss 
didn’t know he needed to know these things, but he will be 
more effective when you reveal them to him. It’s your job 
as an intelligence professional to leverage the utility of civil-
military relations.
Epigraph

Samuel P. Huntington, The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World 
Order (New York: Simon & Schuster Inc., 1997), 21.
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A Lesson from World War II
In the autumn of 1944, Adolf Hitler cloaked Operation Wacht 
am Rhein (Watch on the Rhine) in secrecy. He forbade dis-
cussion of the offensive, including via telephone, telegraph, 
and wireless. Even the operation’s codename was designed 
for deception, chosen to give the impression the plan was 
for a defense at the Rhine.1 When the attack launched in 
December, the element of surprise dominated, despite indi-
cators that existed before the attack and that may have sug-
gested its inevitability.2 Ultra intercepts, air reconnaissance, 
prisoner interrogations, and information provided by civil-
ians all suggested not only that there would be an attack, 
but that it would occur through the Ardennes Forest.

In November 1944, however, U.S. Army intelligence offi-
cers observing the 6th Panzer Army’s transfer to the west 
bank of the Rhine River concluded that the 6th Panzer 
planned to counterattack at the Roer River.3 Analysts be-
lieved that a German attack would take place north of the 
Ardennes, near Cologne, even as IX and XIX Tactical Air 
Commands identified rail movement, activity at marshaling 
yards, and piles of equipment in the Eifel region.4 A week 
before the German attack, Third U.S. Army G-2 COL Oscar 
W. Koch determined that forces identified in Eifel would be 
used as a diversion or as a spoiling attack.5

The German offensive, later known as the Battle of the 
Bulge, is one of many examples of intelligence professionals 

by Major Erin A. Stevens

Deciphering the Code:
Using Army Design Methodology to Inform 

Intelligence Analysis

A Soldier uses a dry-erase board to brainstorm information that will later be used in the planning process.
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making inadequate assessments despite available evidence 
in support of a contrary point of view. But the purpose of 
this article is not to place blame or decry intelligence fail-
ures. Intelligence, like war, is a human endeavor, and an-
alysts base their intelligence recommendations on more 
than the collection of indicators. Analysts use their creativ-
ity, judgment, skill, and experience alongside indicators and 
information collection to make determinations and provide 
warning intelligence. Operational planners use the Army 
design methodology (ADM) to capitalize on critical and cre-
ative thinking and to inform subsequent detailed planning. 
Likewise, the intelligence analyst can employ his or her cre-
ativity and judgment through a reverse- or enemy-perspec-
tive ADM.

The U.S. military faces problems that intersect, reinforce, 
and compound across diverse areas while relationships 
among actors and across systems interact in unanticipated 
and surprising ways.6 Such ill-structured, complex problems 
demand that analysts facilitate systems thinking, avoid log-
ical fallacies and cognitive biases, and have opportunities 
to reframe the problem when desired results prove elu-
sive. The intelligence analyst can use ADM from an enemy 
perspective to give context to indicator analysis and fully 

employ their creativity 
and judgment to the ex-
amination of indicators. 
This technique may en-
hance the ability of the 
analyst to provide indica-
tor analysis and predic-
tive intelligence to the 
commander, thereby en-
hancing the likelihood of 
mission success.

The Role of Indicator 
Analysis

Analysts conduct indi-
cator analysis as one of 
their fundamental tasks.7 

ATP 2-01.3, Intelligence 
Preparation of the Battle-
field, defines an indicator 
as “an item of informa-
tion which reflects the in-
tention or capability of a 
threat to adopt or reject 
a course of action.”8 

ATP 2-33.4, Intelligence 
Analysis, elaborates on 

the definition, describing an indicator as “positive or nega-
tive evidence of threat activity or any characteristic of the 
[area of operation] AO that points toward threat vulnerabil-
ities, the adoption or rejection by the threat of a particular 
activity, or that may influence the commander’s selection 
of a [course of action] COA.”9 Seasoned analysts understand 
that an indicator is not a piece of evidence like a fingerprint 
at a crime scene. They also understand that indicators are 
not always obvious and that they require aggregation.

Indicators are discrete items of key information that alone 
are not valuable but can provide insight and direction. 
Pieces of information do not take on meaning as indicators 
unless they are collected, interpreted, aggregated, and as-
sembled. Take, for instance, the example indicators in ATP 
2-01.3 (Figure 1 on the next page).

The absence or presence of maneuver or engineer as-
sets does not necessarily provide evidence of the enemy’s 
intended course of action. Indicators of military action, 
including troop movement, weapons relocation, or the 
presence or absence of formations, are typically visibly 
apparent to the intelligence community given adequate 
collection.10 Potential indicators are numerous and can in-
clude the movement of units, movement of troops, recall 

U.S. Army engineers emerge from the woods and move out of defensive positions after fighting in the vicinity of Bastogne, Belgium, 
during the Battle of the Bulge.
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of reserve units or troops on leave, movement of supplies, 
opening of ports, rail yard activity, fuel movement, or mis-
sile placement. Indicators such as the specific emplacement 
locations and orientations of blocking or turning obstacles 
can provide even more specific information on the enemy’s 
intent. These are all points of data that analysts may collect, 
label as indicators, and evaluate to make assessments on 
enemy actions.

Yet consider the idea of engineer presence. Engineer as-
sets may be forward in both an enemy defense and an en-
emy offense. They may indicate a withdrawal or an attack, 
depending upon the type of asset present. When viewed 
this way, indicators are not evidence. Instead, the indica-
tor provides insight into a situation and relies upon further 
judgment and interpretation to become valuable.

The JP 5-0, Joint Planning, definition of an indicator ap-
pears to subscribe to this sentiment. JP 5-0 employs the 
word “indicator” in its discussion of assessment and de-
scribes it as “a specific piece of information that infers the 
condition, state, or existence of something, and provides a 
reliable means to ascertain performance or effectiveness.”12 
JP 5-0 determines that indicators should be relevant to a de-
sired effect, objective, or end state; observable and collect-
able; responsive to changes in the operational environment; 
and resourced with sufficient collection assets.13 JP 5-0 also 
offers some helpful guidance for selecting indicators:

 Ê Choose distinct indicators.
 Ê Include indicators from different causal chains.
 Ê Avoid or minimize additional reporting requirements 

for subordinate units.
 Ê Maximize clarity.14

From this perspective, indicators are discrete, have an 
associated timeline, and provide positive or negative in-

formation about an enemy’s intent or 
capabilities. The interpretation of an indi-
cator or group of indicators may turn into 
a warning and precipitate action on the 
part of the commander. That indicator 
analysis becomes predictive, and it pre-
cipitates warning intelligence that results 
in operational action, achieving the goal 
that intelligence drives operations.

Because anything the enemy does could 
be an indicator of his intended course of 
action or provide insight into his capa-
bilities or vulnerabilities, it is imperative 
that the intelligence analyst understand 
enemy intent, vulnerabilities, and capa-

bilities in combination with other activities he has under-
taken. This complicates the effort of indicator analysis and 
requires increased emphasis on the analyst’s creativity and 
judgment. A technique that the analyst may consider us-
ing in this situation is ADM, applying a reverse or enemy 
perspective.

The Army Design Methodology
ADM is an iterative sense-making process that aids in de-

cision making by enhancing activities within the operations 
process, such as understanding, visualization, and descrip-
tion of the operational approach.15 ADM enables command-
ers to drive the operations process through understanding, 
visualizing, describing, directing, leading, and assessing op-
erations.16 The methodology further applies critical and cre-
ative thinking to understand, visualize, and describe unusual 
problems and potential approaches to manage them.17 It 
expands understanding of the operational environment, the 
operational problem, and the conceptual operational ap-
proach that facilitates a transition to detailed planning with 
a shared commander’s vision and intent.

When using ADM from an enemy perspective as part of 
the intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB), the in-
telligence analyst is able to exercise his or her judgment 
and creativity while employing skills and techniques already 
encouraged in intelligence doctrine and practice. Enemy-
perspective ADM enhances the enemy view of the environ-
ment and may expand upon the options for enemy courses 
of action, a difficult aspect of the IPB. Enemy-perspective 
ADM helps the analyst to frame the environment and under-
stand the enemy’s desired end state before developing de-
tailed operational or tactical enemy courses of action. This 
puts the intelligence analyst fully in an enemy perspective 
which better enables the analysis of indicators and under-
standing of enemy behavior and intent.

Figure 1. Constructing an Event Matrix11
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NAI Grid Locations
Enemy
COA Indicators HVT NET/NLT

10A BC 12345 67891

10A BC 23456 78910

10A BC 21223 24252

10T BC 23456 78910

COA1

COA2

COA3

COA4

1. SPF in hasty defensive positions in vicinity EA1
2. Blocking obstacles on southern portion of AA1

1. SPF in hasty defensive positions in vicinity EA2
2. Blocking obstacles on southern portion of AA2

1. Staging of the 65th Mechanized Battalion north of OBJ Bravo
2. The72d Mechanized Battalion positioned as fixing force in 
 vicinity minefields on AA1
3. Presence of turning obstacles on northern portion of AA2

1. Presence of the 72d and 65th Mechanized Battalions in 
 forward defensive positions
2. The 2S191s remain in southern urban areas

BMP-1KshM
T-72B
SPF
SA-18

BMP-1KshM
T-72B
SPF
SA-18
BMP-1KshM
T-72B
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T-72B
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TDA-2K
UMZ-K
2ST91

H+4/H+5

H+4/H+5

H+3/H+4

H-3/H+7

AA  avenue of approach
COA course of action
EA  engagement area

H-hour  specific hour at which a particular 
 operation commences
HVT  high-value target

NAI  named area of interest
NET  not earlier than
NLT  not later than

OBJ  objective
SPF  special purpose forces
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ADM includes multiple activities conducted sequentially, 
simultaneously, and iteratively. The first activity in ADM 
is framing the operational environment, a familiar activ-
ity for the analyst.18 Operational environments are com-
plex and dynamic, and framing them involves organizing 
their interrelated variables 
and relevant actors.19 During 
framing, analysts develop an 
understanding of the cur-
rent state of the operational 
environment from an enemy 
perspective, while envision-
ing the enemy’s desired fu-
ture state using techniques 
such as brainstorming, mind-
mapping, and questioning 
assumptions.20

Framing the operational environment helps the analysis 
team frame the enemy’s problem. When the team identi-
fies the obstacles between the current state of the opera-
tional environment and the enemy’s desired future state, 
the problem or system of problems emerges.21 When the 
team identifies, maps, and describes interrelated issues, 
the team works to keep the focus of its efforts suitably nar-
row for the enemy’s mission while remaining broad enough 
to capture factors that are either symptoms or causes of 
the obstacles impeding the enemy’s desired future state.22 

The problem frame sets the stage for the enemy’s opera-
tional approach. The problem framing activity (Figure 2) 
may prompt a return to the environmental frame, and vice 
versa. ADM encourages a rich 
understanding of both.

Framing solutions is the 
ADM activity that benefits 
from a proper understand-
ing of the operational envi-
ronment and the problem, 
and it allows a transition to 
the detailed development of 
enemy courses of action dur-
ing IPB. One way to frame 
an enemy solution is the de-
velopment of an operational 
approach (Figure 3). The op-
erational approach describes broad actions required to 
transform current conditions into the enemy’s desired end 
state.23 The operational approach communicates the enemy 
commander’s intent.24 The operational approach is also the 
primary product of design and allows the translation of op-

erational concepts into the enemy’s specific mission and 
tasks.25

One of the benefits of ADM, which is also encouraged 
as an intelligence technique, is the facilitation of systems 
thinking. Systems thinking is a key concept of ADM.26 

Systems thinking is a process 
of understanding how as-
pects of a system work and 
influence each other as part 
of the greater whole. This 
helps the analysts examine 
the environment holistically 
from the enemy perspective 
and identify issues and ten-
sions within the environment 
that may not be immediately 
apparent.28 This technique 

helps de-compartmentalize the approach to the problem 
and avoids linear cause-and-effect thinking, which high-
lights the complexity of the enemy situation and thought 
process.29 JP 2-01.3, Joint Intelligence Preparation of the 
Operational Environment, recommends the use of a sys-
tems perspective because it helps identify potential sources 
of indications and warning.30

With systems thinking, analysts avoid the illusion that 
dividing complex problems into component parts makes 
them more manageable.31 Breaking up problems divorces 
them from their context and prevents recognition of the 
consequences of shifts within the system.32 Fully engaging 
in systems thinking prevents engagement in generalizations 

and abstractions that may 
create a faulty impression 
of the enemy’s operational 
approach.33

ADM, like many intelli-
gence skills and techniques, 
further encourages teams 
to avoid logical fallacies and 
overcome cognitive biases 
through the employment of 
critical and creative think-
ing.34 When framing, partici-
pants in ADM guard against 
biases and fallacies through 

awareness of the thought processes and heuristics that 
contribute to faulty reasoning.36 The intelligence analyst is 
familiar with these processes. A common cognitive bias is 
confirmation bias, which results from the brain’s use of as-
sociative memory.37 With confirmation bias, planners seek 

Figure 2. Problem Framing 27

Figure 3. Operational Approach35
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evidence compatible with what they already think about a 
situation, which is often an intuitive view.38 Analysts may ig-
nore evidence contrary to the initial view and fail to recog-
nize shifts in the problem or operational environment.

The Japanese became victims of their cognitive biases 
at Nomonhan in 1939, which aided in their defeat by the 
Soviet Army. After a series of escalatory engagements 
with a growing Soviet force, the Japanese Kwantung Army 
continued to operate off the assumption that the Soviet lo-
gistic force could not be larger or more capable than their 
own.39 This assumption was built on confirmation bias, from 
which the Kwantung Headquarters staff sought evidence to 
confirm their impression of a Soviet Army broken by Joseph 
Stalin’s 1937 purge of military leadership.40

The Japanese also fell victim to the mirror-imaging fallacy 
that can be overcome using the “four ways of seeing” tech-
nique used in ADM.41 Mirror imaging means that analysts 
fill knowledge gaps by assuming the enemy acts the way 
the friendly army would 
act.42 The Kwantung 
Army could not fathom 
the idea that the Soviet 
logistical effort included 
more than 4,200 trucks because they had only 800 in the 
entire region. Furthermore, operations by infantry beyond 
125 to 175 miles from the railhead were equally unbeliev-
able to the Kwantung Army, while the Soviets ranged be-
yond 200 miles.43 Their anticipation of Soviet actions did not 
reflect the Soviets’ intent or capability, which led to cata-
strophic defeat. The analyst with a holistic understanding of 
enemy intent and capabilities developed through the inte-
gration of enemy-perspective ADM into the IPB process can 
avoid many of these pitfalls.

Another important feature of ADM is the opportunity to 
reframe the problem when desired results prove elusive. 
Assessment is a crucial and continuous aspect of the opera-
tions and intelligence processes. Occasionally, assessment 
will reveal that the operational environment experienced a 
significant shift or that key assumptions are invalid. Under 
these circumstances, analysts may consider reframing their 
perspective of the enemy.44

Reframing provides an opportunity to gain new perspec-
tive on a problem or its proposed resolution. In World War I, 
the armies of Europe found they could not rationally cope 
with an attritional style of warfare.45 The Soviet Army thus 
reframed its approach to combat to include a systems ap-
proach, a comprehensive idea of the center of gravity, and 
the glubokii boi or deep battle.46 Soviet theorists visualized 
modern warfare to develop the operational level as a result 

of their reframing of the environment and the problem of 
overcoming attritional warfare.47 Likewise, the analyst who 
recognizes that the interpretation of the enemy’s problem 
or end state is inadequate has the opportunity to reframe 
the understanding of the enemy’s intent and correct course.

ADM does not seek to replace detailed planning through 
operational processes such as the military decision-mak-
ing process; instead, it enhances the staff’s ability to con-
duct detailed planning. Likewise, an enemy-perspective 
ADM would not seek to replace the detailed enemy analy-
sis within IPB; rather, it enhances understanding the enemy 
before entering into detailed course of action development.

Provide Context to Indicators with ADM
Intelligence is a function that allows a commander to drive 

operations. Most analysts and decision makers would agree 
that a difference exists between information and intelli-
gence. Information is data, a collection of the things that 
we know. Intelligence is data used for a purpose, which 

has been analyzed, in-
terpreted, and pro-
cessed and can inform 
a commander’s deci-
sion-making process. 

Intelligence focuses on the enemy’s behavior and intent and 
aims to forecast potential future actions for the commander.

Indicators are a small part of intelligence but have the 
ability to shed light on the larger situation. When an ana-
lyst uses enemy-perspective ADM to enhance the detailed 
analysis conducted during IPB, the analyst may experience 
a shift in perspective that enables him or her to employ cre-
ativity and judgment with respect to indicators. A single in-
dicator, or a dozen indicators, cannot necessarily reveal an 
enemy course of action. Yet a single piece of information 
might have context within an enriched understanding of the 
enemy’s goals and operational approach.

Potential indicators are many, but at the tactical and op-
erational levels, the focus tends to be on the tools of di-
rect combat. Like the examples in ATP 2-01.3, Intelligence 
Preparation of the Battlefield, or ATP 2-33.4, Intelligence 
Analysis, the presence of prepared battle positions, the in-
cidence of armored vehicles, and the assembly of combat 
formations feature heavily. Logistics preparations are a se-
rious indicator of the preparation for hostilities.48 Logistics 
preparations may disrupt the local transportation systems.49 
In some cases, trucks may even be requisitioned from the 
civilian economy as they were during the Soviet invasion 
of Czechoslovakia in 1968.50 Enemy propaganda is also an 
indication of the enemy’s intent because it indicates an en-
emy’s concern about a particular subject.51

To succeed in the business of the future, we have 
to become the very people we’re trying to reach.

        —Brian Solis, digital analyst, speaker, and author
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These discrete points, however, alone cannot provide 
adequate predictive intelligence. Indicators must be ag-
gregated, analyzed, and assessed using the creativity, ex-
perience, skill, and judgment of the intelligence analyst. 
Enemy-perspective ADM can provide the context within 
which such indicators may be analyzed because it informs 
the enemy’s operational approach and therefore the enemy 
courses of action. Furthermore, this technique may pro-
vide insight into the enemy’s intent and strategy. When we 
understand the enemy’s intent, more precise and realistic 
courses of action may develop during IPB. Pieces of seem-
ingly unrelated information may correspond to an enemy 
action or reveal an enemy deception plan.

Consider briefly the surprise and deception involved in 
Operation Wacht am Rhein. Knowledge of an impending 
German offensive was gained when Hitler revealed to the 
Japanese ambassador his plan to attack in early November; 
the ambassador’s report upon returning to Tokyo was 
quickly decrypted and disseminated.52 The question then 
became, Where along the Western Front would the German 
Army attack?

During IPB, the analyst defines the operational environ-
ment, describes environmental effects on operations, eval-
uates the threat, and determines threat courses of action.53 

Having secured a foothold on the continent over the sum-
mer, Allied forces had a relatively mature understanding of 
the operational environment and its impacts on operations 
and threat capabilities. Intelligence analysis revealed part 
of Hitler’s late-1944 plan, but not all. Information collected 
and assessed as indicators would have to reveal the specific 
course of action the Germans chose to execute.

The intent of the conduct of enemy-perspective ADM in 
this situation would be to give context to the discrete indi-
cators. ADM and its associated techniques may have cre-
ated a greater understanding of Hitler’s desperation, of his 
view that incompetent and untrustworthy generals were 
the source of Germany’s wartime failures, and of his in-
tent to divide the alliance by isolating British and Canadian 
forces during the German drive to Antwerp.54 Indicators 
may have been given context within a richer understanding 
of the enemy’s environmental frame, problem frame, and 
operational approach. Yet history remains in the past.

For the current analyst, the complex world will only pro-
duce additional challenges. With the potential for a denied 
electromagnetic spectrum, and future technological aid still 
on the horizon, we must arm the intelligence analyst with 
every technique and skill available. ADM is an existing skill 
that allows the aggregation and analysis of indicators inside 
an IPB frame informed by a broader, deeper understand-
ing of the enemy approach. It is a layer upon which to build 
an enemy framework that might give insight into enemy 
activity.

Consider the enemy obstacle presence indicator. Alone, 
it is a discernible item of information available for collec-
tion. For the analyst, it is a potential indicator, a point of 
insight into the enemy’s behavior or desired course of ac-
tion. The analyst who conducted ADM from the enemy per-
spective may have an advantage in the examination of this 
item of information. The analyst may have identified that 
the isolation of friendly forces from important resources in-
formed the bulk of the enemy operational approach. This 
might have allowed the development of a rich course of 
action during IPB, highlighting the enemy would capitalize 
on the opportunity to conduct an offensive with the aim of 
isolation. This would give context to the forward presence 
of engineers and allow the analyst to flex his or her creativ-
ity and judgment in the assessment of the information. A 
greater depth of perspective on the enemy might even high-
light the enemy engineers as part of a deception operation.

The analyst who understands the enemy well can be the 
best intelligence weapon on the battlefield. Techniques that 
enable the analyst to apply creativity, skill, and experience 
to the enemy problem set may enhance such a weapon. 
Like the operational planner who employs ADM to enhance 
the activities within the military decision-making process, 
the intelligence analyst can employ the same procedures 
from an enemy perspective to enhance the activities within 
IPB. Intelligence, like operations, remains both art and sci-
ence. ADM is a way to use the art to improve upon the sci-
ence and thereby achieve missions, defeat our enemies, 
and win.
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Introduction
Military intelligence professionals safeguard classified in-
formation daily. We limit access to the information using 
technical and physical methods and applying personnel and 
administrative control measures.1 By their very nature, our 
military occupational specialties ingrain the task of securing 
information, reinforced through the framework of our du-
ties. This instinct, developed in training and honed during 
operations, tends to cause many individuals to apply auto-
matically the highest classification possible. This tendency 
can result in an unnecessary hindrance to the organizations 
we serve. Guarding information in order to deny access to 
the greatest extent possible is a detriment to mission ac-
complishment. Instead of using over-classifications to pro-
tect information, the intelligence professional has a duty 
to ensure operational success through applying the proper 
markings, sharing appropriately, and granting access to the 
right people.

A Natural Inclination to Protect
Service members across all warfighting functions take re-

curring, mandatory training emphasizing the protection of 
information against adversaries. It is no surprise that, when 
dealing with the greatest amount of classified information, 
the intelligence community believes it has the obligation to 
be the leader in the effort to safeguard it. The tendency of 
improperly trained individuals is to classify at the highest 
possible level within the system used.

Typical analysts’ duties include research and data collec-
tion from a multitude of classified sources to create situ-
ational understanding for commands and make predictive 
analysis based on reporting and trends. These individuals 
are expected to have adequate knowledge of the subject 
matter, the appropriate classification guidelines, and the 
purpose of their tasks while compiling information for mul-
tiple products with derivative classifications.2 For the sake 

of saving time and effort, the majority of analysts use the 
highest overall classification from the source data and label 
their own product similarly without fully knowing, or ask-
ing, which specific portions require the classification. They 
also tend to label electronic communication at the level of 
the system they are using instead of the level of informa-
tion they are sending. Many individuals automatically la-
bel every SECRET Internet Protocol Router Network email 
as “SECRET//NOFORN” [not releasable to foreign nationals] 
without regard for the message itself. This ingrained default 
mindset is based on goodwill—doing our job to protect in-
formation that could cause damage to national security—
but improper markings often tie our own organization’s 
hands more than necessary by preventing the information 
from reaching the appropriate end user.

This lack of clarity or specificity when passing information 
is not only a bad habit but is also contrary to guidance from 
the Office of the Director of National Intelligence. The guid-
ance recommends labeling information at the lowest pos-
sible level because over-classification “restricts information 
sharing [and] hinders the optimal use of intelligence infor-
mation in support of national security and foreign policy 
goals.”3 The bottom line with creating products containing 
derivative classification is to use specificity and ask for clar-
ification when necessary. This specificity includes the use 
of classification markings on individual lines or paragraphs 
within products or communications to identify precisely 
what part of the information requires the access and dis-
semination control. If a person is unsure of why an overall 
classification exists, he or she may apply the safe practice of 
using the highest label, but the best option is to verify with 
the originator.

Tragic Lessons from History
While the following lesson from history is not an exam-

ple of over-classification of intelligence, it is an important 

by Major Daniel Jarvis
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example of over-classification of information. Over-
classification and the related inability to share infor-
mation have led to issues ranging from unnecessary 
operational obstacles to some of the worst disasters in mili-
tary history. In 1945, the USS Indianapolis participated in 
one of the most highly classified operations of World War II  
as it delivered components of the atomic bomb for use 
against Japan. Once the cargo arrived safely at Tinian, the 
USS Indianapolis stopped at Guam before continuing unes-
corted for Leyte when two torpedoes from a Japanese sub-
marine struck it shortly after midnight on 30 July. It sank 
in less than 15 minutes. Hundreds of Sailors who did not 
initially go down with their ship died within the next three 
days after vainly trying to survive in the shark-infested wa-
ters, experiencing dehydration and hysteria. A passing pilot 
randomly spotted and rescued the survivors on the evening 
of 2 August.4 The Navy, unaware the ship had sunk, had not 
begun an official search. Although the primary reasons for 
the tragic lack of a deliberate search and the unnecessar-
ily delayed rescue were related to defects in scheduling, 
routing, tracking, and escort procedures, issues surround-
ing the classification of information also contributed to the 
disaster.5

The extremely sensitive nature of the USS Indianapolis’ 
classified mission was so protected that the ship’s pur-
pose was known to only a limited number of top naval of-
ficials, and its mere presence in the area was known to only 
as few people (beyond the crew) as necessary for logistic 
and operational reasons. Hours after the sinking, when na-
val intelligence received reporting from enemy sources of 
the successful Japanese attack in the approximate sched-

uled location of the USS Indianapolis, analysts dismissed it 
as false reporting, uninformed the ship was actually there.6 
Due to the overly sensitive approach to protect the opera-
tion beyond the classified portion of the mission, the Navy 
lost hours of critical time to save lives. Highlighting what 
may happen when necessary end users are denied access 
to information, the blanket over-classification of every as-
pect related to the USS Indianapolis’ mission complicated 
the situation and contributed to turning an unfortunate op-
erational loss into a tragedy.

Further still, the inability to share intelligence has also 
proven disastrous at a strategic level. Now engrained in 
our national narrative, the infamous and seemingly unpro-
voked attack against the U.S. Pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbor 
catapulted the Nation into World War II. Although military 
and political leaders were aware of an existing threat and 
even received reports of a probable attack by the Japanese, 
the inability to predict the “when, where, or how” pre-
vented the necessary preparations. Competitive inter-
est, bureaucratic disorder, distrust, misunderstanding, and 
lack of communication between intelligence services pre-
vented collaboration. National security suffered as a result. 
It is almost incomprehensible that this type of event could 

happen twice to the same nation in a 60-
year span, but it did. In the time leading 
up to September 11, 2001, organizations 
within the U.S. intelligence community 
were not collaborating—a grave mistake 
to avoid in the future.

Sharing Properly
Learning how to share properly is a 

critical aspect to classifying informa-
tion. Most likely, the originator will cor-
rectly classify a document given their 
subject matter expertise, but analysts 
must be aware of their ability to prop-
erly challenge the classification if nec-
essary. According to regulations, if any 
authorized user has probable reason to 
believe improper or unnecessary clas-
sifications exist, they can communicate 

their concern to the security manager.7 It is the intelligence 
professional’s charge to use the standard prescribed pro-
cesses and correct justifiable errors. This enables infor-
mation to reach the appropriate level required for action, 
including when partnered with outside agencies or even 
foreign services.

A key tool available to the analyst is the Foreign Disclosure 
Office. Analysts need to know how to contact the office to 

The USS Indianapolis off the Mare Island Navy Yard, CA, 10 July 1945, after her final overhaul and repair of com-
bat damage.
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create appropriately sanitized and releasable information. 
Since we were an infantry battalion S-2 section preparing 
for a deployment consisting of retrograde operations and 
handover with Afghan forces, personnel from our section 
attended Foreign Disclosure Office training, specifically 
to enable the unit’s internal ability to share releasable in-
formation with partnered 
forces. After the initial weeks 
in country, the commander 
directed leaders to share 
all knowledge and informa-
tion with our partners, and 
the criticality of this skillset 
quickly became apparent. 
One company command-
er’s initial misinterpretation 
of this guidance to share 
nearly led to an unauthor-
ized disclosure of classified 
information. Trained person-
nel caught the error and cor-
rected it before any security 
incident occurred. To enable 
operations moving forward, 
the ability of our intelligence 
section analysts to create 
two versions (one shareable 
and one not) for every dis-
seminated intelligence es-
timate fostered success for 
both the organic companies 
and their partnered Afghan 
elements. Achieving success-
ful operations with host-na-
tion forces in the lead called 
for intelligence sharing; do-
ing so correctly required the 
battalion intelligence section 
to create sanitized products 
and inform leaders on the 
proper procedures for han-
dling them.

In addition to making releasable products for combined 
operations, the correct labeling of classified information 
further enables communication among cleared planners. 
This is more evident in the management of special access 
programs (SAPs). SAPs are specially compartmented capa-
bilities used to support commanders’ efforts that demand 
stringent access restrictions. Their control is managed down 

to the individual capability and is available to an extremely 
limited audience of planners and command authorities. 
Each authorized user is responsible for the proper and ac-
curate marking of products and communications relating to 
these capabilities. With such stringent controls of highly sen-
sitive information, one could assume the safest practice of 

protection is using the high-
est available classification as 
a “catchall” safeguard; again, 
even with increased sensitiv-
ity, this is the improper ap-
proach. Over-classifying in 
a compartmented environ-
ment unnecessarily further 
restricts an already narrow 
audience of planners. It is 
even possible to acciden-
tally deny access to the in-
tended authorized end users. 
Furthermore, access to SAP 
planning systems and facili-
ties is often limited. It con-
sequently becomes the SAP 
manager’s responsibility to 
properly share information at 
the lowest possible classifica-
tion to ensure understand-
ing and planning happen at 
all appropriate levels. For ex-
ample, even though the ca-
pability itself may require 
SAP levels of security, the 
effects may be transmitta-
ble over top secret networks 
or broader operations for 
cleared persons at the secret 
level. Security managers are 
responsible for enabling suc-
cessful planning efforts, ap-
plying as much scrutiny as 
when they safeguard the in-
formation or capability.

Getting the Right People Access
Ensuring operational success from an intelligence per-

spective is more about getting the right people permis-
sion, not simply denying access. Planners must principally 
comprehend the why of their efforts. Understanding the 
commander’s intent and desired end state is essential to 
developing intelligence support to operations. This allows 

The Foreign Disclosure Officer and Foreign Disclosure 
Representative

The foreign disclosure officer (FDO) is a formally designated indi-
vidual authorized and tasked to plan for, recommend, and effect 
the disclosure of classified military information (CMI) and con-
trolled unclassified information (CUI) to an authorized represen-
tative of a foreign government or international organization. The 
FDO makes disclosure determinations based on the policies, di-
rectives, and laws that govern national disclosure policy and the 
release of classified information. The FDO provides this service to 
the command and staff and to assigned, attached, and supporting 
agencies, allies, and other multinational partners.
The FDO can be either a uniformed member of the staff or a 
Department of the Army (DA) Civilian. FDO responsibilities in-
clude, but are not limited to—

 Ê Informing/advising the commander and staff on the impact 
and implications of current delegated disclosure authorities 
by country, category of information, and classification level 
on mission requirements.

 Ê Advising the commander and staff on the recommended 
number and location of foreign disclosure representatives 
(FDRs) based on mission, enemy, terrain and weather, troops 
and support available, time available, and civil consider-
ations (METT-TC).

 Ê Directing the information production requirements efforts 
within the organization for all categories of CMI/CUI to en-
sure maximum disclosure to unified action partners.

 Ê Coordinating for the authority and permission to disclose in-
formation originated outside the organization.

 Ê Developing and promulgating foreign disclosure guidance for 
deployments, exercises, training events, and official foreign 
visits/visitors (including exchange and liaison officers).

 Ê Ensuring unit and organizational compliance with AR 
380-10, Foreign Disclosure and Contacts with Foreign 
Representatives.

An FDR is an individual designated in writing who assists, advises, 
and makes recommendations to the FDO on disclosure matters. 
FDRs can be either DA members or Army-employed contractor 
personnel.
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intelligence professionals to help commanders and staffs vi-
sualize the operational environment and make command 
decisions. A major challenge to this is the integration of key 
staff elements during the military decision-making process, 
collection operations, targeting, and assessments.8 Often, 
intelligence planners’ clearance and access exceed that of 
other staff members incorporated with these efforts. In 
addition to safeguarding information from spillage or dis-
closure, intelligence professionals must help determine 
if granting additional key planners access better enables 
operations.

Sometimes decision makers have access to information 
without enough individuals cleared to support the plan-
ning and staff work required. This occurs when granting ac-
cess to a limited number of billets is based primarily on duty 
title, especially for sensitive compartmented information, 
alternate compensatory control measures, or special ac-
cess requirements. If such a situation exists, the justification 
cannot be “that is the way it has always been”; the situa-
tion cannot remain unchallenged. Charged with getting the 
right people access, intelligence planners must determine if 
a need-to-know exists beyond predesignated billets to en-
able planning and operations.

Once the right people have the proper authorizations, 
they should be empowered to use their access to benefit 
the organization. Challenges associated with newly indoc-
trinated individuals include locating an available workspace 
within the appropriately cleared facility, establishing net-
work connectivity with an account at the new classification 
levels, and understanding the purpose for gaining access. 
Security managers must take the extra step in letting peo-
ple know why they are being read on to particular programs 
or caveats and how they can specifically contribute to plan-
ning. Maybe this includes explaining the procedures for 
nominating other persons for access who can provide addi-
tional benefits to planning efforts. Maybe they are serving 
in a unified organization and the person capable of provid-
ing the greatest benefit is a non-U.S. partner from an allied 
nation. The list of potential challenges is open ended, but if 
the reasons are justifiable, the solution to all of them is to 
ask through appropriate channels. Competent staff mem-
bers do not stop at the first “no”; instead, they look for the 
answer. We must tell commanders how they can, not how 
they cannot.

Conclusion
This is by no means a suggestion to reduce the emphasis 

placed on the protection of classified information. It is a call 
to ensure intelligence professionals place just as much, if 
not more, attention to ensuring mission accomplishment. 
Maintaining current knowledge of classification guidelines 
and procedures, understanding the processes to share in-
formation appropriately, and seeking to gain access for the 
right people are essential responsibilities of the intelligence 
planner. Properly classifying information can be tedious, 
time consuming, and difficult. It may be quicker to opt for 
the easy choice and over-classify, but it is the obligation of 
intelligence professionals to take the “hard right” and en-
able our organization’s success.
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Introduction
The 303rd Expeditionary-Military Intelligence Battalion (E–
MI BN) recently undertook a deliberate training progression 
to achieve a “T” rating (i.e., “trained”) on military intelli-
gence (MI) specific mission essential tasks (METs) to main-
tain proficiency as one of the Army’s focused ready units. 
This article describes how the 303rd E–MI BN (“Longhorns”) 
leveraged the recently published Military Intelligence 
Training Strategy (MITS) framework to plan, prepare, and 
conduct a battalion-level field training exercise that tested 
collective-level proficiency.

This article outlines a way to conduct training of the MITS 
tasks leading up to Tier 2 collective training for an expedi-
tionary-MI battalion. It further addresses lessons learned 
by the 303rd E–MI BN during training progression through 
the four MITS levels: individual, crew, platoon/platform, 
and intelligence warfighting function. TC 2-19.400, Military 
Intelligence Training Strategy, provides a fundamental un-
derstanding of the MITS certification program.1

Background and Battalion Task Organization
Operation Longhorn Forge was a battalion-level field train-

ing exercise conducted in March 2019. It marked the first 
time the Longhorns conducted battalion collective training 
with all organic companies and systems since 2015. Since 
that time, the battalion had been geographically separated. 
B/303rd, the collection and exploitation company, was sta-
tioned at Fort Gordon, Georgia, in support of intelligence 
reach; and A/303rd, the counterintelligence (CI) and hu-
man intelligence (HUMINT) company, was deploying to 
and from Afghanistan in support of Operation Freedom’s 
Sentinel. Both Alpha and Bravo companies had focused on 
supporting counterinsurgency operations in the U.S. Central 
Command area of responsibility and had limited experience 
with supporting large-scale ground combat operations to 
nest under the battalion’s METs. The battalion reassembled 
at Fort Hood, Texas, in October 2018 and conducted reinte-
gration, personnel turnover, and task organization change 
to return the formation to its modified table of organization 
and equipment configuration.

by Major Benjiman A. Smith

Soldiers from the 303rd Military Intelligence Battalion prepare for unit training utilizing a terrain model at Camp Bullis, TX, July 2019.
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The expeditionary-MI battalion consists of 285 Soldiers 
and is task-organized with three organic companies. The 
companies bring expanded analytical and collection capa-
bilities compared to an MI company assigned to a brigade 
combat team.2 The battalion is intended to provide MI 
support to either a division or a corps headquarters, per-
forming both collection and processing/analysis in support 
of a combat arms commander. The headquarters detach-
ment contains the intelligence and electronic warfare (IEW) 
systems integration section (equipped with the AN/TSQ-
226(V)2 Trojan SPIRIT) and a wheeled-vehicle maintenance 
section, in addition to typical battalion-level staff sections. 
As shown in Figure 1, Alpha Company is organized with CI 
and HUMINT collection and management teams and con-
tains a HUMINT operations cell to perform analysis and help 
direct future collection operations. Bravo Company is orga-
nized with both geospatial intelligence (GEOINT) and signals 
intelligence (SIGINT) processing, exploitation, and dis-
semination (PED) platoons, a Tactical-Intelligence Ground 
Station (TGS) PED platoon equipped with an AN/TSQ-179 
TGS vehicle, and a multifunction platoon intended to con-
duct both SIGINT and HUMINT collection from the Prophet 
Mine Resistant Ambush Protected–All Terrain Vehicle. The 
battalion can be task-organized to support multiple ech-
elons across a division or corps commander’s area of re-
sponsibility. By December 2018, the battalion was manned 
appropriately and prepared to begin a deliberate training 
progression oriented on its four mission essential task list 
(METL) tasks. 

The 303rd E–MI BN METL tasks are divided into three areas 
to support both collection and analysis functions:

 Ê MET One, Direct Operational Intelligence Activities, fo-
cuses on the battalion providing command and control 
over MI operations and integrating into the intelligence 
architecture necessary to support the combined arms 
team.

 Ê MET Two, Process Collected Operational Information, 
tests the battalion’s ability to turn information into in-
telligence and to manage the information and data re-
quired to support a commander’s decision cycle. MET 
Two assumes the battalion will process SIGINT, HUMINT, 
and GEOINT information collected by the intelligence 
community, partners, allies, other services within the 
Department of Defense, and adjacent Army units.

 Ê MET Three, Collect Relevant Information, tests the bat-
talion’s ability to collect HUMINT and SIGINT informa-
tion in direct support of an operational commander’s 
priorities and decision cycle.

As no published MITS exists to support the expeditionary-
MI battalion, the 303rd E–MI BN commander and staff used 
MITS as a guide to develop a deliberate training strategy to 
train the 303rd E–MI BN along these METs.

MITS outlines a progression for certification of an MI com-
pany in a brigade combat team (BCT); the strategy has been 
practiced by multiple divisions and is generally led and or-
ganized by the division G-2. The strategy identifies nine 
different crews within the BCT MI company and tests the 
individuals and crews separately before integrating the in-
telligence warfighting function into a brigade-level opera-

tion. The strategy calls for a deliberate certification 
progression:

Figure 1. 303rd E–MI BN Task Organization

 Ê Individual (Tier 4).3

 Ê Crew (Tier 3).4

 Ê Platform, intelligence warfighting function  
(Tier 2).5

 Ê Intelligence warfighting function, integrated 
with BCT (Tier 1).6 

Tier 4 certification focuses on individual military 
occupational specialty skills. Commanders can uti-
lize institutional, operational, and self-development 
training courses to maintain their unit’s military oc-
cupational specialty proficiency.7 Tier 3 certifica-
tion culminates with testing small units within the 
MI company to ensure they can perform a neces-
sary group of tasks that support the intelligence 
process; these crews are certified in isolation from 
one another to ensure their performance does not 

affect or interfere with the other crews.8 Tier 2 consists of 
an intelligence warfighting function certification exercise, 
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which tests MI systems and processes independent from 
combined arms formations. Units reach Tier 1 when they 
integrate the MI company and BCT S-2 section into a BCT 
collective training exercise. This methodical approach to 
training progression and tiered certification works well for 
a modular BCT that culminates with a collective training ex-
ercise at a combat training center. The 303rd E–MI BN used 
the MITS concept to develop a 5-month training strategy to 
progress from Tier 4 to Tier 1, as shown in Figure 2.

The 303rd E–MI Battalion Training Plan and 
Operational Approach

The Longhorns began their training progression in 
December 2018, with individual training and new equip-
ment fielding of the Distributed Common Ground System-
Army (DCGS–A) software package 3.4. The battalion 
conducted Tier 4 training throughout the training period, 
as individual course availability demanded that Soldiers at-
tend specialized military occupational specialty training 
when possible. Tier 4 training included ongoing GEOINT 
PED support to U.S. Central Command’s area of responsibil-
ity and individual training courses, such as:

 Ê Source Operations Course.
 Ê Defense Advanced Tradecraft Course.
 Ê CI Investigations.

 Ê Advanced CI Collections Course.

 Ê Full Spectrum Counterintelligence.

 Ê Tactical Site Exploitation: Document Exploitation, 
Cellular Exploitation, Media Exploitation.

 Ê SIGINT Mode-1.

 Ê Basic SIGINT Analytics.

Tier 3 training took the form of company situational train-
ing exercises for the battalion’s seven MI platoons and the 
IEW section. The Longhorns used the Fort Hood Foundry 
site (Intelligence Training Center of Excellence) and the Fort 
Hood Mission Command Training Center to isolate the MI 
crews and train junior officers, warrant officers, and non-
commissioned officers to lead their organizations. HUMINT 
and CI crew training included live interrogations and source 
meetings, and incorporated the operational management 
team. TGS, SIGINT, and GEOINT PED training was mostly con-
ducted at the Fort Hood Foundry site and used Intelligence 
and Electronic Warfare Tactical Proficiency Trainer (IEWTPT) 
simulation to generate the volume of reporting neces-
sary to challenge analysts. The multifunction platoon con-
ducted live training throughout Fort Hood using Stratomist 
to simulate a sophisticated communications environment 
to facilitate signals training. The battalion staff conducted 
a staff-specific training scenario at the Fort Hood Mission 

Figure 2. 303rd E–MI BN MITS and Campaign Plan
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Command Training Center to prepare the staff to conduct 
command and control and integrate the battalion’s crews 
into a collective training event. Throughout Tier 3 training, 
the battalion’s IEW section performed multiple MI system 
communications exercises, which ensured that MI digital 
systems could communicate. By the middle of March 2018, 
the Longhorns were staged to progress to battalion collec-
tive training.

Expeditionary-MI Battalion Collective Training
The 303rd E–MI BN conducted a two-part certification ex-

ercise to progress from Tier 2 to Tier 1 in March–April 2019. 
The Tier 2 exercise, Operation Longhorn Forge, was a battal-
ion collective training event conducted and resourced from 
Fort Hood, which included live, virtual, and constructive 
simulations to unite all intelligence disciplines under a com-
mon scenario, as shown in Figure 3. The Tier 1 exercise was 
the 303rd E–MI BN support to Warfighter Exercise 19-04, a 
III Corps digital event conducted across Fort Hood and bases 
throughout the central United States.

Operation Longhorn Forge was designed to put all organic 
parts of the expeditionary-MI battalion into action dur-
ing a single exercise, without partnering with a combined 
arms headquarters. The 8-day training event involved 162 
Soldiers, including all seven MI platoons and the wheeled-
vehicle maintenance and IEW sections (Figure 4 on the next 
page). The battalion task-organized its platoons at differ-
ent locations throughout Fort Hood to simulate the ways 
in which an expeditionary-MI battalion would support a 
division commander during large-scale ground combat 
operations—

 Ê from the tactical level (multifunction platoon collection 
against a ground threat),

 Ê to the division close area (interrogations at the detainee 
holding area, TGS support to the division tactical com-
mand post), and

 Ê to the division consolidation area (SIGINT and GEOINT 
PED in support of the division main-command post).

The 303rd E–MI BN chose to consolidate all HUMINT Soldiers 
under A/303rd to maximize role players and detention fa-
cility training resources. The Army’s Caspian Sea decisive 
action training environment scenario formed the common 
background for the exercise.

Operation Longhorn Forge was designed to stress the bat-
talion’s organic communications architecture as much as 
possible. The battalion used Trojan SPIRIT, the battalion’s 
organic intelligence communications platform, and a closed 
network database at the Fort Hood Foundry site to link 
data acquired from the Prophet collection platform with 

simulated reporting from 
the IEWTPT. This allowed 
the SIGINT and GEOINT PED 
sections to access reporting 
across the breadth of simu-
lated collection platforms in 
both the upper and lower 
enclaves. Secure frequency 
modulation and the newly 
fielded Joint Battle Command 
Platform enabled the MI pla-
toons to test tactical report-
ing systems and send spot 
reports to move informa-
tion quickly and support 
the commander’s decision 
cycle. An expeditionary- 
MI battalion is not resourced 
with organic communications 
systems to access the Army’s 

Warfighter Information Network-Tactical, so the battalion 
staff used a Fort Hood Digital Tactical Operation Center Site 
to connect to the Non-classified Internet Protocol Router 
Network and simulate connecting into a division’s G-2 and 
main-command post network architecture. Overall, the ex-
ercise was an effective way to test all systems and processes 
within the intelligence enterprise before integrating the in-
telligence warfighting function into a larger collective train-
ing event.

The battalion also prioritized stressing its organic logis-
tics and support systems in order to practice expeditionary 

Figure 3. Operation Longhorn Forge Task Organization
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deployment operations. The battalion used the unit’s or-
ganic very small aperture terminal system to access the 
Global Command and Control System-Army and order 
maintenance parts. The wheeled-vehicle maintenance 
team provided organic recovery support throughout the 
operation. Although the expeditionary-MI battalion is not 
organized with food service or refueling assets, the S-4 sec-
tion established daily logistics missions to provide Class I 
and III supply, replicating how the expeditionary-MI battal-
ion would pull resources from the supported division’s sus-
tainment brigade.

Tier 1 training and the battalion’s culminating training 
exercise was accomplished by integrating operations into 
the III Corps Warfighting Exercise 19-04. The III Corps team 
planned and resourced this event. The Longhorn Battalion 
provided SIGINT and GEOINT PED support to the III Corps 
staff and provided MI command and control for intelligence 
collection systems in constructive simulation. As a digital 
warfighting exercise, this event did not include a live-col-
lection mission for the HUMINT, CI, or multifunction pla-
toons. Exercising the intelligence warfighting function in 
isolation during the MITS Tier 2 event allowed the Longhorn 
Battalion to improve the organization’s systems and pro-

cesses, which helped the organization to integrate success-
fully into a larger training event.

Lessons Learned for Future Expeditionary-MI 
Battalion Collective Training

The 303rd E–MI BN’s approach to training highlighted the 
following lessons learned for future MITS Tier 2 events:

A systematic training progression from crew and platoon 
to battalion collective is necessary to operate effectively as 
a team. The Army’s MITS is easily adapted to the expedition-
ary-MI battalion training for large-scale ground combat op-

erations. MI crews and platoons must understand 
their specific functions and understand how they 
integrate into a division’s operations. Each crew 
and platoon requires a specific set of resources to 
train together.

Leverage expertise from the organization’s senior 
warrant officers to plan and resource the 

best training events. An expedi-
tionary-MI battalion is organized 
with multiple senior HUMINT, 
SIGINT, CI, and IEW warrant of-
ficers. Integrate these players 
into the battalion’s overall train-
ing plan to design a scenario and 
communications architecture 
that will replicate expeditionary-
MI battalion operations across a 
division’s area of responsibility.

Study combined arms doctrine 
to understand how an expedi-
tionary-MI battalion could and 
should best integrate into a 

division’s operations. The expeditionary-MI bat-
talion can task-organize in multiple ways to sup-
port the needs of a combat arms commander. 
Some Army doctrine is rather outdated (ATP 3-91, 

Division Operations, was last updated in 2014 and still refers 
to the legacy battlefield surveillance brigade),9 but intelli-
gence planners must have a thorough grasp of combined 
arms warfare to understand how an expeditionary-MI bat-
talion will support a division commander’s operations.
The IEW section must conduct multiple MI system commu-
nication exercises to establish a functioning intelligence 
architecture. The IEW section has the unenviable task 
of maintaining and integrating a host of MI systems into 
the intelligence architecture, including DCGS–A, GEOINT 
Workstation, TGS, Command Post of the Future, Intelligence 
Fusion Server, and both SIGINT and HUMINT program of 

Figure 4. Operation Longhorn Forge—MITS Tier 2
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record B-version trucks. Conduct MI systems communica-
tions exercise in conjunction with Tier 3 crew and platoon 
training to establish working MI systems and economize 
IEW technical expertise.

Integrate live, virtual, and constructive resources to tai-
lor requirements for all MI platoons. MI platoons require 
a variety of resources in order to benefit their training au-
dience. Incorporate resources to simulate live collection 
and PED, including HUMINT/CI role-player support, GEOINT 
platforms such as the Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar 
System, Stratomist, or other signals-replicating equipment. 
Incorporate intelligence simulations such as IEWTPT from 
the installation Foundry site to augment live collection and 
replicate the volume of reporting necessary to engage the 
PED platoons.

Resource observer-coach-trainers from higher headquar-
ters and adjacent units to evaluate training progression. 
The 303rd E–MI BN resourced observer-coach-trainers from 
the 3rd Security Force Assistance Brigade, 1st Cavalry Division, 
and III Corps G-2 section to provide the appropriate subject 
matter experts to evaluate MI collection, processing, and 
analysis. Use the task evaluation criteria matrixes published 
through the Army Training Network as a guide for evaluat-
ing crews and platoons.

Whenever possible, integrate combat arms formations 
and a division G-2 section into the Tier 2 exercise. The mul-
tifunction platoon and HUMINT platoon will likely operate 
in conjunction with a combined arms force during large-
scale ground combat operations. Integrate an infantry, cav-
alry, or armor formation as a training enabler to provide the 
MI platoons with a partner force to conduct intelligence 
operations. Integrate military police elements at the de-
tainee holding area to stress detainee handling procedures. 
When available, request that a division G-2 section estab-
lish a cell collocated with the battalion command post to 
rehearse reporting intelligence and information to a sup-
ported headquarters.

Conclusion
Expeditionary-MI battalions can use the MITS framework 

as a guide for conducting battalion collective training. A 
proper Tier 2 certification exercise must stress all elements 
of the expeditionary-MI battalion and use live, virtual, and 
constructive training enablers to tailor training for each in-
telligence discipline. The 303rd E–MI BN successfully utilized 
the MITS framework to develop and implement a training 
strategy for the unit METL tasks supporting both its collec-
tion and analysis missions.
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Introduction
As many of us already know, intelligence is a commander-
centric warfighting function. In order to support the com-
mander, the intelligence professional must establish and 
maintain an intelligence architecture. Most will agree that 
when people hear the word “architecture” in a military 
sense, they think it applies solely to systems and their abil-
ity to “talk” to one another. While digital connectivity is im-
portant, connectivity alone lacks the most crucial aspect of 
the intelligence architecture—the relationships among peo-
ple. Many of the intelligence shortfalls we observed over 
the last few years as intelligence observer-coach-trainers 
at the Mission Command Training Program trace back to 
how people communicated. This occurred not only within 
organizations, but also with organizations’ ability to com-
municate with higher, lower, and adjacent units in an effort 
to collectively support the commander’s ability to make a 
decision.

Mission Analysis
In a well-defined mission, the military decision-making 

process is often where the intelligence officer and staff 
test the intelligence architecture. The most important step 

within the process is step two, mission analysis. Intelligence 
preparation of the battlefield (IPB) is the foundation of mis-
sion analysis. IPB is one of three staff functions, as defined 
in doctrine, and its conduct often defaults to the S-2/G-2. 
The end state of IPB is that the commander and staff have 
a thorough understanding of the operational environment 
and the threats that will affect the mission. As we observed 
in many units, when it came time to review the order and 
begin mission analysis, each staff section stove-piped their 
efforts.

With the exception of one unit we observed, the S-2/G-2 
took portions of the base order, Annex B, and Annex L and 
developed IPB exclusively, often at the direction of the chief 
of staff or commander. Many intelligence sections did not 
include the entire staff’s input, nor did they know how to do 
it. It is crucial to remember IPB is a staff process, not some-
thing done solely by the S-2. Staff input helps to—

 Ê Shape focus areas for all warfighting functions.

 Ê Provide a more in-depth understanding.

 Ê Develop requests for information and priority intelli-
gence requirements (PIRs).

by Lieutenant Colonel Casey L. Ramirez and Major Megan M. Spieles

Building Intelligence Relationships

The 79th Infantry Brigade Combat Team medical officer briefs the command during a combined-arms rehearsal February 12, 2018, at Camp McGregor, NM.
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For example, the Fires section is able to understand how 
the enemy would employ fire systems based on capabili-
ties and the terrain; Logistics can provide knowledge of 
transportation equipment and insight into what would af-
fect movement; and Signal understands where a command 
headquarters should position for optimal communications 
and knows the enemy’s capabilities.

Establishing the Architecture
How does the intelligence officer build the relationship 

architecture? He or she should start by educating the staff 
on capabilities and the proper conduct of IPB. The S-2 must 
know what is important to each staff section and what each 
staff section needs to know about the threat or environ-
ment so that they can effectively conduct their mission. IPB 
is the foundation of the military deci-
sion-making process and helps ensure 
the staff can develop feasible courses 
of action—this is how to create “sym-
biotic” intelligence. The staff feeds the 
S-2/G-2, and the S-2/G-2 in turn feeds 
the staff. Furthermore, IPB is not a fire-
and-forget event. It is continually up-
dated and refined based on a more 
developed understanding of the op-
erational environment, not just as the 
threat changes but also as the friendly 
situation changes.

The aforementioned concepts can also 
apply to establishing the overall archi-
tecture. The intelligence section needs 
to build a close relationship with the S-6 to discuss systems 
and capabilities, and with the operations section to dis-
cuss the command post layout and ways to ensure all Army 
Battle Command Systems can talk to one another. Without 
this dialogue, the unit cannot properly build its digital ar-
chitecture to ensure the commander has the most relevant 
and accurate common operational picture. Another plan-
ning factor often overlooked is the 35T (military intelligence 
systems maintainer/integrator) support required to sustain 
intelligence systems (especially if the unit did not conduct 
proper training to establish and maintain its systems archi-
tecture). This is apparent when S-2 sections are not able to 
establish or re-establish their architecture after a command 
post displacement, or execute a primary, alternate, contin-
gency, and emergency plan when that architecture is lost.

Conversations with higher headquarters need to occur to 
determine who will establish the overarching architecture. 
Based on observations, the corps and/or division headquar-
ters should be the leading effort to establish an architecture 

and capture the process in a standard operating procedure. 
It is necessary to conduct rehearsals using the standard op-
erating procedure before the execution of any combat train-
ing center or warfighter exercise. A shared responsibility 
should also exist among the corps, division, and unit S-2s 
to ensure there is a plan for intelligence systems maintain-
ers to support units that do not have the requisite military 
occupational specialties in their modified table of organiza-
tion and equipment in order to sustain the equipment. We 
will not see support from field service representatives dur-
ing large-scale ground combat operations as we have during 
warfighter exercises; therefore, units should rehearse as of-
ten as possible in today’s environment to determine current 
gaps in the systems architecture.

Understanding Priority Intelligence 
Requirements

Another challenge we saw repeatedly is the understand-
ing of PIRs. Staffs know what the acronym stands for and 
what PIRs are, but they don’t understand the PIRs’ role in 
the commander’s critical information requirement. Staffs 
also struggle with the importance and purpose of PIRs. The 
purpose of a PIR is to drive the intelligence section to fill the 
gap in knowledge the commander has about the threat or 
environment so that he or she can make an informed deci-
sion. The staff must link a PIR in space and time to friendly 
decision points to give the commander a complete picture 
that will support decision making. PIRs become more rel-
evant and manageable when built for each phase of the 
operation. The situation template and event template built 
during IPB can make this possible. A properly built situation 
template and event template should give the intelligence 
staff and operations staff an understanding of when and 
where they should see threat activity. This is crucial for the 

Requirements Development1
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intelligence and operations staffs to synchronize, especially 
since the S-3 tasks information collection assets through or-
ders or fragmentary orders. How do the intelligence staff 
and operations staff manage this? With tools such as the 
decision support matrix and collection matrix. The value of 
the decision support matrix and collection matrix is immea-
surable because they link PIRs (knowledge about the threat) 
and information collection to each decision the commander 
has to make.

Outside the Organization
As we discussed the architecture within the organization, 

we also need to mention the architecture outside the orga-
nization, which for most brigades is extremely important. 
Intelligence officers must establish relationships with other 
organizations across the intelligence community. They do 
this by synchronizing their efforts with units and echelons—
higher, lower, and laterally. This also consolidates collection 
efforts. The linking of collection efforts creates “national-to-
tactical intelligence” and can serve intelligence and opera-
tions sections well, especially those units in the support and 
consolidation area that do not have a lot of organic collec-
tion capability. This, of course, is challenging if we do not es-
tablish a well-defined architecture before execution.

Conclusion
Intelligence architecture is crucial to supporting the com-

mander’s decision-making process. The coordination and 
continuous communication between staff sections, key in-
dividuals, and organizations are the core of the intelligence 
architecture. It is how collective and reinforcing intelligence 
relationships are created and maintained. It goes far beyond 
just digital systems and cannot be built behind a desk or 
solely through emails. Start by visiting staff sections across 
the formation. Participate in their processes before execu-
tion in order to identify shortfalls, not only to assist their 
commander but to assist yours as well. Build your architec-
ture and build relationships early, with a genuine effort, to 
help one another and fight the fight together. You will find it 
rewarding to your commander, staff, and warfighting func-
tion—and to yourself as a standard-bearer in our profession 
of arms.
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Introduction
Welcome to the inaugural Training Readiness: From Our 
Fort to Yours! The purpose of this column is to open a dia-
logue between the institutional training domain (U.S. Army 
Intelligence Center of Excellence [USAICoE]) and the opera-
tional training domain (you) to enhance learning and create 
“seamless transitions as Soldiers move into and out of oper-
ational units and institutional opportunities.”1 Said another 
way, this column will share resources you can use with your 
Soldiers to enhance their learning and ultimately their read-
iness. In this initial column, I will introduce myself, discuss 
the difference between a brief and a learning opportunity, 
and provide one tip you can use to enhance learning in your 
units.

It seems to me that being a successful military intelligence 
(MI) professional is a combination of what you know (the 
science of the profession), how you use what you know (the 
art), and how much experience you have using what you 
know. The same is true with learning. I have spent my en-
tire career (34 years) studying, researching, and working in 
the business of learning, first as a public school teacher and 
for the past 13 years as a Department of the Army Civilian 
at USAICoE. I currently lead staff and faculty development, 
curriculum design, and educational technology develop-
ment for USAICoE. Learning is literally in the name of the di-
vision I lead—Teaching, Learning, and Technology Division, 
which is part of the Directorate of Training. Every day we 
work with the officers and noncommissioned officers of the 
MI Corps stationed at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, to figure out 
the most effective way to train and educate your Soldiers 
while they are at the schoolhouse. This column will blend 
the science and art of learning we use every day into obser-

vations, suggestions, and resources that will help you train 
the MI Soldiers you lead.

Four Key Points to Help Get a Student’s 
Attention

So let’s get down to business. Imagine it is early on a 
Tuesday morning after a long weekend. You arrive at work 
and find out you have to give a mandatory 350-1 training 
brief in the unit classroom at 1300. You know the kind…lots 
of PowerPoint slides that everyone has seen before. The 
training is important to your unit and its Soldiers, but for 
learning to occur, Soldiers have to pay attention and this is 
not an easy thing to achieve in a traditional brief. In fact, 
“training brief” is a bit of an oxymoron because training 
briefs are not usually set up to facilitate training or learn-
ing. In his book Brain Rules, Dr. John Medina gives four key 
points for getting and maintaining the attention necessary 
for learning to occur.2 You can use these four points to trans-
form the brief into a true learning opportunity:

 Ê Emotions Get the Brain’s Attention.

 Ê Meaning before Details.

 Ê The Brain Cannot Multitask.

 Ê The Brain Needs a Break.

1. Emotions Get the Brain’s Attention. Finding a way to con-
nect the topic of the brief to an emotion is a good way to 
start. The most common technique involves using a per-
sonal story—yours or, with permission, the story of some-
one in the organization. But think beyond the story. A video 
clip, a newspaper article, a podcast sound bite, or even a 
picture can arouse emotion in your audience. Surprisingly 
it doesn’t matter what the emotion is—empathy and fear 
could work equally well—as long as they tie to the content. 
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Announcing you have doubled the time allotted for the brief 
(undoubtedly making people angry) would not result in bet-
ter learning, just angry people.

2. Meaning before Details. Deliver the meaning of the brief 
before the details so that Soldiers get the gist or crux of 
what you are talking about. Learning depends on connect-
ing new information to information already present in the 
brain. Providing the gist first gives Soldiers a way to connect 
and organize the new information. The brain is really bad at 
remembering details, yet we tend to focus on providing lots 
of details when we brief. Soldiers will remember the gist far 
longer than the details, so if the details are essential, make 
sure your Soldiers know where to find them after the brief 
is over. For example, most 350-1 requirements are based on 
an Army regulation. Provide a link on the unit website, or if 
you can, add the link to any handouts you use.

3. The Brain Cannot Multitask. Regardless of what your 
teenager has told you, anything that draws the learner’s 
attention away from the brief, like a cell phone, ambient 
noise, or even the temperature of the room, will decrease 
the Soldiers’ attention. It is important for you to establish an 
environment as free of distractions as possible. This includes 
your slides. Ever seen a slide so full of pictures, colors, and 
really small font that it made your eyes cross? When you are 
creating slides for the purpose of learning, the less text the 
better. Can you replace some of the text with a picture or 
graphic to show the gist? Remember, Soldiers aren’t likely 
to remember all that detail/text, but they may remember 
the gist of a picture. Don’t make your Soldiers multitask by 
having them read font that is too small while they try to lis-
ten to what you have to say. If you absolutely must use the 
eye-crossing slide, hand out copies for each Soldier.

4. The Brain Needs a Break. This is a big one. The brain needs 
a break after 10 to 15 minutes of listening, and it is going to 
take one whether you stop talking or not. The break doesn’t 
have to be long but it should be meaningful. For example, 

having everyone “stand and stretch” will provide a mental 
break, but since it is not tied to the topic at hand, it is not an 
effective break. The most effective way to turn a break into 
a learning opportunity is to include a carefully planned in-
teraction every 10 to 15 minutes or so. Asking a question or 
providing a situation related to the topic for Soldiers to dis-
cuss, write about, or respond to provides a break and helps 
students make more of those connections we talked about 
in number 2 above (Meaning before Details).

How to Get Help with Learning Techniques
You can apply these four key insights to any interaction you 

want to turn into a learning opportunity. At this point, you 
may be wondering how you can get help creating learning 
opportunities. First, look in your formations! You very likely 
have Soldiers who have been instructors or training devel-
opers. They learn techniques like the ones we’ve been dis-
cussing through the instructor courses taught at USAICoE. 
Another way to get help is to reach out with your ques-
tions through the shout box on the Intelligence Knowledge 
Network website (https://www.ikn.army.mil) or by contact-
ing us directly. Our Fort is standing by to help in any way we 
can. Finally, you can look for this column in the next edition 
of Military Intelligence Professional Bulletin (MIPB). Future 
topics we are kicking around include making the most of dis-
tance learning, understanding learners’ reactions to failure, 
and helping Soldiers with professional self-development. 
What would YOU like to see discussed in future columns? 
You can contact me through MIPB at usarmy.huachuca.icoe.
mbx.mipb@mail.mil. Till then, Always Out Front!

Endnotes

1. Department of the Army, Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) 
Pamphlet 525-8-2, The U.S. Army Learning Concept for Training and Education 
2020–2040 (Fort Eustis, VA: TRADOC, April 2017), 16.

2. John Medina, Brain Rules 12 Principles for Surviving and Thriving at Work, 
Home, and School (Seattle, WA: Pear Press, 2008), 71–94.
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Introduction
A master sergeant, an Army civilian, and a defense contrac-
tor walk into a gym one afternoon. Sounds like the open-
ing line of a joke. Regrettably, it only describes what three 
individuals did upon returning to their intermediate stag-
ing base after a full day of tactical ground and air vehicle 
movement overseas. We had spent the penultimate leg of 
the day’s movement in a C-130, our outbound flight, shoul-
der to shoulder in red webbed seats facing pallets of musty 
transit cases and muddy duffel bags. The brief ejection of 
aerial flares offered the only break from the monotony of 
the view and drone of the engines. A boring (transport) 
flight is a good flight. The accommodations and flight pro-
file could have been worse.

The C-130 flight was relaxing compared to the last leg of 
our inbound flight on a CH-47 Chinook. Shortly after takeoff, 
we caught glimpses through the helicopter’s hellhole of a 
sling load full of mortar rounds. Then we looked out the rear 
door and saw another Chinook leaving with a similar sling 
load. Flying over the mountainous terrain in the CH-47 was 
not as disconcerting as violating a lesson learned when we 
initially boarded the helicopter—a lesson previously shared 
by a combat veteran platoon sergeant during a Friday af-
ternoon work call to “never get on a (Chinook) if you don’t 
see hydraulic fluid on the floor.” The indisputable logic of 
the platoon sergeant was if the bird was leaking, it meant 
at least some fluid was in the system. A dry floor meant no 
fluid. No fluid meant no hydraulics. No hydraulics meant no 
control. Gravity wins every time. Seeing us hesitate during 
the seating process, the crew chief made a remark that cor-
related a clean, dry floor with the improved quality and op-
eration of modern hydraulic systems now installed on the 
CH-47 and other Vietnam-era aircraft. Clearly, this was not 
the first time he had to dispel a misperception from an out-
dated lesson.

Heading to the Gym—Mission, Interrupted
Back to the outbound C-130…the U.S. Air Force aircrew al-

lowed the Army passengers to stand, stretch, and move just 
enough to stay out of the way of unloading the palletized 
cargo. Pallet cargo had priority over the human cargo. We 
anxiously waited to deplane and doff the helmet and tacti-
cal gear mandated for wear until we cleared the flight line. 
A brief workout at the gym before evening chow seemed to 
be a good way to relieve the discomfort of cramped muscles 
and stiff joints from being crammed into a variety of trans-
port modes since o-dark-thirty. We had to be fresh as we 
continued on mission the next morning.

Our team’s mission was simple. First, meet with the in-
telligence leaders at the echelons above corps (EAC) to 
understand the current campaign’s overall intelligence 
production and intelligence interoperability requirements. 
Then go “downrange” to speak with Soldiers, noncommis-
sioned officers, and officers who were using the latest intel-
ligence processing system laptop computers at the division, 
brigade, and battalion levels in support of the campaign. 
We would be able to use the knowledge of EAC operations 
to understand the national-to-tactical intelligence imple-
mentation in theater. Conversations with Soldiers would re-
veal which of the system’s features or capabilities should 
be changed, added, or removed. The requirement to obtain 
the full range of input available from all the system’s us-
ers was too broad and important to levy solely on us—only 
three people.

We were part of a larger team comprised of computer 
engineers and software experts from the commercial ven-
dor building the laptops for the Army. The accompanying 
experts were not the field service representatives or engi-
neers with whom most of us are familiar and on whom we 
routinely depend. The commercial vendor’s experts were 
the electrical, computer, and system software engineers 

by Mr. Chet Brown, Chief, Lessons Learned Branch
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who designed and built the system, and who would lead 
the commercial vendor’s employees in refining it. The larger 
team included personnel from the U.S. Army Training and 
Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Systems/Capability Manager, 
Program Executive Office, Program Manager, testing com-
munity, training domain, and experts in the national-to-
tactical intelligence network. This was a diverse group of 
professionals dedicated to fielding the best capability to 
Army military intelligence (MI) Soldiers providing intelli-
gence support to operations overseas.

On our way to the gym, we began to identify the offices 
of MI personnel at the supported corps and Army Service 
component command headquarters with whom we could 
discuss the information gathered and receive additional in-
sights. The three of us had the gym to ourselves as we con-
tinued to discuss the work we would need to do once we 
returned to the continental United States. We agreed the 
team’s most useful contribution would be to help the en-
gineers apply all the pertinent recommendations. Then a 
televised news bulletin interrupted the session. Our work-
out, and the plans to meet with the corps and Army Service 
component command MI leaders, ended when the second 
plane hit the South Tower.

Then and Now
The September 11, 2001, attack provides an important 

temporal differentiation between legacy and current MI 
laptop system lessons learned interest. The team formed in 
2001 sought to apply the lessons learned from, and recom-
mendations of, U.S. Soldiers they had visited in Germany and 
at Camps Able Sentry and Bondsteel in (then) Macedonia1 
and Kosovo, respectively. This task endures, as does our 
tactical presence in the Balkans. Today, we still collect les-
sons and recommendations from Soldiers operating MI lap-
top systems downrange, albeit the area to which the term 
“downrange” now references has expanded greatly.

Another change between then and now is how MI Soldiers 
access and leverage the national-to-tactical intelligence 
enterprise. Our excursion to speak with the Soldiers and 
supporting personnel at Camp Bondsteel provided a tacti-
cal perspective. Meeting with U.S. personnel at the higher 
headquarters level in Europe provided an operational per-
spective. What remains important is identifying and sharing 
the best practices of linking EAC with the tactical force at 
echelons corps and below. Soldiers use different equipment 
now than they did then.

The Army listened to the requests of Soldiers and leaders 
engaged in operations to improve its flagship intelligence 
processing system. Analysts attempted to use the system 

contrary to its original purpose of providing rapid, accurate, 
actionable intelligence to defeat a conventional combined 
arms threat force. The Army responded to the unantici-
pated operating conditions by building a smaller, lighter, 
more mobile (laptop-based) intelligence analysis automa-
tion system. Over the next several years, the Army and its 
corporate partners continued to transform the laptop and 
its parent family of systems in response to the differing and 
various intelligence users’ continuously evolving tasks, mis-
sions, and types of operations.

The Army’s current flagship intel-
ligence processing system con-
tinues to evolve as rapidly as 
possible to address current 
and emerging operational 
and mission variables. The 
quick and frequent changes 
in the operational environ-
ment present unexpected 
challenges in collecting and ap-
plying lessons learned to drive system 
improvements. Personnel returning to areas where they 
had recently served reported that conditions had changed 
so much as to be almost unrecognizable. Some offered that 
their experiential knowledge was obsolete if they were ab-
sent from the area of operations for only a month or two. 
This is just one example of the speed at which the opera-
tional environment can change. The adage that change is 
the only constant definitely applies to Army operations.

Conversely, some things in the Army never change. This 
is a different sentiment than the defeatist’s lament that 
“the more things change, the more they stay the same.” 
We know things change. We are all working to improve our 
profession by adapting to change to improve the situation 
and not remain the same. We want to adapt in anticipa-
tion of and before the inevitable environmental change 
occurs in order to remain ahead of our competitors. The 
Army recognizes the superiority of adapting in advance of, 
and not in response to, changing conditions. Army leaders 
have not wavered from the value placed on obtaining unfil-
tered Soldier feedback on Soldier, unit, and equipment per-
formance. Support from EAC Army leaders and intelligence 
staffs 18 years ago provided the access to Soldiers using lap-
top computers at the tactical level. Today, with the same 
level of support from Army and MI leaders, we continue to 
collect and apply lessons, best practices, and recommenda-
tions from Soldiers using the latest intelligence processing 
laptop system—the Distributed Common Ground System-
Army Capability Drop 1.
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Commander’s Guidance
When drafting this Military Intelligence Professional 

Bulletin (MIPB) submission, I received forwarded email 
messages originating from several U.S. Army general offi-
cers: TRADOC Commander, GEN Paul Funk; Headquarters, 
Department of the Army, Deputy Chief of Staff G-2 
LTG Scott Berrier; and U.S. Army Intelligence Center of 
Excellence (USAICoE) Commanding General MG Laura Potter. 
Each email contained an element identifying the value of 
incorporating subject matter expertise into the Army’s 
modernization efforts. GEN Funk’s memo, Funk Sends #3  
– 28 August 19, mentioned his recent attendance at “the 
TRADOC’s Mad Scientist Conference, where the intelligence 
community comes together to discuss how future global 
trends will change our national security outlook and our 
Army.” He emphasized, “TRADOC will be at the forefront 
of this change, driving constant improvements.”2 Clearly in-
tentioned to be a comment on an aspect of effective lead-
ership, GEN Funk’s use of retired GEN Stanley McChrystal’s 
quote “The solution that works perfectly one day can be 
miserably disappointing the next”3 underscores the need 
to seek out what’s not working or what we need to work 
tomorrow. The quote also demonstrates why we are still 
collecting lessons from Soldiers using laptop computers 
supporting operations. The laptop solution implemented 
back then is not the solution we need today. The system we 
are using today may not be what we need to win tomorrow.

The Fiscal Year 2020 Combined Arms Center Command 
Guidance also provides another example of what used to 
work may no longer be appropriate in that the “current 
force that is optimized for the [counterinsurgency and 
counterterrorism] COIN/CT fight and is not optimized to 
meet the requirements in the current National Defense 
Strategy.”4 Specifying the Army has a role in the National 
Defense Strategy confirms the Army is not alone in the need 
to apply experiential learning to meet emerging and cur-
rent threats. In implementing the Combined Arms Center 
guidance in support of the National Defense Strategy, the 
USAICoE Commanding General described to us the crucial 
role of the Intelligence Center of Excellence. MG Potter 
directed us first to GEN Mark Milley’s farewell speech as 
the Chief of Staff of the Army and then to the remarks 
of the incoming Chief of Staff of the Army GEN James 
McConville.5 The guidance and words of the general offi-
cers underscore the inherent responsibility of all MI profes-
sionals (uniformed and Civilian) to contribute their unique 
perspectives and observations to support the readiness and 
development of our Nation’s intelligence warfighting func-
tion capabilities.

This recent focus is a natural evolution of the USAICoE 
Commanding General’s initial guidance to the Lessons 
Learned Team to keep abreast of the fielded force’s intelli-
gence and operations activities to discover, validate, and in-
tegrate relevant lessons and best practices into the MI force 
modernization and branch proponent efforts. MG Potter 
mandated we keep attuned to what the operating force is 
doing so that we may help ensure MI training and doctrine 
evolve to keep pace with, and in anticipation of, the field’s 
requirements.

There Are Always Lessons to Be Learned
Performing the lessons learned tasks to fulfill the nested 

priorities of Army, TRADOC, Combined Arms Center, and 
USAICoE leaders may seem overwhelming. The good news 
for the Lessons Learned Team is that we are not alone. We 
are all in this together. If you are reading this, you are part 
of the “intelligence lessons learned” effort. If you are, or 
work with, an MI professional, you have something valu-
able to add to the discussion. Sometimes we are so close to 
the problem we may not be aware of the various and differ-
ing contributing factors or solutions. We may not be able to 
see the forest for the trees. We all benefit from information 
contained in an after action report, white paper, concept, 
MIPB article, or email telling of a useful technique or effec-
tive shortcut.

Intelligence is always engaged; thus, there are always les-
sons to be learned. The laws of physics prevent the USAICoE 
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Lessons Learned Collection Team from directly observing 
the breadth and scope of Army MI activities from the na-
tional to tactical. We are able to add value to the Nation, 
Army, and intelligence enterprise only through your sup-
port. You allow us to share what we learn from others with 
you. You allow us to observe training and operations and 
to meet with your Soldiers, noncommissioned officers, and 
officers. You provide after action reports; standard operat-
ing procedures; primary, alternate, contingency, and emer-
gency plans; and examples of intelligence products. Your 
support allows us to provide all that we learn from you to 
those charged with driving improvements in the institu-
tional, generating, and operating force.

We also depend upon an increasingly expanding lessons 
learned relationship with the U.S. Army Intelligence and 
Security Command (INSCOM), Center for Army Lessons 
Learned, and Army centers of excellence. Applying intelli-
gence lessons learned to all the Army’s warfighting func-
tions is critical in anticipating the knowledge demands of 
training and preparing for large-scale ground combat oper-
ations. Impacts in one warfighting function ripple through 
every other warfighting function. Applying experiential 
learning (lessons and best practices) to help drive experi-
mental learning (concepts, simulations, experiments, etc.) 
also helps reveal the challenges of multi-domain operations.

Exercise Defender 2020
We have additional sources of support with the tempo-

rary expansion of the intelligence lessons learned contrac-
tor capability. We have added two personnel at INSCOM 
headquarters and another two at USAICoE. The temporary 
(one-year) increase in the professional lessons learned ca-
pability provides some of the additional capacity needed 
to observe major learning events of the next year such as 
Exercise Defender 2020.6 This exercise will span 10 coun-
tries throughout Europe (mainly Germany and Poland) from 
April to May 2020.7 “Defender 2020 is a Department of the 
Army-directed, [U.S. Army Europe] USAREUR-led exercise 
designed to demonstrate the United States’ ability to rap-
idly deploy a division to the European theater. This exercise, 
the largest in 25 years, will test echelons-above-brigade 
units in operational-level warfighting and its associated sus-
tainment.”8 Defender 2020 is not Reforger 2.0.9 Good news 

for you. It means I will not drag 1990s light infantry battal-
ion S-2 Reforger lessons learned into a future MIPB column. 
Okay, maybe just one. Don’t volunteer to be the washrack 
officer in charge for an armored unit as thanks for a couple 
days of hot chow.

I’ll end by extending thanks in advance to those of you 
who are going to contribute your lessons, best practices, 
recommendations, and invitations in support of Exercise 
Defender 2020.
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Introduction
The United States is still the world’s only true superpower, 
preeminent in its economic, military, ideological, and cul-
tural reach. But two decades into the 21st century, all in-
dicators are that the People’s Republic of China is quickly 
headed toward superpower status itself. It is second only 
to the United States in regard to the size of a single nation’s 
economy. It is also rapidly increasing its military spend-
ing and is growing more assertive in wielding its influence 
and economic power around the world. History teaches us 
repeatedly that when a nation on the rise challenges the 
existing dominant nation or nations, friction, rivalry, and 
sometimes conflict are inevitable. Combine this with signifi-
cant cultural differences, and one has the situation that ex-
ists between the United States and China today.

The Chinese are very conscious and proud of what they 
see as 5000 years of uniquely unbroken ethnic history. 
Their perception of this history views China as the histor-
ical cultural center of Asia, when other countries used to 
pay tribute to China as the benevolent stewards of Asian 
civilization. This self-image plays a significant role in what 
China considers its rightful place in Asia, especially against 
the backdrop of the late 19th through the early 20th cen-
tury, which many Chinese call the “Century of Humiliation.” 
Much of Chinese policy today is in part aimed at China re-
gaining its lost pride, its place in the world, and perhaps 
above all, the means to make itself strong again—in a way 
that other powers, especially Western ones, cannot dimin-
ish. At the same time, in what may seem contradictory to a 
Westerner, many Chinese also have an admiration for the 
United States, a country whose industriousness brought it 

from nonexistence to world preeminence in only two cen-
turies, a chronological drop in the bucket by Chinese his-
torical standards. Indeed, some might see modern China 
as a 21st century model for capitalism (albeit one overseen 
by China’s authoritarian political rule), an economic system 
that the United States championed throughout the 19th and 
20th centuries.

China is also the birthplace of Confucianism, a philosophy 
that the government often cites to justify principled govern-
ment rule over a populace that collectively fulfills its duty 
by individuals subsuming themselves to what the govern-
ment determines is best for the people. While the com-
munists officially rejected Confucianism when they took 
control of China, this collectivist mentality is still a promi-
nent factor in Chinese thought. Although China has many 
elements of capitalism in its economy, ultimately it is still 
a state-controlled economy within a communist system. It 
does not have what we would consider a free press, free-
dom of movement, or many of the other individual liberties 
that most Americans take for granted. This is in contrast to 
the relatively young and more historically forward-looking, 
less reflective United States, which achieved world preemi-
nence in the 20th century and whose stated ideals of de-
mocracy, individual liberties, and international equality, 
enforced through international law and led by the United 
States, can come into conflict with China’s worldview.

Another major factor to consider when examining United 
States–China relations is that despite the image of a uni-
fied, single-minded Chinese people intent on one common 
purpose, many potentially destabilizing forces exist within 
modern Chinese culture—economic, demographic, cultural, 

by TRADOC Culture Center
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and ideological, to name a few. China’s greatest issues are 
internal. Additionally, Chinese policy often aims to solidify 
China’s domestic atmosphere through developing common 
goals or causes, or by creating economic advancement and 
benefit that will win the satisfaction of the people. China, 
with its vast and unwieldy population, has experienced 
many foreign invasions over the millennia and incredibly tu-
multuous and lethal domestic periods since it became com-
munist. This, combined with a 5000-year-old desire to seek 
and achieve harmony, results in a risk-averse mentality that 
seeks to eliminate situations that may lead to chaos.

Roots of Contention
Century of Humiliation. Chinese officials did not meet with 
United States representatives during their first attempt 
to establish relations with China in 1784, but by the early 
1810s, the opium trade between Western countries—led 
by Great Britain—and China had begun. To varying extents, 
many Western countries felt resentment at the way the 
Chinese government treated foreigners as inferiors who 
needed to acknowledge their subordination to the Chinese 
Empire. They also resented China for believing that Chinese 
culture was more superior and richer in history than all oth-
ers were and that the Chinese emperor was emperor of the 
entire world.

In 1839, China sought to end the opium trade and con-
fiscate stores of the addictive and damaging drug sold by 
Western countries, primarily Great Britain. The Western 

countries, once again led by Great Britain, refused to co-
operate and went to war with China in what is now known 
as the First Opium War. England won decisively, forcing 
China to continue allowing the opium trade (in which the 
United States was engaged as well), to pay silver, and to 
open up even more cities to trade with the West. While the 
United States was not directly involved in the fighting and 
was generally looked upon with a bit more tolerance than  
some of the other European nations trading in China, 
Americans were still foreigners and in this way were asso-
ciated with some of the anger about the Opium War in the 

public consciousness.

The Second Opium War involving 
England and France against China 
started in 1856 over the Western 
countries’ perceptions that China 
was not living up to the treaties it 
had signed after the First Opium 
War. This also ended in a crushing 
Chinese defeat. The Chinese know 
the series of treaties China signed 
after the Opium Wars, such as the 
Treaty of Nanjing in 1842 and the 
Treaty of Tianjin in 1860, as the 
Unequal Treaties. In this series 
of treaties, China had to open up 
many trading ports, relax trade re-
strictions, grant legal extraterrito-
riality, and allow Western traders 
to build and live in expatriate com-
munities and worship as they chose 
within Chinese territory. In return, 
the Western powers would not at-

tack China. These losses in the Opium Wars began a period 
known in China as the “Century of Humiliation.”

After the Opium Wars, the Chinese government, which 
had weakened and lost prestige, had to deal with several 
destabilizing incidents that came about as a result of the 
Western presence in China. These incidents included the 
Sino-Japanese War, the internal Taiping Rebellion, and the 
100 Days Reform Movement. They also included the Boxer 
Rebellion, which the Chinese government initially opposed 
but later partially embraced. The Boxer Rebellion resulted 
in open conflict against Western powers (including the 
United States) and Japan, whose militaries ended the re-
bellion and then extracted massive monetary reparations 
and even more territory concessions from the Chinese gov-
ernment. This period was accompanied by massive famine 
and poverty in the majority of China, which was rural and 

The slogan says “Long live the triumph of Chairman Mao’s revolutionary line of literature and art!” and the background 
shows the town of Yan’an, where Mao Zedong declared that all art and literature should serve politics first and art second.  
Characters from the revolutionary operas, 1974. Jiasheng Ding; Shanghai Theatre Academy (est.1945).
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agricultural. All of this damaged 
and eventually led to the fall of 
Imperial China.

Then, in World War I, the 
Chinese sent more than 100,000 
troops to Europe to fight on the 
side of the Allied powers. But at 
the war’s end, Chinese territory 
that the Germans had controlled 
was not given back to China by 
the victorious Western powers 
but instead was given to China’s 
enemies, the Japanese. Less than 
20 years later, the Japanese in-
vaded China and commenced a 
brutal occupation that directly or 
indirectly cost the lives of approx-
imately 40 million Chinese.

This “Century of Humiliation,” 
from the First Opium War until the establishment of the 
communist People’s Republic of China in 1949, is some-
thing both actively taught in schools and invoked in pub-
lic pronouncements by the Chinese government. Seen from 
a Western perspective, many modern Chinese seem to 
look at this period more as a lesson and catalyst for reso-
lute progress and development than a source of openly ex-
pressed anger with the West.

Treatment of Chinese Immigrants in the United States. In 
the United States, there was an influx of Chinese immigrants 
after the 1849 Gold Rush in California. Chinese immigrants 
also often ended up working on the construction of the rail-
roads, in factories, and on farms. Some even managed to 
become business owners. Racial hatred, stereotypes about 
Chinese being drug pushers and all Chinese women be-
ing prostitutes, and fears about Chinese immigrants taking 
Americans’ jobs resulted in great discrimination. Chinese 
were paid lower wages, had their rights legally restricted or 
eliminated altogether, were barred from gaining citizenship, 
and were the subject of a great deal of physical violence, in-
cluding the murder, physical assault, and property theft of 
hundreds of Chinese. Many laws were passed specifically to 
limit the rights of Chinese residents in California. Numerous 
cities sought to remove all Chinese from their limits, and 
eventually the Chinese Exclusion Act banned almost any 
Chinese from immigrating to the United States. These laws 
were the first immigration-limiting laws in American his-
tory. Within China, this discrimination against Chinese cre-
ated some ill feelings toward the United States.

People’s Republic of China. By the mid-20th century, just be-
fore and after the Japanese occupation and World War II, 
China was engaged in a civil war between the Nationalists, 
who were allies of the democratic United States, and the 
Communists, who were allied with the Soviet Union. (The 
two sides had fought together against the Japanese.) In 
1949, the Communists under Mao Zedong eventually won 
and allied themselves with America’s Cold War foe, the 
Soviet Union. The Nationalists fled to what is known today 
as Taiwan. The United States did not recognize the com-
munist government that controlled all of mainland China, 
known as the People’s Republic of China, as the legitimate 
government of China. Instead, it recognized the Nationalists 
in Taiwan, the Republic of China, who claimed they were 
the true government of all China.

In the years before and during World War II, the Japanese 
occupation of parts of China was brutal and involved many 
atrocities. Though the United States decisively fought and 
defeated Japan in World War II, immediately afterward the 
United States helped rebuild Japan into the capitalist eco-
nomic power that it is today and became allies with the 
island nation not much more than 500 miles away from 
the Chinese coast. The Japanese treatment of the Chinese 
during their occupation is very much in the collective con-
sciousness of the Chinese.

During the Korean War (1950–1953), China (along with 
the Soviet Union) supported North Korea against the United 
States and South Korea. Later, when United States forces had 
fought up to the North Korean–Chinese border, the Chinese 

Shiyu, or Lion Islet, part of Kinmen County, one of Taiwan’s offshore islands, seen in front of Xiamen, China, on 
September 7, 2014. Just off Kinmen’s shores are the glass-walled high-rises from the booming mainland port of Xiamen in 
one of China’s most prosperous provinces.
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fought the United States in open warfare. The Korean War 
eventually ended in a stalemate; to this day, China is an ally 
of North Korea, and the United States is an ally of South 
Korea. The Korean War has never been declared officially 
over, though that may change in the near future.

In the Taiwan Strait Crisis during the mid-1950s, the United 
States–backed Nationalists in Taiwan deployed to some 
nearby Chinese islands. The People’s Republic of China con-
sidered this an act of aggression by the Nationalist govern-
ment and responded by shelling the islands with artillery. 
The United States then indicated it would use military force 
to defend Taiwan itself. Eventually, the Chinese agreed to 
negotiate and the hostilities ended.

The Chinese asserted control of Tibet in 1950, and when 
there was a Tibetan uprising against Chinese rule 9 years 
later, the People’s Republic of China’s response killed thou-
sands. The United Nations and the United States con-
demned these actions, which supported Tibetan resistance. 
China claims that Tibet has been part of China for centu-
ries, and based on that interpretation of history, it is part of 
China. Today, the United States recognizes Tibet as part of 
China.

In 1964, China tested its first nuclear bomb, adding a clear 
level of threat to the United States in the “capitalist democ-
racy versus communism” cold war.

The Chinese, along with the Soviets, supported the com-
munists in North Vietnam and the Viet Cong insurgents 
in South Vietnam against the United States and South 
Vietnamese government during the Vietnam War.

Later, when the Soviet Union and China split over vari-
ous political and ideological differences, the United States 
reopened relations with the People’s Republic of 
China for the first time as part of the United States 
strategy to defeat the Soviet Union, eventually rec-
ognizing the People’s Republic of China as the legiti-
mate government of mainland China.

Relations improved for some time until what is 
known in the West as the Tiananmen Square pro-
tests. The initial Tiananmen Square protest in the 
spring of 1989 resulted in student-led demonstra-
tions against elements of the government, which 
occurred in many cities regarding a variety of is-
sues, especially corruption, the effect of economic 
policies on urban dwellers, and the need to allow 
a greater expression of beliefs and grievances. 
The People’s Republic of China government stopped 
the protests with violent measures and many people 
were killed or wounded. Several countries around 

the world, including many voices in the United States, were 
angered by this and called for sanctions. The United States 
suspended arms sales and high-level visits to China and im-
plemented some economic sanctions, and relations grew 
more distant for a while. But in the long term, the United 
States has recognized China’s economic importance on the 
world stage.

After the Tiananmen Square protests, China’s economic 
policies became much more capitalist and much less com-
munist, resulting in a rapidly growing and booming econ-
omy. In 2000, the United States normalized trade relations 
with the People’s Republic of China. In 2001, China was al-
lowed into the World Trade Organization and became a per-
manent Most Favored Nation of the United States, giving it 
highly favorable trade terms with the United States. China 
continued its rapid rise in economic wealth and power, be-
coming the United States’ largest foreign creditor in 2008 
and the world’s second-largest economy in 2010. 

The Issues
Economic Competition. The United States and China 
are the world’s two largest single-nation economies, the 
United States having had the world’s largest economy for 
the better part of the last 150 years. However, the current 
rate of growth puts China’s economy on a path to surpass 
the United States, and by some measures, it has already. 
Historically, this makes competition and perhaps even con-
flict between the United States and China almost inevitable. 
Many of the region’s countries risk alienation depending on 
whether they align themselves (for economic or security 
reasons) with China or the United States. China is aggres-
sively seeking out raw materials and resources to power 
its economy and is therefore establishing relationships all 

United States vs China GDP
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around the globe. This often puts China in situations in 
which it is competing with the United States’ interests ec-
onomically and, inexorably, politically, socially, and even 
militarily.
Trade. The United States has a large trade deficit with 
China—with the United States buying close to $400 billion 
more of Chinese products than China buys from the United 
States. The United States believes this is fueled by restrictive 
Chinese trade practices that limit the amount of investment 
American entities can make in China and limit the number 
of goods and services the United States can export to China. 
This, in turn, not only limits potential American business 
profits but also can negatively affect American jobs. In the 
summer of 2018, the United States implemented tariffs and 
restrictions on multiple Chinese imports, including steel, 
aluminum, electronics, and clothing and began considering 
others to deal with what are considered unfair trade prac-
tices by the Chinese, as well as their technological and intel-
lectual property theft. The Chinese believe they are still a 
developing economy with an average standard of living well 
below that of the United States and other developed coun-
tries and, as such, need to protect their economic growth 
and long-term prospects to provide a better quality of life to 
their citizens. They responded to U.S. trade restrictions with 
tariffs and restrictions of their own on U.S. products. China 
is also pushing for Chinese-Russian trade to be conducted 
exclusively in Chinese and Russian currency rather than the 
United States dollar, which has been the currency of inter-
national commerce for quite some time.

Intellectual Property/Cyber Theft. The United States finds 
Chinese practices of cyber theft and coercive procurement 
of business technology and information a very serious prob-
lem that is a crime, an act of aggression, and certainly detri-
mental to the United States’ technological and informational 
edge. Many Chinese see the acquisition of technology and 
information as essential to China’s prosperity and, by ex-
tension, their domestic welfare and security. China is also 
a communist society, albeit in a form unique to China. As 
such, Chinese may not see violating capitalist laws and stan-
dards to obtain for-profit, private intellectual property as 
negative, but rather as something that is more egalitarian, 
leading to more people being able to share in knowledge, 
which is a good thing. The Chinese also point out what they 
see is the United States’ hypocrisy on the issue of hacking 
and nefarious cyber practices, especially given the revela-
tions that came about as a result of Edward Snowden’s es-
pionage and theft.
Taiwan. The People’s Republic of China considers Taiwan 
a province that is both historically and currently part of 
their country, as declared in their “One China” policy. This 

is despite various Taiwanese political factions considering 
Taiwan as somewhere between a completely different na-
tion and an independent, self-determining part of a single 
Chinese country. The People’s Republic of China has stated 
that any actions involving a tangible attempt to support 
Taiwan’s separation from the People’s Republic of China will 
be considered an act of war.

The United States considers Taiwan’s status as unset-
tled. While the United States does not support the idea of 
Taiwanese independence, it does not officially oppose it ei-
ther. The United States officially “acknowledges” (notes the 
existence of) the People’s Republic of China’s “One China” 
policy but does not officially confirm the United States’ 
support for it. In 1979, the United States established the 
Taiwan Relations Act, which allows the United States to sell 
defensive weapons to Taiwan and gives the United States 
the option to defend Taiwan militarily if necessary, accord-
ing to what Congress determines. The People’s Republic of 
China sees this as an intrusion into domestic politics and ob-
jects to the United States’ arms sales to Taiwan. The United 
States’ policy can be generally described as one designed 
to minimize open conflict between Taiwan and the People’s 
Republic of China without angering the People’s Republic of 
China too much.

North Korea. North Korea is an ally of China. Though China 
has had several occasions to be unhappy with North Korea, 
the two countries are still allies and comrades in their de-
clared communist forms of government. North Korea also 
provides a land buffer between China and South Korea, a 
United States ally. China has already clearly shown during 
the Korea War that it does not want the United States or 
South Korea near the Chinese border. The United States, 
on the other hand, sees North Korea as a clear threat. It is 

United States Trade Deficit with China
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a nation that has invaded South Korea before and lethally 
attacked American and South Korean personnel in multi-
ple incidents since then. It is currently a nuclear-armed na-
tion that not only continues to develop nuclear weapons 
capable of hitting the United States and its allies but also 
openly and proudly proclaims it is doing so. China’s sup-
port of North Korea, in general, and the perceived lack of 
strong measures by China to try to control its ally have been 
a source of great dissatisfaction for the United States. The 
long-term nature of the complicated relationship between 
China, North Korea, South Korea, and the United States is 
yet to be determined.

Human Rights. The United States and United Nations have 
cited China as a human rights violator in many areas: free 
speech, internet, press, religion, movement, association, 
political choice and practice, physical treatment of many of 
its citizens (including rural workers), treatment of many eth-
nic minorities, torture, wrongful executions of accused crim-
inals and political prisoners, and a variety of other issues.

China objects to these accusations in several ways. First, 
it cites what it sees as the United States’ hypocrisy on hu-
man rights, given our invasion of Iraq, rate of incarceration, 
racial and class issues, breakdown of families, extremism, 
and crime, to name a few. Second, China considers itself a 
developing country, where uplifting the quality of life for 
all its citizens requires measures that countries such as the 
United States also employed when it was still de-
veloping, in order to ensure a secure and pros-
perous future. These factors and the difference 
in cultures, many Chinese argue, put China in a 
different situation than the United States—one 
that cannot be assessed according to the same 
cultural expectations or standards. Third, China 
has a generally collective culture that seeks soci-
etal harmony above the needs of individuals. To 
the Chinese government, the welfare and secu-
rity of the many and the means necessary to se-
cure them are more important than the needs or 
wants of a relatively small number of people. This 
is a clear contrast to the United States’ individu-
alist culture, which the Chinese often perceive as 
chaotic, disorderly, and fractious. 

Additionally, China has well over four times the 
number of people as the United States and has 
serious issues, including aging population demo-
graphics and difficulties related to its massive ru-
ral-to-urban migration over the past few decades. 
Analysts generally agree that China has to do ev-
erything in its power to keep the country united 

and on the same path, despite its public image of one vast, 
unified people, all marching to the same beat.

Maritime Disputes. China claims large areas of the South 
and East China Seas, along with several landmasses in 
those areas. These seas have billions of dollars in com-
merce passing through them every year and have massive 
oil and natural gas resources. China is also building islands 
and modifying reefs in the area to hold and supply military 
equipment, vessels, and personnel.

If one looks at the map, it quickly becomes apparent why 
these seas are physically important to China. To the east and 
south lie the United States’ allies or countries traditionally 
aligned with the United States, effectively encircling China’s 
Pacific coast. By gaining control of the South and East China 
Seas, China ensures commercial and military access to the 
Pacific and can counter any perceived United States mili-
tary, political, or economic influence in the area.

China treats these areas as if they were Chinese territory, 
which means they push out other countries that are operat-
ing according to international law or those own countries’ 
maritime or territorial claims. China often cites historical or 
claimed historical presence in these areas as justification 
for their assertions of control. China often views interna-
tional law as laws made by, and for the benefit of, Western 
nations when they were unquestionably the dominant 

Map of Areas Claimed
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powers in the world, and not necessarily in line with Chinese 
culture and interests. In the Chinese consciousness, these 
laws also harken back to the Century of Humiliation when 
policies made in the name of free international trade were 
forced on China by Western powers.

The South China Sea is one of the most oft-traveled wa-
terways in the world. Each day, thousands of vessels from 
many different countries travel and carry on international 
commerce vital to the region and the world as a whole. 
Most of the countries in the area believe they have the right 
to freely navigate it and claim waters close to their nations 
as their own. As a matter of principle, the United States 
supports internationally recognized law for determining the 
location of a country’s maritime borders rather than inter-

Want to Learn More about China? 
The role of history in Chinese policy:
https://www.theatlantic.com/china/archive/2013/10/how-humiliation-drove-modern-chinese-history/280878/.
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/13/opinion/chinas-quest-to-end-its-century-of-shame.html.

The treatment of Chinese in American history: 
https://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/presentationsandactivities/presentations/immigration/chinese4.html.
http://www.pbs.org/becomingamerican/ap_prog1.html.

The history of the People’s Republic of China’s relationship with the United States:
https://www.heritage.org/asia/report/the-complicated-history-us-relations-china.
https://www.cfr.org/timeline/us-relations-china.
http://uscpf.org/v3/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/backgrounder-on-United States-China-relations.

United States–China trade issues: 
https://www.everycrsreport.com/reports/RL33536.html.
https://www.thebalance.com/u-s-china-trade-deficit-causes-effects-and-solutions-3306277.
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2018/04/09/how-chinas-tariffs-could-affect-u-s-workers-and-industries/.

Theories on why the Chinese engage in certain practices and how to deal with these issues:
https://www.theepochtimes.com/why-china-will-not-abandon-theft-in-its-strategy-to-surpass-us-economy_2502976.html.
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2018/03/31/donald-trump-china-intellectual-property-theft-column/458320002/.
http://thehill.com/opinion/finance/379800-intellectual-property-will-make-or-break-us-china-relations.
http://thehill.com/opinion/cybersecurity/385379-to-stop-chinas-technology-theft-the-us-needs-a-people-warfare-strategy.

Taiwan as an issue between the United States and China:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/04/30/china-u-s-taiwan-relations-are-in-choppy-waters-heres-whats-going-
on/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.6207a96053b8.
https://www.npr.org/2018/04/10/601215534/the-taiwan-travel-act-threatens-to-further-complicate-u-s-china-relations.

China’s view of North Korea:
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/china-north-korea-relationship.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/22/world/asia/china-north-korea-nuclear-talks.html.
http://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2143145/why-china-remains-cautious-over-prospects-breakthrough.

Human rights in China:
http://www.scmp.com/news/china/policies-politics/article/2142765/china-named-force-instability-us-human-rights-report.

https://thediplomat.com/2016/04/china-us-accuse-each-other-of-human-rights-violations/.

China’s disputed maritime claims:
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/why-the-south-china-sea-is-so-crucial-2015-2.
http://theconversation.com/why-is-the-south-china-sea-so-important-to-the-us-71477.

https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/risk-of-u-s-china-confrontation-in-the-east-china-sea/.

national waters. The United States also supports these rules 
because they facilitate free trade and provide relatively 
equal rights to countries regardless of their size and power, 
including those countries that are U.S. trading partners and 
allies. The United States does not want China to control the 
South and East China Seas because this conflicts with inter-
national law and might create a Chinese stranglehold over 
Asian maritime commerce at the expense of other nations 
in the area. Many observers argue that these maritime dis-
putes may eventually escalate into military conflict.

Endnote

1. rheins [CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)].
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On 6 February 1968, American personnel at a U.S. Special 
Forces camp named Lang Vei were tense. Located approxi-
mately 5 miles southwest of the Marine base at Khe Sanh, 
the camp was home to two 12-man Special Forces detach-
ments, 14 South Vietnamese special forces soldiers, 280 
Montagnard Civilian Irregular Defense Group strikers, and 
161 H’re tribesmen of the Mobile Strike Force. Because 
the camp was close to the Laos border, the camp itself and 
the surrounding area was also supporting 520 Laotians 
of the 33rd Laotian Volunteer Battalion and an additional 
2,200 dependents who had survived a recent enemy at-
tack on their camp. Throughout late 1967 and into 1968, 

North Vietnamese Army (NVA) and Viet Cong artillery fire 
had targeted Lang Vei often, and intelligence reports indi-
cated enemy battalions were crossing the river along the 
Laos border. Earlier that morning, an enemy mortar barrage 
had awakened the camp and dinnertime was interrupted by 
an artillery attack. Personnel at defensive positions around 
the camp reported hearing engines idling and other strange 
noises. During the Tet holiday just a week earlier, the NVA 
and Viet Cong had attacked locations throughout South 
Vietnam. Now, an NVA division was headed for the Marine 
base at Khe Sanh, and the camp at Lang Vei was in its path. 
An attack on the U.S. camp was imminent. 

Shortly after midnight on 7 Feb-
ruary, an NVA combined infantry-
tank assault drove through the 
perimeter fences into Lang Vei. This 
represented the first use of tanks 
by the North Vietnamese, and the 
unprepared forces at Lang Vei were 
immediately overwhelmed. The 
enemy destroyed the camp’s am-
munition and fuel dumps, leveled 
heavy weapons positions, overran 
bunkers, and blocked all avenues of 
approach to the camp.

Less than a mile away, SFC 
Eugene Ashley, Jr., the intelligence 
sergeant for Company C, 5th Special 
Forces Group (Airborne), 1st Special 
Forces, watched the horror unfold 
at the Lang Vei camp and volun-
teered to help relieve the camp. 

by Lori S. Stewart, USAICoE Command Historian
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For the next 10 hours, SFC Ashley led a series of counter-
attacks against the enemy forces at Lang Vei, calling in air-
strikes on the enemy fighters and his own position. During 
the fifth counterattack, Ashley was mortally wounded. His 
Medal of Honor citation best tells the story:

On 6 and 7 February 1968, Sergeant Ashley was the 
Senior Special Forces Advisor of a hastily organized as-
sault force whose mission was to rescue entrapped 
United States Special Forces Advisors at Camp Lang Vei. 
During the initial attack on the Special Forces camp by 
North Vietnamese Army forces, Sergeant Ashley sup-
ported the camp with high explosive and illumination 
mortar rounds. When communications were lost with 
the main camp, he assumed the additional responsibil-
ity of directing airstrikes and artillery support. Sergeant 

Ashley organized and equipped a small assault force 
composed of local friendly personnel. During the ensu-
ing battle, Sergeant Ashley led a total of five vigorous as-
saults against the enemy, continuously exposing himself 
to a voluminous hail of enemy grenades, machinegun 
and automatic weapons fire. Throughout these assaults, 
he was plagued by numerous booby-trapped satchel 
charges in all bunkers on his avenue of approach. During 
his fifth and final assault, he adjusted airstrikes nearly on 
top of his assault element, forcing the enemy to with-
draw and resulting in friendly control of the summit of 
the hill. While exposing himself to intense enemy fire, 
he was seriously wounded by machinegun fire but con-
tinued his mission without regard for his personal safety. 
After the fifth assault he lost consciousness and was car-
ried from the summit by his comrades only to suffer a 
fatal wound when an enemy artillery round landed in his 
area. Sergeant Ashley displayed extraordinary heroism 
in risking his life in an attempt to save the lives of his 
entrapped comrades and commanding officer. His total 
disregard for his own personal safety while exposed to 
enemy observation and automatic weapons fire was an 
inspiration to all men committed to the assault. The res-
olute valor with which he led five gallant charges placed 
critical diversionary pressure on the attacking enemy and 
his valiant efforts carved a channel in the overpowering 
enemy forces and weapons positions through which the 
survivors of Camp Lang Vei eventually escaped to free-
dom. Sergeant Ashley’s conspicuous gallantry at the cost 
of his own life was in the highest traditions of the mili-
tary service, and reflects great credit upon himself, his 
unit and the United States Army.1

In the aftermath of the bat-
tle, the Army found that 17 
of the 24 Americans at the 
camp had been killed and six 
were missing. At least four 
of the missing had been cap-
tured. However, the North 
Vietnamese also suffered ma-
jor losses and their planned 
assault on Khe Sanh had been 
stopped, which also pre-
vented them from gaining 
control of the northern prov-
inces along the Demilitarized 
Zone. 

SFC Ashley’s family received 
his Medal of Honor posthu-
mously on 2 December 1969. 

As a 20-year old, Eugene Ashley, Jr., joined the Army in 
1951 and served in the Korean War with the 187th 
Regimental Combat Team. Choosing to remain in the Army 
following the Korean War, he filled a variety of infantry as-
signments before completing Airborne School in 1956. He 
was promoted to sergeant in 1961 and served as a cav-
alry and armored battle group squadron leader and com-
pany sergeant with an airborne battalion. In 1965, as a 
staff sergeant, he deployed with the 82nd Airborne Division 
in Operation Powerpack, the United States intervention in 
the Dominican Republic. He was promoted to sergeant first 
class later that year; then he volunteered to join the Special 
Forces. In 1967, he deployed to Vietnam.

SFC Eugene Ashley, Jr.
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In 2001, the Eugene Ashley High School near Wilmington, 
North Carolina, was dedicated in his honor. He was also in-
ducted as a Distinguished Member of the Special Forces 
Regiment in 2012, and the following year, the 3rd Battalion, 
5th Special Forces Group (Airborne) operations complex 
at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, was named Ashley Hall in his 
honor.  

Endnote

1. “Indomitable Valor: SFC Eugene Ashley, Jr.,” U.S. Special Operations 
Command website, accessed 3 October 2019, https://www.soc.mil/ARSOF_
History/medal_of_honor/recipient_ashley.html. 
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